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What to expect
An inclusive, but not exclusive 
briefing on, for and from 
the world of advanced materials, 
designers, visionaries, creators, makers, doers, 
written with numerous examples and 
a comprehensive listing of major scientific and research players, 
rare earth, wierd composites, interesting materials, even more curious applications, nano scale futures, 
sustainable manufacturing, industrial designers, material enthusiasts, material collectors, 
material manufacturers, material suppliers, material experts, material scientists, material technologists, product engineers and 
material startup success stories for anyone 
interested in any one of these to understand the barriers, challenges and key issues facing these actors in facilitating 
the innovation in the invention they have already created.
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Now when we are in the candy shop we have 
to think about which materials we shall use and 
how do we start using them. 

As a designer we must start working very close 
with the scientific world to find the right material 
for the right purpose. It’s not just enough that I like 
a material, its colour, its tactility or the shapes I can 
make from it. It is about how can we produce the 
material looking at a holistic production. Will the 
material fit its purpose or can I do it in a smarter 
way? How do I up-cycle the material after it has 
been used for my purpose and what will the 
lifespan of the material be?

We also have to access the knowledge on 
materials from other industries so that creatives 
can start making crossover materials and crossover 
use of the materials. If the design and the scientific 
world can find a way to explore the new intelligent 
materials together in a close collaboration, then 
we have a golden opportunity to answer some of 
the many challenges we face in shaping our future. 

I believe that we are running out of time in the 
way we run Planet Earth and we have an urgency 
to start forming our future. Material scientist and 
designers need to focus on how we can start 
replacing about 80% to 90% of the materials we 
have around us today. It is not going to be a 
quick fix but by starting the process today we 
will be capable of making the transformation into 
the ecological age. If we can come up with new 
materials and new ways of using the already 
invented materials, even going back to the old, 
known materials but using them in new contexts, 
we will have a chance to make a big effort in 
shaping the future.

Foreword
by Nille Juul-Sørensen, CEO, Danish Design Center

We need to start shaping a future for ourselves 
that can incorporate all the new technologies that 
will come and a future in balance between the 
environment and us. To me, materials will play a 
crucial part in shaping this future. It is not just all 
the new materials that are interesting but more 
interesting is how the creative and the scientific 
world can collaborate in transforming our future 
so it will be a sustainable future on all levels and 
a future where we have designed systems that will 
be able to incorporate new technologies and new 
materials. We must start designing a future where 
materials forms objects that are responsible, user 
friendly and sustainable on all levels.

As a designer and architect I have always been 
very fascinated by materials because they play 
such a big part in forming new ideas and solving 
challenges in the creative process. In the building 
process it is looking into more traditional materials 
and how you could use them in a new and 
surprising ways or how one could mix them in 
new patterns. When entering the field of design 
my eyes were opened to total new materials and 
their production. I was amazed about how many 
materials there were out there and how few I knew 
about.I found materials that was invented 50 years 
ago but was shelved due to extreme production 
cost at the time they were invented and now 
50 years later cost has come down so they can 
be used. 

Design also opened my eyes for all the new smart 
or intelligent materials constantly being invented. 
Some for a purpose and some because we just 
can. One can say that it’s like walking into a candy 
shop.
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We are entering a new era where products and experiences are going to be 

shaped by invisible forces, complex science and new manufacturing methods. 

The influence of nanotechnology are manifesting itself in a whole new range of 

applications, even creating markets that don’t exist today. This is not just space 

age stories but real down to earth applications in everyday life- a vehicle to the 

moon, to the tools for brain surgeries, to the food we eat are all products of 

advanced materials and processes. The DAMADEI report takes you on a journey 

to meet the actors from the worlds of advanced materials and designers. It is an 

attempt to understand the diverse world of materials at different levels. 

Mapping the advanced materials sector and the design sector is a big task. As a 

start, the report has taken on this onerous task to systematically introduce the 

players and mechanisms of both worlds to each other. A good level of familiarity 

with the actors and acknowledging their role and contribution to the big picture 

is the first step to collaboration. The categories are large, and in many instances 

the actors are not singular in their role. For example a raw material supplier could 

also have large research activities and be a manufacturer. Likewise, a designer 

could provide the design and be the producer of his own design assuming 

responsibility for the context relevance and sustainability of his product idea. 

Yet, this mapping gives a clear idea of the value chains. This knowledge is vital 

as intervention and collaboration at different stages can lead to a broad spectrum 

of innovations, from incremental to radical. 

The report then moves on to discuss with vivid examples instances where the 

scientific world has brought research to the real world and designers have been 

the unsung heroes of that translation and more instances where designers have 

seeked with enough scientific enquiry and curiosity to realise their ideas with the 

use of very advanced materials. 

The report explores in great detail the role of material libraries and material 

experts in facilitating knowledge transfer, lateral thinking in both industry sectors 

and eventually creating the cross pollination that is the need of the hour to 

accelerate the innovation process. Many leading libraries have been profiled to 

explain their services, value offerings and material focus.

The advanced materials sector has been presented with all the various 

stakeholders in this system, from fundamental researchers to product engineers 

and material scientists explaining their role in the industry and how interaction of 

a designer with each of these actors can help foster innovation. Numerous 

examples have been cited at every instance to demonstrate the idea that putting 

science into context is imperative for research to capture value in innovation.

Executive summary

The design sector has been explained as the ecosystem around the creators- the 

designers. Their involvement from idea to execution has been outlined indicating 

how access to new knowledge and possibilities can accelerate innovation. Many 

designers are at the forefront of this new wave of design led technological 

innovations. Yet the effect needs to spread widely in the community to combat the 

apprehensions of working with advanced technologies. 

The mapping and analysis of the advanced materials and design sectors has been 

done across industry sectors and materials families to further demonstrate the 

holistic nature of its application and influence. 

A detailed analysis clearly indicates that while knowledge is prime in the advanced 

materials sector, the consecutive protection of this know-how is fuelled by singular 

pursuits. The sector’s access to research funds and knowledge gives them the 

advantage of being at the forefront of innovation. Technology in the digital age is 

fast paced as never before giving science and technology research a momentum to 

tailor properties of materials and engage in a collaboration to customise science 

for practical applications. Yet, bringing scientific knowledge into commercial 

application needs many stakeholders and the advanced research world seldom 

moves over sectors to find the right partners and the unspoken bureaucracy of 

knowledge, information and alliances means that scientific research remains 

creatively untapped. There are opportunities to create early alliances between 

material suppliers and manufacturers with designers to incubate radical 

technology-led design ideas and startups that need support from product makers 

or themselves creating front end products which can help this sector have more 

intellectual control over market tendencies.

While designers have an innate understanding of user behaviour, socio-cultural 

factors and their interaction with product semantics and product systems, 

designers can trigger scientific enquiry in very naive and fundamentally different 

ways. They can develop an intuitive way to work with advanced materials because 

of their own iterative, empirical way of working with fabrication and materials. Yet, 

the design community does not have direct access to scientific information, 

research findings and experiments still at the lab stage. The lack of funds 

dedicated to foster this alliance makes it tough to enter the scientific world without 

a concrete commercial proposal. Designers have different education backgrounds 

but an affinity to formal aspects but the difference in their aptitude for science can 

mean they have difficulty working with the scientifically abstract. There is an 

opportunity to create early alliances between designers and material suppliers, 

and manufacturers to incubate radical design-led technology ideas and startups to 

use advanced materials in design to be a huge product and feature differentiator 

to capture new markets.
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The DAMADEI report is a culmination of insights 
from 10 months of research, travel, interviews, 
workshops and the Materialism travelling 
exhibition. It must be read at various planes – for 
the most basic part, the report is a map of all the 
stakeholders in the advanced materials industry 
and the design industry explaining the nuances 
and mechanisms at play in these sectors. 

For the curious designer who would like to know 
all about what scientists do, Section 2 is a wealth 
of information. Dr. Javier Peña, Scientific Manager, 
Materfad (FAD) offers an overview of advanced 
material families chosen for this project to 
demonstrate their size and pervasiveness. The 
stakeholders of this sector from raw material 
suppliers to manufacturers, research centers, 
technology centers, technology transfer centers, 
material libraries and technology scouts have 
been introduced providing fair insights into their 
role, contributions and collaboration touchpoints. 
The mechanisms of licensing, patents, material 
selection, role of databases and trade fairs are also 
discussed here.

For the scientific world that has long been trying to 
fathom creative chaos, the mechanisms of a 
design process are laid bare in Section 3, as 
designers are introduced alongside their 
approach to prototyping, use of computational 
and simulation tools, design manufacturing, 
concerns of sustainability and eventually deep 
knowledge of how materials fare in use. David 
Cutcliffe, Design Site Leader at Alstom Transport in 
Barcelona has written a prolific overview of how 
designers use materials in the train transport 
industry citing examples from his work and those 
of his peers. Mette Bak Andersen, a design 
educator at the Københavns Erhvervsakademi 
(KEA), Denmark has written about the challenges 
of staying at the forefront of inventions as a design 
student and the future she foresees with setting up 
a materials library in the design school.

Reading the report from Section 4 could be very 
valid for anyone who has worked at the 
intersection of design and technology and faced 
real situations of forging a collaboration between 
the two worlds. 

Introduction

This section presents the key findings of the 
project and key barriers and challenges in 
commercialising that is dogging the industries. 
This section is the essence of this enquiry in a 
nutshell for those working with systemic agendas 
such as policy makers, educators and industry 
facilitators.

Section 4 also introduces the emerging trends of 
democratic making of materials and democratic 
manufacturing with a huge do-it-yourself 
approach to this subject. New ecosystems of 
material based startups are springing around 
Europe and a surge of interest in materials has 
made advice on materials a specialised 
consultancy practice.

10 best practice cases have been selected from 
around Europe to demonstrate different things- 
the importance of lateral thinking in radical 
innovation with the Tretorn Ball, the agility of a 
design process in designing the Cranial Loop, the 
power of imagination and play with Zieta’s inflated 
steel pipes, the endless iterations science offers 
with the Plastic Logic’s organic electronics, the 
persistence of a designer’s pursuit to push 
scientific boundaries with Sugru, the real world 
match making possibilities offered by material 
libraries with Termix’s hair brushes, the eventual 
commercialisation of fragile embedded 
technologies in smart textiles with Sensing Tex, 
creative manufacturing with LiCrete and finally the 
big impact DyeCoo will have on this world with 
the commercialisation of its waterless dyeing 
techniques.

Numerous examples and references have been 
cited wherever possible to inspire the reader to go 
online and read more. A comprehensive list of the 
websites of all institutes, companies, products and 
technologies mentioned in the report is available 
in the Appendix. All materials and technologies 
mentioned in this report have also been annotated 
with video links listed in the Appendix as we truly 
believe the magic of technology is best seen to be 
believed.

The report contains a documentation of all 
the workshops and material exhibition tours 
conducted as part of the DAMADEI Project as well.

1
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The European Commission has recently published 
the European Competitiveness Report 2010. 
Recovering from a severe recession, the report 
identifies the main future determinants of EU 
competitiveness on world markets. One of these 
determinants is the creative industries sector, 
which is among the fastest growing sectors in the 
EU creating new jobs, playing key roles in global 
value chains and spurring innovation. 

According to the 2006 KEA European Affairs 
report on The Economy of Culture in Europe, 
commissioned by the European Commission, the 
cultural and creative sectors in Europe generated 
a turnover of approximately €650 billion, 
contributed to 2.6% of EU GDP in 2003 and 
grew 12.3% more than the general economy 
from 1999 to 2003. They employed approximately 
4.7 million people, equivalent to 2.5% of the 
active employed population in EU-25. 

For the design sector specifically, the lack of a 
commonly agreed definition and of available data 
make comparisons between countries difficult. 
Tentative estimates put the number of designers 
in Europe at 410 000. These create a total turnover 
of €36 billion, which represents slightly more 
than 5% of the knowledge-intensive service sector 
in the EU. The aforesaid report demonstrates that 
creative industries have a recognized important 
and transformative role in the EU’s economy.
 It shows that creative industries are the main 
drivers of innovation and encompass an even 
bigger potential. To unlock this potential, the 
main barriers which this sector is facing should be 
tackled through regional, national and EU policies. 

Other sources of growth detected at the 
European Competitiveness Report 2010 are 
the Key Enabling Technologies (KET). KETs are 
knowledge-intensive and associated with high 
R&D intensity, rapid innovation cycles, high capital 
expenditure and highly-skilled employment. They 
enable process, goods and service innovation 
throughout the economy and are of systemic 
relevance. 

They are multidisciplinary, cutting across many 
technology areas with a trend towards 
convergence and integration. Among the KETs, 
Advanced Materials have a current market size of 
€74 bn and they are essential for the further 
development of many other KETs, in particular 
nanotechnology, micro and nanoelectronics 
including semiconductors, and photonics. 
One of the main barriers for the development of 
potential applications of the KETs is the fact that 
the R&D efforts are driven by technological 
opportunities rather than likely preferences of 
users. With its potential to make products and 

1.1 Project rationale

of building bridges between the technical and 
commercial departments. Similarly, designers 
without entrepreneurial skills may find it difficult 
to start and grow their own business. These issues 
need to be tackled through education that better 
integrates design with management, basic 
business and entrepreneurship. 

Finally, the lack of knowledge about the potential 
use of the advanced materials in designing new 
products becomes a serious obstacle for the 
development of the new products taking 
advantage of these high-end technologies.

services user-friendly and appealing, design 
‘closes the innovation loop’ from initial research 
to commercially viable innovations and, as such, 
has the potential to increase efficiency of overall 
R&D and innovation spending. 

As design activity puts the user at the centre, 
design-driven innovation is different from the 
traditional linear, science or technology-driven 
model of innovation. In this particular matter, 
the 2007 Innobarometer survey of innovative 
companies across the EU found that over a quarter 
(27%) considered that design staff had been a 
major source of ideas for their innovative activities, 
slightly ahead of research staff (25%). This figure 
was above 40% in some countries (Belgium, 
Greece, Ireland, Finland), and in high and 
medium-tech sectors. One perspective on the 
relationship between design, innovation and 
competitiveness is to consider that design acts 
as bridge between science, technology and the 
user by putting the user in the centre. The role 
of design is to strengthen the communication 
between the different parts of the innovation 
process – for example between R&D and 
production, R&D and marketing, to turn ideas 
and technological inventions into products 
and services, and make innovative products 
commercially acceptable, user-friendly and 
appealing. In this sense, design is a tool for 
innovation in new or emerging markets where 
user-friendly and appealing design is a must 
to create or enter the market.

A Commission Staff Working Document, Design 
as a driver of user-centred innovation, identifies 
several barriers to better use of design as a tool 
for innovation in Europe: 
•	 Barriers	to	the	use	of	design	in	companies,	
 mainly in SMEs; 
•	 Barriers	to	growth	of	design	businesses;	
  Barriers in education, training and research. 

In particular, the lack of awareness and experience 
and the lack of knowledge of how and where 
to turn for specialised help; are often mentioned 
as barriers for the use of design in companies. 

As regards to the education and training 
barriers, the challenge is the lack of designers 
with the right skills and experience in view of 
recent developments in the area of design, such 
as strategic user-centred design, eco-design, 
‘design for all’, design management and 
computer-aided design. 

Design consultants who lack for example basic 
business and management skills may have 
difficulties convincing industrial clients. In-house 
designers without these skills may not be capable 

Thus, several recent reports demonstrate that 
creative industries have a recognized important 
and transformative role in the EU‘s economy.
Creative industries are often defined as the main 
drivers of innovation and encompass an even 
bigger potential. In this regard, design is a 
powerful tool for innovation in new or emerging 
markets where user-friendly and appealing design 
is a must to create or enter the market. However, 
there are still some barriers obstructing the full 
development of such potential. One of the main 
remaining barriers is the lack of knowledge about 
the potential use of advanced materials in 
designing new products.

The DAMADEI Project seeks to raise awareness among designers and to 

provide them with the appropriate experience on how to take advantage of 

these huge opportunities regarding advanced materials. In this way, design 

will be able to unlock its full potential as a driver of innovation and European 

competitiveness.
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1.3 the Partners

To consolidate a long-term collaborative European infrastructure 
to enhance the current network of partners through the involvement 
of the main European design sector and advanced materials 
stakeholders.

To identify the needs, barriers and common areas of application 
of both sectors as well as to develop the potential interaction of 
Design and Advanced Materials as drivers of European innovation.

To hold 4 Workshops (London, Barcelona, Prague, and Copenhagen) 
to stimulate creative processes by exchanging European best 
practices in design through the application of advanced materials.

To develop and implement a far-reaching communication plan 
of the results.

1.2.1 results

Creation of a permanent network of European design and advanced 
materials stakeholders.

Mapping of the European Design and Advanced Materials sectors.

In-depth research into the interactions between Design and Advanced 
Materials.

Identification of European best practices for these interactions.

4 innovative workshops on design & advanced materials in London, 
Copenhagen, Prague and Barcelona, including an exhibition of advanced materials.

Creation of a collaborative platform as an online meeting 
point for Design and Advanced Materials.

Publication of the main conclusion of the project.

Staging of a final dissemination event coinciding with  
Barcelona’s FADFest.

1.2 Objectives

1.3.1 Fostering Arts and Design (FAD), 
Materfad, Materials centre, Barcelona, spain
www.fad.cat, www.materfad.com

encourage the world of enterprise to incorporate 
design through numerous activities and projects.
Materfad, is one of them. The Barcelona Materials 
Centre, together with their affiliated centers in 
Mexico, Colombia and Chile, results from the 
increasing role played by materials in the 
development of our society. Materfad’s objective 
is to give visibility to the agents producing 
innovative or singular materials and to efficiently 
guide designers in order to thus foster the transfer 
of knowledge.
Materfad was represented by Valérie Bergeron in 
the DAMADEI Project.

HM was established in 2004 in Prague and its 
main aim is to explore and bring information about 
new materials to the Czech market. HM provides 
information about innovative materials through 
seminars, exhibitions and publishing vocational 
articles and books. HM owns a materials library 
which has been transferred from matériO Paris 
in 2010, an independent information centre 
on materials and innovative products. This 
cooperation enables Happy Materials to have 

the latest information about new materials and 
to use the knowledge in educating creative 
industry members in the Czech Republic.
Happy Materials was represented by Ivana 
Vejrazkova in the DAMADEI Project.

The Danish Design Centre is an independent, 
government-funded organization established 
in 1978. DDC’s focus in relation to the design 
community and business sector is on collecting, 
communicating and testing knowledge about the 
main factors that influence design and how design 
can continue to be a driver for innovation and 
growth in the future. The DDC is working with 
these topics in close cooperation with designers, 
partners, sponsors, businesses and audiences 
both nationally and internationally. The aim is to 

strengthen soci ety’s capacity through design 
and – in a contemporary way – to carry on, 
enhance and renew the Danish design tradition. 
The DDC’s mantra is ‘design that makes sense’, 
and its key knowledge areas are new materials, 
new technology, and big data.
The Danish Design Center was represented 
by Maria Hørmann in the DAMADEI Project.
(logo)

The FAD is a private, independent and 
not-for-profit association that has the objective 
of promoting design and architecture in the 
country’s cultural, economic and social spheres. 
It is articulated through different associations 
that represent the various disciplines of design: 
ADI-FAD industrial design – ADG-FAD graphic 
design and visual communication – ARQUIN-FAD 
architecture and interior design – A-FAD art, 
handicrafts – MODA-FAD image and fashion. 
Founded in 1903, it has become the first centre 
of reference for design and architecture in Spain 
thanks to its constant work in promoting creative 
culture through exhibitions, professional talks, 
prizes and events. The FAD creates incentives to 

1.3.2 happy Materials (hM), 
Prague, czech republic
www.happymaterials.com

1.3.3 Danish Design centre (DDc), 
copenhagen, Denmark
www.ddc.dk



Pic 1 Partcipants facebook from the London 
workshop, 

Pic 2 Participants facebook from the Cph 
workshop, 

Pic 3 Participants facebook from the Barcelona 
workshop, 

Pic 4 Participants facebook from the Prague 
workshop

The workshops created much synergy and 
dialogue between industry stakeholders in both 
sectors. Tomas Hendrych of Happy Materials 
at the DAMADEI Symposium in Prague talking 
about stabilised Aluminium foam from AlusionTM.

The materials on display at the Materialism tour 
in Copenhagen, where visitors could touch, feel 
and interact with them. They were tagged with 
QR codes so that all information about them 
were instantly available online.
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From the onset, the collaborators of the project 
were passionate about materials, they were 
passionate about design and were unanimous that 
they wanted to create a platform and knowledge 
pool that could bring the two together and stay 
alive, active and usable by the community long 
after the project was over. 

Much has been written about advanced materials 
and smart materials for designers and the effort 
has been fantastic in creating an awareness in 
the creative community. Material libraries and 
their outreach efforts to connect suppliers and 
facilitators of creative projects have also instigated 
much curiosity in the creative community but 
keeping them up-to-date with the latest, most 
innovative materials is a difficult task. The effort 
needed to constantly update libraries is not 
unknown. Both books and online libraries have 
limitations of visibility, consistent relevance and 
committed users. This was the pretext to plan the 
activities of the project like the creation of a 
visual repository of stakeholders from suppliers 
of materials to designers working with them, 
and an in-depth research into the two sectors to 
understand the challenges they face in innovating. 
The key activities of the project are outlined here. 

Methodology & Approach

2.1 the research-in-Depth
An in-depth research has been conducted as an 
effort to assimilate industry trends and understand 
the core issues that the stakeholders face. Different 
stakeholders have been interviewed across Europe, 
and have been visited at their facilities to understand 
what goes into the making and manufacturing of 
advanced materials – from research labs to large 
factories, and taking the same investigations forward 
with designers who tinker around with new materials 
to make futuristic usables and design manufacturers 
who strive to make this a commercial reality. The 
findings, insights and analysis has been presented 
in Section 4 of this Report.
Read more on Pg 95

2.2 the Materialism symposium and its Format
As part of the dissemination efforts of the DAMADEI 
Project, the project partners organised a symposium 
and an exhibition of more than 40 advanced materials 
at their headquarters. A specific theme was chosen 
relevant to a strong industry cluster of the hosting 
partner. The symposiums were conducted in London, 
Copenhagen, Prague and Barcelona. The symposiums 
organised during the DAMADEI Project brought 
together the creative industry and the technologists, 
creating a dialogue and intense brainstorming 
sessions putting focus on future applications 
of advanced materials.

About 45 participants representing different 
areas such as research, design, industry, start-ups, 
education, architecture and the creative underground 
were invited at each workshop. Each symposium had 
a theme and the experts, speakers and participants 
were chosen in that context. 
 
The day included short presentations from national 
and international presenters on advanced materials 
and design. The core of the day was ideas for future 
solutions in intense Sketcha Kutcha sessions. 
A selection of 4 advanced materials was used 
at the Sketcha Kutcha workshop as inspiration 
to visualise future applications. The output from 
the day was 20 ideas on solutions, services and 
products based on the materials and the theme. 
The 20 ideas were part of a traveling exhibition 
that followed the Symposiums in Europe. The 
exhibition is called Materialism European Tour 
showcasing 40 advanced materials. 
Read more on Pg. 144
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http://www.youtube.com/user/MaterialTimes?feature=watch
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKc89wLX9ww
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More than 40 material samples were chosen for 
the traveling exhibition. Some were displayed 
in their raw material stage, some as industrial 
swatches. It also included products using an 
advanced material or produced using advanced 
manufacturing. 

2.4 the travelling exhibition: Materialism 
European tour

In the wake of creating something that will be 
usable by the broad creative community beyond 
the days of this project came the idea for creating 
an online platform to map the various actors in the 
two sectors – suppliers, manufacturers, designers 
and technology centers. All the partners worked 
to support the idea of populating the platform in 
the early phase of the project. This way, around 

2.3 the Website and collaborative Platform

150 local stakeholders were mapped on to the 
platform. The platform provides this information 
in a very visual, interactive way and is searchable 
by material, region, and categories like suppliers, 
technology centers, connecting centers, 
manufacturers and designers. The platform can 
be accessed at www.damadei.eu

The DAMADEI platform is a database of connecting centers, technology centers, 
research centers, suppliers, designers and manufacturers of advanced materials. 

Four materials were chosen locally by each 
partner, giving the tour an anchor to its host. 

The DAMADEI exhibition in Barcelona was located at the FAD headquarters and was 
open to all visitors to the venue thus reaching a very diverse design audience.
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http://www.almadesign.pt/
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section II

EurOPEAn cOntExt OF thE ADvAncED 

MAtErIAls sEctOr

The Pecha Kucha Sessions with advanced materials 
at each Symposium resulted in 80 idea cards that 
were a part of the exhibition.
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3.1 What are Advanced Materials?
by Dr. Javier Peña, Chemist, Scientific director Materfad Materials Center

Materials is a very inclusive term, since it is 
the basic building block of all physical products. 
Materials are typically broken down into five 
groups: metals, polymers (thermoplastics and 
thermosets), ceramics, glasses and composites. 
This delineation offers insights into likely 
applications, since these materials have very 
different atomic and structural properties leading 
to very different properties and suitability for 
different applications and purposes. 

The most common ways in which materials are 
categorized are: by industry (based on the 
requirements of a specific industry), by application 
(such as pressure vessels), or by a material 
subgroup. In the case of industry, examples of 
categories are: medical materials (compatibility 
with human body), electronic materials (focus 
is on electronic and optical properties), and 
aerospace materials (focus is on low weight 
and characteristics that limit the likelihood 
of catastrophic failure).1

Advanced materials can be defined in numerous 
ways; the broadest definition is to refer to all 
materials that represent advances over the 
traditional materials that have been used for 
hundreds or even thousands of years. From this 
perspective advanced materials refer to all new 
materials and modifications to existing materials 
to obtain superior performance in one or more 
characteristics that are critical for the application 
under consideration. 

A more insightful and focused approach to 
advanced materials is to consider materials that 
are early in their product and/or technology life-
cycle. In other words, there is significant room 
for growth in terms of the improvement of the 
performance characteristics (technology lifecycle) 
and their sales volume (product lifecycle). The 
latter definition is what will be focused on here. 

A detailed explanation is offered by Dr.Javier Peña 
on the material families chosen for DAMADEI 
as an industry to demonstrate their size and 
pervasiveness. 

An introduction to 
Advanced Materials

1 See for example: ASM Handbooks, ASM International, Metals Park, Ohio.

Active materials present intrinsic or embedded 
‘actuators’ that respond to such stimuli. 
They present response control and selection 
mechanisms, to control the response in a 
predetermined way. Their response time is short 
and the system returns to its original state as soon 
as stimulus ceases. These materials may be used in 
the design and development of sensors, actuators 
and multifunctional products and may even 
configure smart structures and systems that, with 
a combination of materials, are capable of 
self-diagnosing and modifying themselves to 
adapt to the conditions that have been set as 
optimal or correct for them. 

3.1.1 Active Materials
Active materials, also called smart, multifunctional 
or adaptive materials, are capable of modifying 
in a reversible and controllable manner any one 
of their particular properties whenever external 
physical or chemical stimuli operate on them. 
These materials have the capacity to change their 
colour, shape or viscosity, generate electricity, 
etc. in response to changes or alterations in the 
medium (light, sound, temperature, voltage). 

The simplest classification of these types of 
materials is: 
Materials with shape memory 
- Alloys with shape memory 
- Polymers with shape memory
- Ceramics with shape memory
- Ferromagnetic alloys with shape memory

Electro active and magneto active materials 
- Electro- and magneto-rheological materials 
- Piezoelectric and thermoelectric materials 
- Electro- and magnetostrictive materials

Phase-change materials

Photoactive materials 
- Electroluminescent 
- Fluorescent
- Phosphorescent 

Chromo active materials 
- Photochromic
- Thermochromic 
- Electrochromic

There is currently no consensus on nomenclature, 
but there is an agreement on certain criteria or 
traits that they have, whether intrinsically present 
or in an embedded manner, and that they contain 
recognition and intensity-measuring sensors of the 
intensity of stimulus under which the material will 
react. 

An advanced material is any material that, 
through the precise control of its composition 
and internal structure, features a series of 
exceptional properties (mechanical, electric, 
optic, magnetic, etc) or functionalities (self-
repairing, shape change, decontamination, 
transformation of energy, etc) that differentiate 
it from the rest of the universe of materials; or 
one that, when transformed through advanced 
manufacturing techniques, features these 
properties or functionalities.

3

They are undoubtedly one of the most interesting 
technological activities within the industry owing 
to the wide spectrum of disciplines in which they 
can be applied, such as: electromagnetic 
protection, conductive fabrics, generation of 
chemical and biological responses and new 
mechanical, acoustic, thermal, electrical and 
optical properties that are required from these 
materials in order to be able to meet the possible 
needs of the population. They represent, the latest 
generation of mechanisms that blur the boundary 
between material and machine, as it is the material 
itself that exercises activity after a training process 
(education-teaching): they somehow come a little 
closer to the laws of life.

Nitinol springs produced by Euroflex GmBH are 
available also in many other forms like tubes, 
wires, sheet metal etc. Credit: Pablo Axpe
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http://www.euroflex.de/en/downloads/corporate-video.html
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However, there are some new trends in the 
research and development of new composites 
like new manufacturing techniques of composite 
materials with inorganic matrixes (metallic and 
ceramic), make it more economical and 
productive. The separate manufacture of fibers 
and matrices, which are then combined to obtain 
a composite material with a metallic or ceramic 
matrix, is not the only technique. Today there are 
many research centers studying in-situ production 
of resistant fibers in matrixes as a more viable 
manufacturing method for this kind of material. 

The development and application of new fibers 
of biological origin, both animal (e.g spider web) 
and vegetable (cellulosic) are another alternative 
for the production of more resistant materials that 
are also more compatible with the environment. 

Incorporation of nano-reinforcements 
for developing nanostructured composite 
materials. The development of different types 
of nanostructures like nanoparticles, nano-films 
etc. in recent years has opened up a new field 
of nano-composites manufacture for developing 
composite materials. 

Their advantage lies in the small size of their 
reinforcements (tens of nanometers), and that 
means greater effectiveness as it increases its 
specific surface and reduces the effective distance 
between reinforcements. There is immense 
interest in employing carbon nanotubes, carbon 
nanofibers and graphene, all characterized by 
their high mechanical and electrical properties, 
which are superior to carbon fibers by several 
orders of magnitude.

3.1.2 Advanced composites
Composite materials have traditionally been 
defined in many ways, based on different ideas 
and concepts required for identifying and 
classifying them. 

However it is necessary to limit this concept to 
aspects associated with its structure, manufacture 
and behavior – the basic aspects that make them 
different from the rest of monolithic or 
conventional materials. On the basis of these 
concepts, we can define a composite material 
having one of the following features: 
•	 It	is	manufactured	artificially	(thus	excluding	
 any natural materials such as wood), mixing the 
 components in such a way that the dispersion 
 of one material into another may be undertaken 
 in a controlled manner to attain an optimal set 
 of properties. 
•		 It	has	two	or	more	physically	and/or	chemically	
 different phases or constituent parts, which are 
 non-inter soluble and appropriately arranged 
 and separated by a defined inter-phase. 
•		 Its	properties	are	uniquely	superior	in	a	specific	
 aspect and cannot be attained by its consti-
 tuent components separately. 

The development of composite materials is 
currently conditioned by several challenges 
such as:

•	 Reduction of manufacturing costs and increase 
 in the production of the constituent parts of the 
 composite materials. Carbon fibers, is a clear 
 example of high-performance reinforcement 
 whose penetration in high-consumption sectors 
 (for example, automotive) is limited, among 
 other reasons, by the high price of the fibers. 

•	 Adaptation of automated manufacturing 
 technologies to other industries, such as the 
 development of new curing techniques outside 
 autoclaves or bonding, can expand the spec-
 trum of use of composite materials in other 
 fields. Automation of the manufacturing 

 processes with composite materials reduces 
 the costs of manufacturing composite material 
 structures and has been successfully tackled 
 by industries that manufacture large structures 
 with composites, such as the aeronautics 
 industry. Projects such as the Airbus 380 would 
 not have been possible without the fine-tuning 
 of manufacturing technologies such as auto-
 mated tape laying (ATL) or fiber positioning (FP). 

•		 High standards of inspection and testing with 
 new non-destructive testing techniques all 
 pieces manufactured with this type of material, 
 not just at the time of production but also after 
 certain service cycles, imposed by certain 
 industries such as aeronautics, demands the 
 development and fine-tuning of more efficient 
 inspection systems. A new class of composites 
 that is still in the research phase, called smart 
 composites, include sensors (for e.g. fiber 
 optics) are capable of detecting the presence 
 of defects or deformations in the structure and 
 monitoring the system’s structural integrity 
 (Structural Health Monitoring). 

•		 The need for complete recyclability of 
 composites has opened up the need to 
 research and develop effective techniques for 
 recovering, recycling and reusing structures 
 manufactured with composite material. 
 Today, the separation and reuse of composites’ 
 components (matrixes and reinforcements) 
 is an unsolved topic that requires considerable 
 research effort. 

Lineo’s flax fiber composites mixed with 
coventional material such as carbon or glass 
fiber improves significantly the damping 
properties of the material while ensuring good 
mechanical properties. 
Credit: Pablo Axpe.

The Harbin Hafei Airbus Composite Manufacturing 
Centre features highly advanced equipment and 
technology, including automated-tape-laying, 
autoclave, automated trimming and non-
destructive test equipment. 
Source: www.airbus.com

Airbus applies a full range of materials in its 
aircraft, including optimised metallic alloys, 
along with the increasing use of composites. 
Source: www.airbus.com



Flexible bracelet 3D-printed with PLA by Ultra-Lab. 
www.ultra-lab.net. 
Credit: Pablo Axpe.

Fab Clay explores 3D printed architecture in 
clay. Material samples are made by hacking an 
industrial CNC Mill with a customized, arduino-
controlled deposition head for paste-like materials. 
Attached to an industrial robot, the head is used to 
print full-size architectural columns. 
www.fabclay.com

The 3Doodler is the world’s first 3D printing pen 
which is commercially available and has an active 
user platform. 
www.the3doodler.com

Basalt fabrics from Basaltex made from basalt 
fibre has better physicomechanical properties and 
is significantly cheaper than carbon fiber. Basalt 
roving can be used to make composites. 
Credit: Pablo Axpe
www.basaltex.com 

GRAnPH® Nanotech’s graphene oxide provides 
superior quality graphene products for high tech 
applications, as well as other carbon based 
nanostructures and nanocomposites. 
www.granphnanotech.com

3D mesh is a laminate product consisting of 
a fabric side, a thin padding, and a mesh and 
is used as a spacer. 
Source: www.made-in-china.com
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Shaping technologies, which use pre-shapes to 
obtain the required geometry such as plastic and 
metal injection, PIM, sintering, vacuum casting, 
RIM, electroforming, etc.

Subtractive technologies, which obtain the 
required geometry by subtracting material from 
a larger geometry such as mechanizing, electro-
erosion, waterjet cutting, laser cutting, etc.
Additive technologies (AM) which obtain the 
geometry by adding material through virtual 
geometry, without the use of pre-shapes and 
without subtracting material 

The principal characteristics that distinguish the 
manufacturing process of solids through addition 
of layers of material (AM) from any other industrial 
manufacturing process, providing them with huge 
competitive advantages are that the geometric 
complexity that has to be achieved does not 
increase the cost of the process and customization 
does not increase the cost of the process

3.1.4 Advanced textiles & Fibers

In recent years, technical fabrics have undergone 
major development and offer many possibilities 
for innovation to create high value products by 
offering new applications. 

3D fabrics with a possible application in vehicle 
interiors can be manufactured in a wide range of 
thickness, hardness, elasticity, with the advantage 
of being recyclable and can feature characteristics 
that are very similar to the polyurethane foam 
currently being used.

Until recently this kind of sandwich structure was 
achieved by bonding polyurethane foam (PUR) 
to a variety of fabrics for the external layers. The 
development of 3D fabrics means that obtaining 
these sandwich fabrics is considerably simplified. 

Currently, non-woven fabrics made by a 
mechanical punching technique or by means of 
needles are the most widely manufactured ones, 
as they have found many possibilities in the 
replacement of conventional fabrics. However, 
producing nanofiber through electrospinning is 
gaining importance. 

Electrospinning is defined as a technique that 
allows us to obtain fibers from molten or solution 
polymer with an average diameter in the range 
of 50 nm to 5 µm. There are studies in which 
electrospinning is used that have achieved 
composite nanoparticle materials in nanofibers 
or coaxial nanofibers. Recently a new method 
has been developed to facilitate the production 
of nanofibers called electrospinning based on 
polymer solutions or molten polymer. 
Read more on Pg. 116

3.1.5 coatings 

Coatings play a prominent role in the materials 
industry at this time. They are capable of 
transforming and/or modifying the functionality 
of a material through its surface, and in general 
with a metric economy that is worthy of note. 

Nano-coatings are opening up new applications 
that are efficiently acting first-hand on the 
functionality of the material and the associated 
product. In this regard, nano-coatings are 
solid-liquid coatings comprised of extremely small 
particles that possess extraordinary characteristics 
such as: high flexibility, easy adherence, resistance 
to corrosion and microbial flora in addition to 
providing solutions for improving our 
environment:

3.1.3 Advanced Manufacturing

Today, the manufacturing processes of parts, 
although assisted by the most advanced controls, 
are still basically conventional: chipping, cold- or 
hot-forming, casting or injection. All of them face 
limitations such as the impossibility of curved 
drilling, collisions of tools with a part of complex 
geometry, restrictions in mold release angles to 
give just some examples. It is a barrier in the 
development of high value products with new 
functionalities.

In the last quarter of the 20th century, 
technologies like Additive Manufacturing have 
emerged, with the advantage of all knowledge 
developed in the digital era to overcome such 
limitations. We can now manufacture through 
controlled deposition of material, layer by layer, 
putting down exclusively where it is needed to 
achieve the final sought-after geometry instead of 
stripping the material (mechanization, die-cutting, 
etc); or shaping with the help of tools and molds 
(casting, injection, folding, etc).

We can thus classify the manufacturing processes 
of parts in the following way:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y52VxbuS3Cc
http://vimeo.com/49450015
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It acts as a thermal insulator in earthed insulation, 
refrigerators, thermos flasks, coatings for pipes 
and acoustic soundproofing in civil works and 
constructions and has good impact-absorbing 
properties. 

There are currently three crucial lines in the sector: 
The development of foams from recycled material 
and/or the recycling of polymer foams, such as 
polyurethane and polystyrene. 
The development of metallic foams made from 
aluminum, steel, lead and other metals with 
remarkable characteristics such as high stiffness, 
high resistance to compression and much lower 
density than non-foamed metal.
The development of ceramic foams with density 
control.

Some of the commonly seen applications are 
thermal and acoustic insulation, energy 
absorption systems, filling of metallic structures 
or sandwich panels in lightweight structures 
and development of ceramic foams with density 
control. 

3.1.8 high-Performance Polymers

Modification and reinforcement of compostable, 
degradable and/or conventional polymers (or a 
mixture of them) with bio-fibers and/or nano-
charges can result in materials with very advanced 
properties for innovative applications.

Traditionally, the use of charges with polymers has 
had the purpose of reducing the product’s cost 
and of improving its physical-chemical properties. 
Charges are normally small particles, short fibers, 
organic or inorganic materials. The main 
advantages of using organic fibers to reinforce 

•	 They	save	water	by	dispensing	with	excess	
 cleaning.
•	 They	provide	protection	and	greater	durability	
 for materials, preventing their early breakdown, 
 premature oxidation and molecular damage 
 caused by harmful living microorganisms such 
 as microbes, bacteria and viruses.

For environmental applications we also have 
special products for:

•	 Cleaning	the	air	of	polluting	greenhouse-effect	
 particles.
•	 Accumulating	water	in	the	root	area	of	plants,	
 trees and all vegetation, allowing them to make 
 wbetter use of nutrients and of this vital liquid.

Commercial examples of these nano-coatings 
are for anti-graffiti, anti-corrosion, fire-resistant, 
anti-fungal, anti-friction, anti-grease and oils, 
anti-bacterial, self-cleaning, dry lubricants, 
self-releasing, polishing, photocatalytic applications.

3.1.6 nanotechnology

Nanotechnology refers to a comprehensive field 
of applied science and technology whose unifying 
theme is the control of matter at molecular level, 
which is smaller than a micrometer, normally on 
scales of 1 to 100 nanometers. It includes the 
manufacture of devices on a nano-scale. It is a 
highly multidisciplinary field seen across applied 
physics, material science, colloidal science, the 
physics of devices, supra-molecular chemistry and 
electromechanical engineering. Nanotechnology 
can be considered as an extension of sciences on 
a nano-scale. Two main approaches are used in 
nanotechnology. One of them is bottom-up, 
where materials and devices are built from 
molecular components. 

Carbon nanotube was the pioneering material in 
this technology and today graphene is the most 
researched for applications. Carbon nanotubes 
are based on cylindrical nanostructures made 
from carbon atoms. It is renowned for its unusual 
resistance and capacity to conduct heat and 
electricity. Graphene, in turn, is transparent, 
flexible, extraordinarily resistant, impermeable, 
abundant, economical and conducts electricity 
better than any other known metal. This material 
permits manufacturing of electronic devices with 
flexible and transparent screens and ultra-rapid 

batteries, powerful solar panels, applications 
in aeronautics, medicine etc. Nanotechnology 
is an excellent base for creating new materials, 
according to specific needs. It is also a source of 
inspiration for other two-dimensional materials 
such as fluorographene, a two-dimensional analog 
of TeflonTM with extraordinary lubricating and 
insulating properties, hexagonal boron nitride, 
a very hard crystalline and transparent insulator 
that combined with graphene improves its 
electromechanical properties, molybdenum 
disulfide, another two-dimensional crystal with 
promising properties for the construction of 
a new class of transistors or silicene, a version 
of graphene made from silicon that can be easily 
integrated with current silicon-based electronics.

3.1.7 gels & Foams

P2i employs a plasma enhanced vapor deposition 
process to lower the surface energy of products 
which renders the surface with unique properties. 

d3O is a non-newtonian material which can flow 
in a stable state but achieves extreme hardness 
on impact. Credit: Pablo Axpe
www.d3O.com

Hemp fiber-filled plasticised PVC which can be used 
in injection, intrusion and calendering processes, 
made of approximately 30% hemp fibre combined 
with other recyclable substances.
www.plasticana.com

Aerogels are the lightest solid materials known 
to man, as most of their structure is hollow. 
Their extraordinary porosity gives them a large 
surface area, which provides them with unique 
characteristics among solid materials. 
Their density oscillates between 0.4 g/cm3 and 
0.004 g/cm3 (only three times the density of air). 
This is because of their high porosity: more than 
95% of their volume is occupied by air, giving rise 
to a high surface area. 

These characteristics give them unique properties 
in a solid material, like extremely low thermal 
conductivity and sound velocity and high optical 
transparency. 

They are considered to be the best thermal 
insulator, capable of withstanding temperatures 
of -50°C and melting at a temperature in excess 
of 1648°C. Recognized as the lightest solid in 
the world, it has a touch like foam. 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0zMb368QF4
http://vimeo.com/d3olab


A surgical titanium mesh system is designed to restore 
biomechanical integrity throughout the thoracic and lumbar spine 
following vertebrectomy or corpectomy for patients with spine 
tumors or fractures.
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Aluminium was seldom used at the start of the 
last century as it was light, very soft, ductile and, 
above all, not very resistant. However, in 1915 
the industry attempted to open up markets with 
commercially pure aluminum and several more 
cast and wrought alloys. But it was not until the 
appearance of the alloy known as duraluminum 
that the aluminum industry began to expand. 
Duraluminum underwent natural ageing at 
ambient temperature that produced a 
considerable increase in mechanical strength. 
This alloy was the basis for the construction of 
planes and airships. From that time onwards 
the use of aluminum and its alloys has steadily 
grown and it is used in a variety of fields such as 
aeronautics, automotive, chemical industries, 
etc, with light alloys being the most widely used. 

Titanium is a light metal (4.5 g/cm3) with a low 
elastic modulus: E = 116 GPa, but a normal specific 
modulus. Its high melting temperature gives it 
good performance at high temperatures but it has 
low mechanical resistance which can be improved 
by adding alloy elements. It reacts easily with 
oxygen to spontaneously form passive titanium 
oxide. This oxide coating is more protective and 
adherent against corrosion and oxidation than that 
formed by aluminum. 

plastics are: they have low densities, they are 
non-abrasive, easily recyclable, biodegradable 
with a low energy consumption and low cost.

3.1.9 light Alloys

The industry is constantly searching for light, 
strong materials that can be used in the 
automotive industry to improve efficiency in fuel 
consumption that can be used in a large number of 
consumer goods in the sports and leisure industry 
and, of course, in consumer electronics, in order 
to improve the user’s energy consumption. 
Its objective is to develop structural materials 
with high specific strength, which is the resistance 
or strength of a material divided by its density. 
The following non-ferrous metals are included 
in the group of lightweight metals:
- Aluminium
- Titanium
- Magnesium
- Beryllium.

Alcore’s commercial grade aluminium honeycomb 
core widely used in the aeronautics industry. 
Credit: Pablo Axpe

A Cleveland 797 Golf Club uses 
a beryllium nickel wedge. 
www.clevelandgolf.com

It is an expensive metal in regard to extraction 
and refining and it is also a metal derived from 
interstitial elements such as hydrogen oxygen, 
which also hinders its heat processability. These 
interstitial elements, particularly hydrogen, render 
titanium more fragile. It is bio-compatibile with 
tissue and bone and is used in the manufacture of 
bone and dental prosthesis and stents. The alloys 
made by adding nickel to titanium in certain 
proportions has shape memory properties. 

Ideal uses are: 
•	 Applications	where	titanium	is	used	for	its	high	
 resistance to corrosion, such as chemical 
 processing, the paper industry, marine 
 applications and the production and storage 
 of energy.
•	 Biomedical	applications	that	take	advantage	of	
 the fact that titanium is inert inside the human 
 body, and is thus used in the manufacture of 
 surgical implants and prosthetic devices.
•	 Special	applications	that	exploit	specific	
 properties such as superconductivity (alloyed 
 with niobium) and shape memory effect 
 (alloyed with nickel).
•	 Areas	of	new	application	where	the	metal’s	
 high specific resistance is important, as for 
 example in the automotive industry and 
 consumer applications, from cameras to 
 jewelry, musical instruments or sports 
 equipment.

Magnesium is the lightest of the structural metals 
(1.7 g/cm3), quarter the weight of steel and one 
third lighter than aluminum. It has a low modulus 
of E = 44.7 GPa, but a normal specific modulus. 
Its crystalline structure is compactly hexagonal. 
Its alloys can harden through solid solution, 
through precipitation and/or grain refining. 

It offers good machinability properties but is 
highly inflammable. The alloys are weldable 
(inert gas) It has high muffling capacity. 

Energy absorption and resistance to corrosion 
are poor and thus it normally requires chroming 
or anodizing treatments or coating in epoxy resin.
Thus it is used as a sacrificial anode like in large 
steel merchant ships where magnesium blocks are 
installed to rust and thus prevent the steel from 
rusting. It absorbs a great deal of energy at high 
impact velocities, so it is used in high-requirement 
parts in the automotive industry, for example. 
It is used in electronic devices for its low weight 
and impermeability to electromagnetic waves. 

Beryllium is the lightest of the metals considered 
lightweight (1.8 g/cm3). Pure beryllium is ductile 
and malleable, rust-proof and has good 
formability, but when alloyed with silicon, copper 
or iron it turns hard and fragile. Its high melting 
temperature (1280°C), higher than that of 
magnesium and aluminum, together with its 
excellent elastic modulus, makes it a metal with 
one of the best specific properties (properties 
by mass unit). Its use is highly limited due to its 
scarcity, high cost and extreme toxicity. Some 
of its few applications are as pure metal in X-ray 
windows and as moderator in nuclear reactor 
cores. 
It is mainly alloyed with Cu, Co, Ni and Fe to give 
rise to applications in parts for supersonic aircraft 
and X-ray tubes among others. These alloys are 
highly resistant to heat, have good resistance to 
corrosion and are resistant to magnetic fields. 
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3.3 Materials and a Design process

man made, scientifically engineered materials 
from polymers to nano fibers, high performance 
ceramics to active elements. 

How is a designer to keep abreast the latest 
developments in material science and develop 
a working familiarity to a whole generation of 
unfamiliar inventions?

It is understandable that, given the explosion 
of new materials, many designers have resorted 
to the synthesis of a qualitative language when 
discussing contemporary materials. The use of the 
word ‘materiality’ is now common among 
educators and practitioners despite its indefinite 
meeting. The intellectual energy consumed in 
the discourse of materiality has been substantial 
and yet the very utility of the notion can be easily 
questioned, founded as it is in shifting definitions 
and ideological import.

Design is a rather contemporary description for 
a dynamic process of problem solving creating 
a physical manifestation of the solution. 
The relationship between form (material and 
construction) and function (immaterial and 
conceptual) is always negotiated to achieve 
an optimal balance and harmony in design. The 
former has been dominant in the earlier formative 
era of design as a recognised practice. The shifting 
dynamics in this relationship is crucial as not one 
emerges as the dominant case, instead a chaotic 
back and forth, iterative process alone can build 
an argument to creating a product. Form and 
function always work in the framework of 
simplicity and complexity

To be a designer today means having a really broad 
range of material choices – from the traditional and 
natural, well explored wood, stone, metal, glass 
and linear materials to an ever growing base of 

aspects of materials clearly dominate discussions 
of materiality and while these discussions may 
be rich, useful and inspirational, they are limited 
in the coverage of the topic in light of its potential. 
The disciplines of material sciences and 
engineering can add to this discussion – not to 
overtake or subsume in the specter of determinism 
or reductive analysis but by strategically 
contributing facts, data, sets of values, that may 
lead to an inventive idea.5

The words material and materiality carry 
ambivalent meanings in vernacular English. 
On the one hand, material is defined as ‘things 
that are material’, which emphasizes the physical 
aspect of things; on the other hand, it means 
(in various non-physical applications) something 
which can be worked up or elaborated, or 
of which anything is composed.6 

The distinction between them is not a search for 
the reality of the material nor the materiality of the 
real. It is rather the underlying constraints whose 
material, technological, and procedural potentials 
have been dismissed by interpretational 
conventions.

During the course of this research many designers, 
material experts (often architects and designers 
with a keen interest in materials) were interviewed 
and they consistently refer to materiality when 
describing materials. In the course of discerning 
the two beyond their suggestive names, what 
emerged was a nagging reality. In a determined 
pursuit to adopt high technology into design for 
innovation, the inherent physical and reactive 
material properties have been adapted into 
design vocabulary in very tactile, sensory ways by 
the creatives. Shear simplification does not make 
high technology more palatable, rather the low 
resolution of the data makes it almost impossible 
for designers to develop a natural, intuitive 
approach to work with materials. 

3.2 Materials and Materiality

The materials world has been historically 
dominated by the scientists who discovered them, 
engineers who figured out what to do with them 
and technologists who figured how to achieve 
that. Designers have always used materials but 
almost always, independant of the scientific 
world. Hence the values attributed to materials 
as nature, physical properties and interaction are 
ofcourse described very differently. And designers 
and sociologists who study their handling and 
application refer to the materiality of materials. 

It was Marx who took up the binary opposition 
of material and content, and yet subverted the 
significance of the two concepts; material came 
to embrace extended meanings charged not just 
with an element of a physical object but also with 
an irreducible component of what shapes the 
phenomenal world.2

With criticisms from various fields on the strictest 
definition of material in Marx’s vocabulary, the 
second half of the twentieth century saw an inter-
esting amalgamation of the very Marxist notion 
of material and the Heideggerian reception of the 
material and things: material that is immaterial3. 
This double-edged meaning can be best arti-
culated by the word materiality. Materiality 
is defined currently as that which constitutes 
the matter of something: opposed to formality; 
the quality of being material; material aspect or 
character; mere outwardness or externality4.

The notions that seem to constitute the materiality 
of an entity are often limited to the narrow goal 
of a heightened sensibility towards the use of 
materials within an architectural (design) context, 
that is, the applied, material qualities of a thing. 
Implicit in the general character of the word is 
the fact that a significant swath of contemporary 
designers are not able to discuss a material in 
terms that extend beyond the general and 
immediate sensory-oriented. The haptic and visual 

2  Karl Marx, [1867] 1974.
3  http://csmt.uchicago.edu/glossary2004/immediacy.htm Accessed on 21st May 2013.
4  Oxford English Dictionary.
5  Fernandes, John. Material Architecture – Emergent Materials for Innovative Buildings and Ecological Construction, Taylor & Francis, 2006. 
6  JeeHee Hong, The University of Chicago, Theories of Media, Keywords Glossary, 2003.
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One of the first in this long legacy was PVC. 
As a material innovation, PVC was born in three 
different labs, almost over a span of 100 years. 
If not for BFGoodRich that hired Waldo Semon to 
develop a synthetic replacement to natural rubber 
for its tires, PVC would not have come out of the 
lab flasks; it had been earlier discovered in, first 
in 1838, subsequently in 1872 and then in 1913. 
Yet again, it was a radical repurposing of PVC 
(initially intended for tyres, Semon proposed 
it as a water repellant coating in the wake of the 
Great Depression, creating a new market almost 
overnight. In the following decades many more 
producers of PVC arose, commercialising and 
eventually commoditising the material like never 
before.9

This is a very interesting piece of history for us 
to reflect on the state of the sector today. 
Collaborative research is key to be able to build on 
top of each others work and to help technologies 
gain more acceptance faster. Mature technologies 
alone can survive market demands and be sourced 
for a wide range of applications. It is essential 
that technologies reach their full potential of 
commercialisation for all stakeholders to feel 
involved for continued research and development. 
Sometimes however, with time, it is hard to thwart 
the commoditisation of an advanced technology, 
by the sheer force of adoption and use.

Chemical inventiveness that was seen as an 
industry constraint has now come to be more 
accepted, beginning a new era of innovating with 
a known repertoire of materials, stretching their 
physical capabilities and contextual use rather 
than constantly pushing their chemical prowess. 
Known materials can be easily chosen for their 
(known) properties and optimized or even 
‘designed’ to suit the needs of the problem. 
The typical problems of availability of the material, 
fabrication setup capable of handling the materials 
to scale products both in size and scale can 
be avoided as using existing infrastructure 
considerably reduces to-market development 
times, development costs and thus big risks.

The advanced materials sector is global and 
is a key enabling technology of the future that 
can bring significant economic growth and 
employment opportunities. Europe has traditional 
strengths in advanced materials which should 
be nurtured and structured on a European wide 
scale.7

Advanced materials are essential to economic 
security and human well-being, with applications 
in multiple industries, including those aimed at 
addressing challenges in clean energy, national 
security, and human welfare. Accelerating the 
pace of discovery and deployment of advanced 
material systems will therefore be crucial to 
achieving global competitiveness in the 21st 
century.8

The limitations offered by matter into being 
combined or altered into different compositions 
creates a limit on the infinity of material 
compositions. This poses a big dilemma to any 
player in the material industry as innovation of 
new material composites was a key driver for 
differentiation. 

The incidence of new developments can never 
meet their historical rates. This was seen as 
a big industry limitation as it steadily reduced 
the momentum of the big players in inventing 
and commercializing new core materials. 

This has had a relay effect in how R&D 
departments are now structured in companies 
and how research is conducted. Often the lack 
of a clear market need has derailed or stalled 
many research projects and the imminent need 
for commoditisation of materials has meant that 
companies need to be far more cost effective. 
The emphasis was clearly on commercialisation 
in a scene of globalisation.

Through a large part of this century the focus 
has repeatedly been on developing synthetic 
materials that have performance capabilities 
that are far superior to their natural counterparts; 
constantly finding man-made substitutes for 
natural materials. 

The skin is the principal vehicle 
for the expression of the 
individuality of the person, 
more important in this way 
than is the face, connecting 
to issues of identity in 
modern society: 
the place of mental life, 
of thinking and phantasies, 
the place of the body, of pleasure 
and pain,... issues of time and 
space in relation to the physical 
existence, of death and decay. 
 
Lucian Freud, De Clerck (2011) 

7  http://www.europarl.europa.eu/stoa/webdav/site/cms/shared/2_events/workshops/2013/20130410/P.%20Rigby.pdf
8  Insight from The Materials Genome Initiative, The White House, 2011
9  http://www.pvc.org/en/p/history Accessed July 2013.

the European 
Advanced Materials sector4
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Many of the thermoplastics and new material 
inventions of the last century have achieved great 
commercial success almost to the point of having 
commodity status in many of the composite forms. 
Although, they still have enough value to address 
unmet needs with functional solutions, new 
strategies will be needed. As discussed earlier, 
the scientific limitations of chemical compositions 
does not mean there is no more innovation in 
the manufacturing sector, rather it is being done 
in very different ways. 

Manufacturers are also often the largest 
stakeholders in terms of operation scale which is 
important for international product distribution 
and presence but can be deterring for smaller 
value adding stakeholders later in the value chain. 
Like for many in the creative industry who might 
want to really work with a material from a large 
manufacturer to design solutions, this might be 
daunting to source materials and eventually 
demonstrate their commercial relevance.

In a bigger industry trend, traditional material 
manufacturing companies are striving hard to 
create value for the materials they make by 
investing in their creative use and application in 
solutions. They now see innovation as creative 
solutions rather than just pioneering scientific 
research.

If designers were to work with manufacturers of 
material composites it can launch new ideas and 
applications. But it is not easy to commercialise 
this proposition from a designers perspective. 
Aart van Bezooyen, a Dutch product designer 
who is based in Hamburg thinks this is the 
most potential space to work in at the moment. 
For example, he takes advanced materials 
from manufacturers and facilitate workshops 
as school projects and in research labs. Thus a 
lot of new ideas are generated which could then 
be mutually used by the material suppliers and 
Bezooyen (the designer). The exercise does not 
expect any one idea to excel commercially but 
helps personify larger trends for manufacturers.

Another effort to bring materials into ubiquitous 
use is marketing efforts from large manufacturers. 
Their sales representatives travel widely meeting 
designers, architects and other creative 
implementing agencies and create knowledge 
about the new material they are selling and 
encourage them to try it by offering samples, 
incentives on use and networking them with 
fabricators who have the facilities to process 
the material into products. 

The discovery and development of material 
and technology substitutes that deliver the same 
functionality but replace critical minerals, like 
the rare earth elements, with those that are more 
earth-abundant is one strategy that would reduce 
the growing dependence on any mineral resource, 
domestic or foreign, that are unstable or subject 
to supply disruptions. 

New infrastructure needs to be created that can 
assist researchers and engineers to rapidly discover 
and develop substitutes for materials, technologies 
and applications that are currently dependent on 
critical minerals. This will make materials more 
easily, widely and readily available for experimen-
tation and use. Lead times for availability of 
materials and minimum order quantities required 
often pose a huge barrier to research and 
development. Synthetic options will drive costs 
down making the use of advanced materials easier 
and sustainable replacements will last longer in 
the value chain supporting a circular economy.

Suppliers are looking for new applications and 
designers are looking for new materials. These 
are two sides of the problem. But these two actors 
dont seem to interact at a profitable or progressive 
level yet. 

4.1.1 raw Materials and suppliers

Suppliers are at the source of the advanced 
materials value chain. They could supply raw 
materials, mined, if its a natural source, such as 
Titanium dioxide or synthesized in a factory or 
combined into various composites and processed 
into forms such as pellets, powders, sheets, 
extruded tubes etc.

It is important to note that for the advanced metals 
and advanced ceramics sectors, availability of raw 
materials is a challenge. Even more recently this 
has been put higher on the agenda since China 
has imposed restrictions on trading in rare earth 
metals, but also other groups in the Mendeleev 
table are vulnerable. A multi pronged approach is 
therefore needed by Europe if we are to mitigate 
a basic concern of raw material availability.10

The materials industry includes companies whose 
sales originate from the mining, acquisition and 
sale of physical substances for manufacturing-
related purposes. The materials industry tends to 
be sensitive to economic cycles. Material stocks 
quickly increase at the conclusion of a recession, 
because materials are the primary input for the 
industrial sector. Given that almost everything 
on the planet is made from some kind of material, 
this sector is very vast.

Advanced materials are so strongly integrated in 
and defined by the applications they are serving 
that the value chain analysis is unavoidable.

Advanced materials can have their source in a 
naturally available ingredient whose properties 
can be enhanced and morphed to make them 
have a supernatural performance. They could also 
be synthetically engineered in a scientific way to 
have specific properties, of course derived from 
their component elements. In both cases the 
properties of the material are crucial and are 
deliberately required by the stakeholders later 
in the value chain of the product. They could be 
needed by manufacturers to be able to process 
them in a certain method or by fabricators to be 
able to form and mould the materials into a usable 
product and by engineers and designers to fulfill 
very important needs for structure, self and the 
society. Thus understanding who the different 
stakeholders are, what their expectations are and 
how they work with advanced materials is very 
important to help foster a symbiotic ecosystem 
for them.

4.1 Identifying key stakeholders

10  http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/ict/files/kets/2_hlg-materials-report_en.pdf

Molycorp Mountain Pass, California. Molycorp is the only US company 
that produces the rare earth metals used in devices ranging from wind 
turbines and electric vehicles to missile-guidance systems and compact 
fluorescent lightbulbs. 
Source: www.ifixit.org Material suppliers often fail to explain the 

potential of the application. And this is clearly 

seen in many material fairs.

Aart van Bezooyen, Material Stories

4.1.2 Manufacturers

When synthesising basic raw materials into usable 
forms, there is a degree of manufacturing involved 
and hence suppliers may also play the role of 
manufacturers in the value chain. Some suppliers 
are also manufacturers and process the raw 
materials into various composites. They understand 
the effect manufacturing processes have upon 
material performance. An optimized manufacturing 
process requires a comprehensive understanding 
of the interrelationship between material properties 
and the manufacturing process to lend tailored 
properties, productivity and economic robustness.

Manufacturers are at the helm of the innovation 
bridge between materials and designers. But they 
are also probably facing the innovation challenge 
the most. 
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I want to build a billion tiny 
factories, models of each other, 
which are manufacturing 
simultaneously. . . 
The principles of physics, 
as far as I can see, do not 
speak against the possibility 
of maneuvering things atom 
by atom. It is not an attempt 
to violate any laws; 
it is something, in principle, 
that can be done; but in 
practice, it has not been done 
because we are too big. 
Richard Feynman, Nobel Prize winner in Physics, 1965

Moving a project like Kevlar from its initial 
laboratory discovery to commercial manufacture 
is an often tortuous process in which there is a 
constant dialectic between scientific and technical 
reality (as well as expectation) and market 
expectations (as well as realities). Often, marketing 
considerations tend to mediate the process, but 
at DuPont scientific and technical concerns have 
the upperhand. With Kevlar®, as with Delrin®, 
the amazing properties of the new material led 
managers and executives alike to place more stock 
in the obvious superiority of the product than in 
the nagging question of whether there was a real 
market sufficiently big to sustain such a wonder 
material at considerations, industrial research and 
development projects can develop momentum 
fully comparable to the momentum built up in 
the projects typically labelled Big science.13

Christensen describes DuPont’s efforts to build 
commercial markets for its miracle fiber, Kevlar®. 
Initially, it sought to create a market for Kevlar® 
tire cord, primarily because its existing tire cord 
business was languishing. This market never 
developed, even after DuPont spent several 
hundred million dollars.14

Research Labs can exist in many scales 
(Big Science, Small Science), in different faculties 
(nanotechnology, or sector specific etc.) and 
can be a part of different organisational formats 
(university, large privately held manufacturing 
companies, industry consortiums etc.) and 
funding landscapes (private, public-private 
partnerships, government supported, multi-
government consortiums). They account for 
the largest knowledge generation quantifiable 
by the number of registered patents in each 
sector, in each country. 

When it comes to innovative technologies, global 
corporations and high-tech enterprises may be at 
the forefront of public attention. But away from the 
spotlight, universities and research institutes are 
quietly leading the way in many technical fields. 
Some examples of leading research institutes 
are discussed here to understand their research 
commitments, funding and partnership models 
and their knowledge creation worth.

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft in Germany is 
one of the world’s major international research 
organizations. An undertaking of this size and 
significance needs a decentralized organizational 
structure which nevertheless incorporates line 
functions that allow it to develop an efficient 
strategic orientation on the basis of centralized 
control mechanisms. 

A good example is DuPont that through its intense 
network of sales agents creates awareness of its 
products. Corian® is widely sold by these sales 
agents who meet architects and designers who 
undertake turnkey projects. They have also trained 
and certified fabricators to work with Corian® 
 (or similar product offerings) and facilitate the 
networking between the two stakeholders based 
on proximity, volume of production and other such 
specific requirements.

The certification of fabricators from the 
manufacturer’s end to work with specific materials 
creates a bureaucracy of choice between very 
similar materials produced by two different 
manufacturers. 

4.1.3 research centers

Fundamental research has had a good deal of focus 
from the chemicals industry. One of the earliest 
stories of Big Science in advanced materials was 
the long time and resource investments of DuPont 
in the development of nylon. It set a larger trend 
in chemical companies setting aside massive 
budgets for scientific progress, often helped by 
national governments or groups of governments 
directed towards fundamental research and 
commercialising it. The success story of nylon has 
been hard to replicate. It is an advanced material 
no doubt but the sheer ubiquitousness of it has 
meant that it has been so widely commoditised 
that it has lost the monetary value of being an 
advanced material. So much, that even DuPont 
has found it hard to replicate the success story 
of nylon in its later initiatives like Kevlar®.

11  On the history of Kevlar, see Hounshell, Making of a new Industrial Fiber.
12  The New York Times, Feb 19, 1989, pegged the telescope’s cost at 1.4billion USD.
13  Galison, Peter, Big Science, The Growth of Large Scale Research, Ed. Peter Galison, Bruce Hevly, 1992, Pg 258.
14  Christensen, Clayton M. Du Pont Kevlar Aramid Industrial Fiber (Abridged). Harvard Business School Case 698-079, May 1998.

Designer is a catalyst for change in a research lab. 

Design can be packaged as a service and then 

become more strategic when they can work as 

a partner.

Jack Mama, Creative Director Visioning & Probing, 
Electrolux Group Design

Through 1982, when the company started up a 
commercial-scale plant, DuPont had spent more 
than 500 million USD on Kevlar® aramid fiber 
without any single market guaranteeing success 
of the venture.11 This is roughly comparable 
to getting the Space Telescope made but not 
launched into orbit.12 
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The Max Planck Society, Germany is a non-profit 
organization under private law in the form of 
a registered association. There are 82 institutes 
and research facilities (as of January 1, 2013), 
5 institutes and one research facility are situated 
abroad. The current 82 Max Planck Institutes 
conduct basic research in the service of the 
general public in natural sciences, life sciences, 
social sciences, and humanities. 
Max Planck Institutes focus on research fields 
that are especially demanding in terms of funding 
or time requirements. And their research spectrum 
is continually evolving: new institutes are 
established to find answers to seminal, forward-
looking scientific questions, while others are 
closed when, for example, their research field 
has been widely established at universities. 
This continuous renewal preserves the scope 
the Max Planck Society needs to react quickly 
to pioneering scientific developments.
Max Planck Innovation brings patents and 
technologies to the market and assists founders in 
setting up new companies based on the research 
results of the Max Planck Society. Since 1979, 
the technology transfer company has assisted 
with more than 3,000 inventions and closed over 
1,700 license deals. In the past 20 years, it has 
advised 86 spin-offs and generated revenues of 
around EUR 200 million for inventors, institutes 
and the Max Planck Society. The Max Planck 
Society has recently begun expanding its 
cooperation projects with the Fraunhofer Society 
in certain fields, such as computer science, 
materials science, nano- and biotechnology, and 
regenerative energies, and explicitly promotes 
projects at the interface between applied and 
basic research.

The National Center for Scientific Research 
(Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 
CNRS), France is a public organization under the 
responsibility of the French Ministry of Higher 
Education and Research. It consists of 10 institutes, 
3 of which have the status of national institutes, 
19 regional offices, ensuring decentralized direct 
management of laboratories and 1,029 research 
units (96% are joint research laboratories with 
universities and industry). With 4,521 main 
patents and 959 licenses and other financially 
remunerating active acts and 704 companies 
created with CNRS since 2000, it is the largest 
fundamental research organization in Europe, 
carrying out research in all fields of knowledge.17

The Danish Technical Institute (DTU), Denmark 
is ranked as one of the foremost technical 
universities in Europe, with record number of 
publications, partnerships with industry, and 
assignments accomplished by DTU’s public sector 

It is one of the most active and important sources 
of patent applications in Germany. In 2012, its 
research institutions reported a total of 696 
inventions, with patent applications being filed 
for 499 of those, i.e. over 70 percent. Fraunhofer 
files an average of two patent applications per 
working day. Their portfolio of active rights 
(patents and utility models) and patent applications 
had risen to a total of 6,103 at year end 2012. 
It currently includes some 2,800 patents granted 
for the German market. The number of exploitation 
contracts concluded increased from 2,841 in 
2011 to 3,167 in 2012. At present, the Fraunhofer-
Gesellschaft maintains 66 institutes and inde-
pendent research units. The majority of more than 
22,000 staff are qualified scientists and engineers 
with a €1.9 billion annual research budget. Of this 
sum, €1.6 billion is generated through contract 
research. More than 70 percent of the Fraunhofer-
Gesellschaft’s contract research revenue is derived 
from contracts with industry and from publicly 
financed research projects. Almost 30 percent is 
contributed by the German federal and Länder 
governments in the form of base funding.15

www.fraunhofer.de

The modern Cambridge Cluster in the UK began 
in 1960 with the foundation of Cambridge 
Consultants. However, with the establishment 
of Cambridge Science Park by Trinity College in 
1970, the cluster began to grow rapidly. 39 new 
companies were formed between 1960 and 1969. 
In the 1970s, 137 were formed. By 1990, company 
formations had reached an average of two per 
week. Today, Cambridge is Europe’s largest 
technology cluster. Around 54,000 people are 
employed by more than 1,500 technology-based 
firms in the area, which have combined annual 
revenue of over £12 billion. The University is a 
major employer, technology provider, and 
a source of knowledge and skills in the region. 
including St John’s Innovation Centre, Peterhouse 
Technology Park and the IdeaSpace Enterprise 
Accelerator.

University people and ideas are at the heart of 
many of the companies in the cluster, whether 
the company is based on University research 
(spin-out), or founded by a member of the 
University (start-up). Cambridge Enterprise, 
the University’s commercialisation arm, manages 
three evergreen seed funds on the University’s 
behalf, which enables alumni and friends of the 
University to support Cambridge spin-outs 
while benefitting from generous tax incentives. 
Licensing is a key area of activity for Cambridge 
Enterprise, with about 50 new commercial 
agreements closed annually and a portfolio 
of over 450 active licence agreements.16

15 http://www.fraunhofer.de/en/about-fraunhofer/facts-and-figures/patents-licenses.html Accessed on 17th September 2013.
16 http://www.cam.ac.uk As accessed on 17th September 2013.
17  http://www.cnrs.fr/en/aboutCNRS/overview.htm Accessed on 17th September 2013.

recognised by the Spanish Ministry of Science 
and Innovation; these are unique or exceptional 
facilities involving relatively high investment and 
maintenance costs in relation to R&D investment 
budgets in their field. The whole science 
community and society at large can have access 
to them, which is justified by their importance 
and strategic nature. 

The Tecnalia Research & Innovation, 
(Tecnalia Catalunya) was set up in 2001 with 
a mission to transform knowledge into GDP 
improving people’s quality of life by generating 
business opportunities for companies by the 
promotion of technological innovation through 
the development and dissemination of research in 
an international context. The operating business 
model of Tecnalia Research & Innovation is based 
on business divisions of a sectoral nature. It consists 
of 8 research institutes – Labein, Inasmet, Robotiker, 
Fatronik, Cidemco, ESI, Leia and Euve. They work 
with companies from the generation of an innova-
tive idea to its transformation into a technology-
based business. They also consult public 
administration so that they can develop 
environments that favor sustainable competitive-
ness of their businesses. The Tecnalia has helped 
establish 25 new technology based firms and has 
over 114 patents in their portfolio.

4.1.4 technology centers 

Technology centers are usually attached to 
universities and are sector specific. They could 
also be privately funded, offering their research, 
inventions and consulting for a licensed fee. But in 
both cases, they are an entity of their own, open 
to contact and use by everyone. This openness 
of accessibility is important as it facilitates the use 
of scientific knowledge at large in the community, 
and particularly encourages designers to seek it 
for product development.

Of course, institutions build up a fair degree of 
bureaucracy and the imposing nature of scientific 
knowledge can often discourage designers from 
using them.

Technology Centers foster a good deal of 
fundamental research with a clear focus on 
applications and knowledge transfer to industry 
partners. And although they might be patent 
protected, an encouraging licensing model 
helps commercialisations. These centers might 
also focus on larger national agendas, like 
sustainability, user safety regulations and trade 
for fostering research.

consultancy. DTU is still a university with education 
as its main service along with research, public 
sector consultancy and innovation. They are 
managed by the departments within their individual 
areas. As of 2012, DTU reported 66 patent 
applications and 9 spin offs.

European Patents Office’s 2012 Annual Report 

18  http://www.epo.org/
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states that the, Danish Technical Institute led 
the field in terms of patent applications among 
European research institutes. In the international 
ranking, the Danish university was even placed 
second, right behind the University of California.18

Central European Institute of Technology, 
CEITEC in the Czech Republic was approved by 
the European Commission on 6th June 2011. 
It is a consortium whose partners include the most 
prominent universities and research institutes 
in Brno, and it benefits from the support of the 
Region of South-Moravia and the City of Brno.
Multi-field CEITEC is in fact the first type of a 
scientific centre in the Czech Republic to integrate 
research and development in the fields of life 
sciences, advanced materials and technologies 
in such a large range. The research is divided 
into 64 groups and 7 programmes which 
include advanced nanotechnologies and 
microtechnologies and advanced materials.

The Spanish National Research Council 
(Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, 
CSIC) is the largest public institution dedicated to 
research in Spain and the third largest in Europe. 
Belonging to the Spanish Ministry of Economy and 
Competitiveness through the Secretary of State 
for Research, Development and Innovation. 
The CSIC provides services to the entire scientific 
community through management of the Singular 
Scientific and Technological Infrastructures 
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stakeholders, services and opportunities at a 
precise moment. So there is not one stakeholder 
that is important, and perhaps not just one activity 
that is more important or vital.

There are agencies and departments with 
larger universities and Research consortiums 
that specialise in facilitating technology transfer. 
In that case, they mediate between research 
groups and possible industry partners to find 
common research tracks or possibilities for 
creating a market demand.

But loosely, here are some of the key factors in 
creating a successful ecosystem for technology 
transfer.

People, are primary. They are knowledge 
creators, facilitators and eventually take an idea 
to commercial reality with ingenuity. Young 
scientific talent from universities is vital to keep 
the knowledge pool fresh and futuristic. They 
work in various research facilities, transferring 
their knowledge and experience as they migrate, 
working together with other labs, research 
facilities, teaching.

Collaborative Research, is key to innovating 
with approaches to scientific enquiry.And this can 
also be facilitated with the industry as research 
partners which could include manufacturers and 
applied research centers of different kinds.

Research Outputs are key to sharing knowledge 
both in the peer group and across sectors. 
Therefore, patents, publication and citations are 
important and are often referred to as a measure 
of academic and research performance. But 
publication alone is not enough. It facilitates 
knowledge sharing and protection (IP) but not 
commercialisation of that knowledge.

Licensing, is seen as a healthy way to promote 
knowledge sharing and yet create new alliances 
within a framework of law and trust to explore 
basic research further into commercial applications. 
It also facilitates a ready know-how pool for 
industry partners to borrow from and build on 
with their market knowledge and understanding 
of user needs. 

New Companies in the form of start-ups, spin-off 
and spin outs are important to eventually take 
control of the commercial proposition of ideas. 
When they originate from ideas that were 
created in a research setting, they often need 
the mentorship and partnership of larger 
companies to get the necessary domain expertise, 
facilities for expansion and marketing help.

Neos Surgery has invented and manufactures 
Cranial Loop, an ostectomy product. They are a 
technology company dedicated to the research 
and development of surgical products through 
the creation, analysis, design, production and 
commercialisation of medical devices in the field 
of cranial and spinal neurosurgery responding to 
the needs of neurosurgery and neuro-surgeons 
beyond the existing niches of the current market. 

The ASCAMM Foundation facility outside of 
Barcelona, Spain.

19 http://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/plastic-logic-from-innovation-to-impact#sthash.Gy4eo0bf.dpuf 

 http://www.plasticlogic.com/technology/ Accessed on 17th September 2013.

Over the last two decades licensing agreements 
have experienced an unprecedented growth and 
its management had become a core competence 
of high-tech companies (Kamiyama et al. 2006). 
In fact, nowadays it is getting common that 
companies establish their own licensing 
department and/or publish in the web their 
patents available to license (PAL).21

Companies are increasingly licensing-out their 
technology because of the revenue it generates. 
In a survey conducted by Zuniga & Guellec (2009) 
51% of the European companies and 53.6% of 
Japanese companies recognized that their main 
motivation to license-out their technology in the 
previous three years was the earnings revenue. 
However, licensing also has a negative counter-
part. That is, even though companies increase 
their benefits by the licensing revenues (net of 
transaction costs), they also could reduce their 
market share or their price-cost margin because 
the additional competition in the product market 
(Arora & Fosfuri, 2003; Fosfuri, 2006). 

Therefore, licensing decision has to be taken with 
caution: balancing the short-term earnings against 
the possible negative long-term consequences. 
Nevertheless, evidence shows that companies 
sometimes put at stake their competitive 
position underestimating this long-term effect. 
For instance, Hitachi before 2003 was one of the 
companies that licensed-out more technology. In 
fact, in 2002 the company presented licensing 
revenues of JPY 43 billion. However, as a result of 
its aggressive licensing strategy, licensees in China 
and Korea rapidly improved their technology and 
threatened its competitive advantage. In 2003 
Hitachi had to restrict its licensing policy if it did 
not want to be overcome by licensees (Kamiyama 
et al. 2006).22

Consulting to the private sector and public sector 
institutions itself is a big reality check for research 
institutes as an attempt to bring their collective 
academic knowledge to real world needs. 
They could also be a source of possible future 
collaborations on new, pioneering research.

4.1.6 licensing

Over the last two decades licensing has 
experienced an unprecedented growth. Nowadays, 
these agreements represent one of the most 
important and fast growing methods of interfirm 
arrangements related to commercialisation and 
diffusion of new technologies (Anand and Khanna, 
2000). Surveys conducted by Gambardella (2005), 
Robbins (2008) and Pluvia Zuniga & Guellec 
(2009) show that among the main motivations 
for companies to license-out technologies is the 
revenue that it generates. That is, the present 
value of the fixed fee and/or the royalties that 
the licensee has to pay to the licensor (Arora and 
Fosfuri, 2003). However, firms may also 
experience negative effects from licensing-out 
their technologies. More specifically, the rent 
dissipation effect has been described as potential 
reduction of the licensor’s market share or price 
cost margin as a result of the additional 
competition in the product market (Fosfuri, 2006).

Accordingly, prior studies indicate that the 
decision to license a technology is grounded 
on the interplay between the revenue and rent 
dissipation, with licensors seeking to increase the 
revenue and decrease the negative changes on 
market share caused by licensing-out technologies 
to potential competitors (Arora & Fosfuri, 2003).20

20 Moreira, Solon, Canaleiro, Goretti. DRUID 2013
21  See,for example:

  a. Dow Chemical: http://www.dow.com/licensing/

  b. Kimberly Clark: http://www.merck.com/licensing/home.html

  c. Merck & Co’s webpage: http://www.merck.com/licensing/home.html
22 Cerviño, Goretti, Licensing Out as a Real Activity to engage in Myopic Management, 2012

It was created in 2003 as a micro-SME that 
combined the efforts of Tecnalia Technology 
Corporation and ASCAMM Foundation. This 
collaboration in the formation of Neos enables 
research and development to be conducted 
specifically for projects oriented on the medical/
surgical market. Tecnalia is the first private R&D&I 
entity in Spain and one of the most important in 
Europe.
Read more about Neos in pg. 124

Plastic Logic started as a basic research on 
materials called organic semiconductors in the 
1980s in Cambridge University and today has led 
to the development of plastic electronics and a 
new type of electronic reader that is now a mature, 
market ready technology. It is a radical innovation 
that could eventually parallel silicon-based 
electronics. Since 2006, Plastic Logic has 
raised more than US$ 100 million to build a 
large manufacturing plant in Dresden (Germany); 
its research and development department still 
remains in Cambridge.19

Read more about Plastic Logic in pg. 128

4.1.5 technology transfer Facilitation

Technology transfer is the most important aspect 
of bringing research to commercial reality. But it is 
not easy, and is a complex mechanism of linking 



The Granta Design website has powerful materials 
selection and substitution capabilities to guide 
early-stage, sustainable product design. 
www.grantadesign.com
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The database can be specific, down to suppliers 
and manufacturers of plastics and provides 
datasheets from manufacturers. This is very 
important to engineers working with product 
development.
http://www.ides.com/

GRANTA Design
Granta specifies properties, composition 
overview and performance information of 
materials but does not dwell on details of 
suppliers and manufacturers. The materials 
are also from a wide range of families making 
this a tool across many industry sectors. 
The materials are analysed with visual renderings 
of their properties and performance making 
decision making it an efficient process for design 
engineers. One can find, plot and compare 
materials data, choose materials for substitution 
and equivalency, lightweighting with hybrid 
materials and choose them based on numerous 
sustainability factors including strategies 
to reduce environmental impact.

4.2.2 Material Databases

Some other stakeholders have focussed on 
creating exhaustive databases of certain material 
families, and this is a valid method as well. 

It can cater very well to the technology scouting25 
and product engineering departments of 
large manufacturing companies as they need 
the technical data of the materials to be able 
to decide on its relevance for the company’s 
particular use-case. They also connect 
materials and their suppliers to the user base.

IDES Plastics
UL Ides is a global plastics information 
management solution that provides a searchable 
database of plastics called Prospector and data 
sheet services for OEMs and Resin Suppliers. As 
the industry-standard for plastic material selection, 
Prospector is relied on by over 389,113 plastics 
professionals. Using Prospector saves time in 
finding the right plastic, which is critical to the 
success of their products and their businesses. 

As product engineers who normally use such 
databases, the decisions become more data 
dependant and are removed from aesthetic reality. 

cAn thEsE DAtABAsEs BrIDgE thE gAP 
BEtWEEn sEE AnD tOuch?

It is not reasonable to assume that quantitative 
knowledge of properties can fully engage a 
designer in defining the nature of the materials 
used for an architectural assembly. Computational 
methods for selection despite being powerful 
tools, being underutilized by designers, can only 
augment a broader exposure to the qualities of 
materials for construction. It is necessary to enliven 
this analytical knowledge with the messy process 
of construction and the multi-sensory familiarity 
of personal contact within the context of a design 
process.

For example, it is inconceivable that Felix Candela, 
the Spanish architect, would have been able to 
form concrete and find proper shell geometry 
with the same subtlety of detail and complexity of 
form in his buildings had he not been a contractor 
responsible for the construction of a number of 
his own designs.24

4.2.1 Effects Databases

Some stakeholders have attempted to classify 
material information based on what effects one 
might want to engineer. So materials have been 
catalogued as effects, where one might search for 
a required change effect and the database can 
provide many different ways to achieve it. It can 
be a combination of different materials and 
transformation processes and leaves the user with 
the choice. They may not necessarily focus on a 
suppliers contact information as their focus is more 
on scientific knowledge, and not as a connecting 
center.

Platforms like the Oxford Creativity-TRIZ offer 
a huge database of scientific effects that have 
been documented to find all the ways of solving a 
problem, to find new concepts and the routes for 
developing new products. They help in inventing 
new systems, find next generation systems, come 
up with lots of new ideas etc. They also help in 
finding new ways of using and improving existing 
systems, existing technologies etc. 
http://www.triz.co.uk/

The sum of a material’s capability is eventually 
all about measurements, numbers about their 
properties, capabilities and performances. They 
are all indexes and ratings on a scale. 

The very management of materials is a data 
intensive exercise, and this is not excluding 
relevant information about their availability, 
supplier contact, quantities and time leads. 
Grappling with so much information tagged to a 
piece of matter has meant that the industry has 
come up with many strategies to cope with it. 
From highly technical data focussed online 
libraries where one may search with performance 
parameters to more tactile material libraries 
tagged with a description of the material’s 
performance to design tools that aim to combine 
the soft qualities of the material with technologies 
that could use it.23

Databases are not about a one-time installation, 
but are intensive on continued updation, 
validation and relevance. Numerous online 
databases have emerged as a computational tool 
for critical comparison of materials. In the past 
decade that have become popular by sheer ease 
of use, access and worldwide availability. They 
offer a multiobjective optimisation and a range 
of material index in the decision process. They 
are mostly used by material scientists to whom 
performance and material interaction is a primary 
concern. 

Thus for most non-subjective, performance driven 
searches and decisions these database work as a 
very good repository. They can be easily updated 
and appended making them versatile tools for 
everyday decision making.

Being online and largely data focussed, materials 
are viewed objectively, losing their primary role as 
tactile stimulants. Designers and other decision 
makers who are led by aesthetics do not find such 
an interface informative and are not potential 
users. 

With such a divide, designers often lose out on the 
vast range of materials that they could possibly 
use. They are limited to choosing materials that are 
presented to them to touch and ofcourse, their 
choices are usually the most familiar, known family 
of materials.

23  Passaro, Caterina, Fiorani, Eleonora, Pedeferri, MariaPia and Curto, Barbara Del, Design the Sensory: How Technologies and 

  Materials Affect Sensations. The International Journal of Designed Objects, Volume 6, Issue 1, 2013.
24 Fernandez, John. Material Architecture – Emergent Materials for Innovative Buildings and Ecological Construction, 

  Taylor & Francis, 2006. 

4.2 Data and Materials: 
Its all about Material selection

25 Read more about technology scouting in Section 4.3



3XN’s architecture practice has collected materials for internal 
reference and use over the past years and have now opened 
their library to their peers to access. 
Credit: 3XN architects & GXN innovation
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Some studios simply accumulated a lot of 
materials in the course of projects, for example 
architects who had collected a lot of material 
samples from suppliers for their own research and 
sharing with clients. The role of a contracting 
designer or architect in material selection has 
been long recognised, so suppliers and 
manufacturers approached them with new 
materials. 

For example, 3XN an architectural pratice in 
Copenhagen has now opened its material 
collection to everyone.

4.2.3 Material libraries

Given the long value chain from raw material 
suppliers to manufacturers, research centers and 
fabricators, designers were often at loss to know 
what new materials were commercially available 
to create futuristic products. 

Designers, architects and product development 
scientists scouted for materials from all over the 
world, from large suppliers to the smallest 
indigenous production houses. 

Material libraries have changed the way 
the design community sees materials: both 
logistically as well as in a retrospective of time 
and ethos. 

These material libraries collect and curate 
materials from all over the world and organise 
them in an easy-to-search format. Doing this 
suddenly brought materials from all over the 
world to a browsable aisle: sparking curiosity 
and opening barriers and foster an environment 
of exploration. 

With their cutting edge knowledge of futuristic 
trends and connections with many stakeholders 
in the value chain, they offer consulting on 
sustainable materials to create environmentally 
responsible material solutions. They also find 
solutions to specific material challenges. They 
create trend visions for various industries and 
new opportunities for product optimization.

George Beylerian, in the early 1990’s was the 
creative director at Steelcase. He could see a clear 
lack of material selection for the design fraternity 
and setup one of the earliest, formalised material 
libraries, Material Connexion. 

27 http://money.cnn.com/magazines/business2/business2_archive/2004/10/01/8186698/

Material Connexion is one of 

my most valuable tools. It’s like 

a candy store to me.

Suzette Henri, Nike, 2004

The Materfad material library’s selection in 
Barcelona. 
Credit: Pable Axpe

In this 2004 interview26, Beylerian explains how 
Nike designer Suzette Henri was developing the 
new Air Jordan XIX basketball shoe, for example, 
she knew that common materials like leather and 
rubber would not deliver anything new with 
radical performance or features. 

Through Material Connexion, she discovered 
a woven netting used to keep PVC pipes from 
bursting. The lightweight, yarn like braid snuggles 
tightly on the foot with no need for traditional 
shoelaces. The $165 sneaker ended up being 
one of Nike’s biggest hits that year.
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Fig.3
The Material library ecosystem: 
Outreach, Network and Partners

Of course like other formats, libraries have evolved 
with their own advantages and disadvantages. 
Keeping the material library organized is a difficult 
task for the libraries, let alone keeping it up-to-
date with the latest, most innovative materials.

Most material libraries run on a subscription 
model, which offers access to the entire database 
of materials, remotely. Physical and chemical 
properties, its source, production and sale are 
some of the topics covered in the database. The 
libraries ofcourse offer physical samples to touch 
and feel, but at their own/or franchise’s premises. 
They offer material suppliers an opportunity to 
present materials and thus bring focus to lesser 
known stuff and show them to lesser known 
industries. Material libraries have a really good 
connection with suppliers, thus facilitating trials, 
prototyping and sampling for product developers. 
Some material libraries have a business model 
that works on the supplier facilitation rather 
than access.

Increasingly, small design communities all over 
the world are feeling the need for a local space 
for physical materials. Thus many smaller agencies 
have sprung up that regularly receive material 
samples from the larger libraries. They function 
as independent libraries catering to local needs 
and industries but have a knowledge affiliation 
to the main library.

The scale of production and procurement that is 
norm in the materials industry is daunting to most 
design practices. Scale is a problem for designers. 
Many are just design agencies. To produce small 
quantities is a huge problem. 

Connecting centers, like some material libraries 
and material consultants are now helping to 
bridge this gap. They procure materials in 
minimum quantities and then tear away small 
quantities to designers and others who would 
like to work with it. Suppliers can thus consolidate 
the small orders and understand which kind of 
designer is interested in the product.

Modulor, in Berlin is one such store but its stocks 
are mainly smart materials and more-interesting-
than-average materials. Mouldlife, in UK also 
provides advanced engineering plastics and smart 
materials with a range of advanced manufacturing 
services for prototyping.

Material Connexion, USA
This is one of the largest material libraries 
with offices in 8 countries and a database of 
over 7,000 materials. They offer consulting 
services from fulfilling immediate material 
needs to collaborating on new product strategies 
and sustainable roadmaps and they use their 
industry-wide expertise to determine which 
strategic material solution is right for the client. 
Their subscription-based materials library is the 
world’s largest library of advanced, innovative, 
sustainable materials and processes in the world. 
They offer their highly visible position as a unique 
opportunity to get their materials in front of a 
targeted audience of material specifiers.

Materia, NL
Materia offers free use of their search engine, 
which is a knowledge bank of materials. They keep 
subscribers updated about innovative materials 
and their applications, and trends in architecture 
and design, through newsletters, publications, 
presentations, and exhibitions. They also supply 
specialists to talk about specific materials in a 
particular field or sector. Materia activates its 
expertise via the Material Xperience, a yearly 
international material event, and the Material 
Inspiration Centre in Amsterdam, where new 
materials can be seen and felt in real life.

matériO, FR
matériO was created in 2000 by a young 
French team, curious about science, industry, 
materials, design and innovation. Yvon Poullain 
supported the start of matériO; which is above 
all a technology watch service, selecting specific, 
atypical and innovative materials. It is dedicated 
to architects, designers and any creative 
professional. Their teams constantly identify 
materials all over the world, in complete 
independence toward their manufacturers. 
Once selected, manufacturers are invited to 
send samples in order for members to be able 
to see and touch the materials in their physical 
material libraries (today in Paris, Brussels, 
Prague and Bratislava). 
Backed up since 2012 by a talented team of 
open-source developers, matériO also offers 
a simple and direct multilingual website, daily 
enriched with new references and new 
functionalities.27

Materfad, ES
Materfad has been created in 2008 as an affiliate 
center of matériO group to become the first 
and only materials library of such a characteristic 
in Spain. After having created and set online, 
in 2010, the first database of innovative materials 
in Spanish with a multi-criteria search engine, 
Materfad recently came out of matériO group 
and opened affiliate centers in Latin America as 
part of universities in Mexico, Colombia and Chile. 
Materfad offers a showroom in every affiliated 
center for physical contact with the materials as 
well as training and consulting to assist users in 
the search for best materials from scientific and 
technical knowledge.
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Fig.4
What do material libraries offer?

27 http://www.materio.com/en/innovative-materials, Accessed on 15 August, 2013
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matériO  , Prague
The project partners explain how they operate their own material centers.

How are you funded and supported?
We are a privately run organisation and are 
supported by our own activities and services 
provided to clients who are professionals from 
the creative industry (architects, designers, etc.) 
and their associations/institutions.

Do you have an interesting user engagement 
model? 
We offer membership at matériO. There are 
different kinds of memberships for students, 
professionals, companies,institutions 
(universities etc.). All kinds of memberships 
include access to the database and other services. 
More about our subscription can be read at 
http://www.materio.com/en/membership 

Where are you located?
MatériO Prague is located in Prague at 
Říčanova 19.
  
What networks are you a part of?
matériO is currently available in Paris, Brussels, 
Prague, Bratislava through our own franchisees.

What info do you provide?
We provide a wide range of information on 
materials ranging from properties, comparative 
analysis of materials and contact to manufacturers.

To what extent do you connect stakeholders?
We ask for samples and exhibit them in our 
showroom free of charge. On the other hand, 
all services to use the library are paid by clients 
who include architects, designers, scenographers 
and other creative professionals.

What services do you provide?
MatériO Prague owns a collection of more than 
1,200 samples of innovative materials across all 
material families: textiles, glass, wood, plastics, 
composites, metals, ceramics and porcelain 
and an online materials database of more than 
5,000 innovative materials. The database is 
shared among all members of matériO group 
(matériO Paris, Brussels, Prague, Bratislava).
We offer a range of consulting services from 
recommending a material that adapts to specific 
needs, to tracking a project through all its phases, 
training sessions on material and technologies. 
It can be customised depending on clients needs 
and events such as exhibitions, lectures, trade 
fairs, workshops, etc. can be organised.

MaterFAD, Barcelona
The project partners explain how they operate their own material centers.

How are you funded and supported?
Materfad’s income are generated from national 
public grants and from training and consulting 
services proposed to schools, universities and 
companies.

Do you have an interesting user engagement 
model? 
More about their subscrition can be read 
at http://es.materfad.com/modalidades-
suscripcion/6

Where are you located?
We are currently located on the third floor 
of the FAD headquarters, in the historic centre 
of Barcelona and in the Fall of 2013 we will 
move to the new Design Hub Barcelona.

What networks are you a part of?
Materfad is present in SouthAmerica with 
affiliated centres in Mexico, Chile and Columbia: 
Materfad Aguascalientes, Materfad Valparaiso 
and Materfad Medellin. Collaboration between 
the members of this network is based on the 
mutual exchange of knowledge. The plan for 
the near future is for the network to extend 
geographically to other continents.

What info do you provide?
Materfad is a consulting centre whose main activity 
is related to technological transfer on new materials 
coming from diverse sectors for enterprises, 
professionals, universities and technology centres. 
They engage in exhaustive technological vigilance 
and comprehensive consultancy on new materials 
in different sectors. The information is made 
available in order to expand the focus of 
application in potential fields. All material types 
are represented in Materfad in its purpose of 
innovating through integral services: showroom, 
database, consulting department and formation.

To what extent do you connect stakeholders?
We ask manufacturers and suppliers information 
about their materials and by giving them visiblity 
we reach out to the design and architecture 
communities.

What services do you provide?
A physical materials library where one can learn 
about, touch and feel an initial sample of over 
3,000 innovative or unique materials.
An online materials library providing immediate 
access to 3,500 innovative or unique materials, 
with information and contact details on the 
manufacturers or distributors.
A programme of periodic activities on the 
world of materials including conferences, 
training activities, workshops etc. showcased 
in the itinerant exhibition Mater in progress. 
New materials, new industry.
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Futation at the Danish Design center, copenhagen 
The project partners explain how they operate their own material centers.

What info do you provide? 
Futation helps engineers and designers 
to discover new materials and technologies. One 
of the services is a subscription where product 
developers receive small materials samples with 
attached information cards. The information cards 
contain information about the material, current 
applications, and price. The card also include 
the contact details for the vendor or manufacturer 
so people with an interest in the material can go 
straight to the source with further inquiries. The 
subscribers receive 5 new samples each month 
and the largest libraries now contain close to 
300 different samples. 

To what extent do you connect stakeholders?
Each material Futation sends out, includes contact 
information for the vendor, so it is very easy for the 
holder of the sample to connect with the vendor. 

What services do you provide?
Besides the subscription service, Futation also 
sells entire material libraries containing all the 
samples that have been shipped in the previous 
packages. We also do consultancy work; for 
example idea catalogs and sourcing of specific 
materials.

How are you funded and supported?
Futation is a private company, which generates 
its revenue from selling material samples and 
from consultancy work. 

Do you have an interesting user engagement 
model? 
The subscription service where all employees 
have access to the physical material samples 
is quite unique and we believe it helps to spread 
knowledge of new materials better than online 
databases, books and temporary exhibitions. 

Where are you located?
Futation is located at the Danish Design Centre 
in the center of Copenhagen.

What networks are you a part of?
Futation is a member of the board of the 
Danish Society for Material Technology, which 
helps organise seminars and conferences.

4.3. technology scouting: 
choosing materials in the corporate world

The choice of technology is not easy, as it works 
in tandem with the expected lead times of the 
product launch. A shorter time frame only means 
that the choice of material is limited to known 
suppliers who have been approved and marked 
credible. That way it is easier to introduce 

In a corporate context, i.e largely a product 
manufacturer’s context, the identification of new, 
yet matured, and viable and feasible technology is 
key to innovation. This is the role of a technology 
scout who has a holistic understanding of what 
materials to choose from.

The innovation race is always on and the hunt 
for the latest and the best and yet the cheapest 
is fast. Technology scouting is indeed a very 
creative process, as the technologist has 
to imagine what probable uses a certain new 
technology can offer to their own product 
offering and help the company detect 
discontinuous changes, early trends and 
formulate a strategic response to stay ahead 
of competition and market fluctuations. It is 
perhaps a bit easier with mature technologies 
which has gained familiarity and acceptance 
but rather steep with emerging technologies 
and steeper with disruptive new inventions. 
They receive briefings on the company’s future 
strategy, competitor advances and larger social 
tendencies in the products user ecosystem.

While much of the obvious areas to hunt for 
new technology (both materials and mechanics) 
are trade fairs, a technical scout looks for trends 
beyond the trade shows. They need to work 
with close connections to the marketing teams 
and groups studying human factors to be able to 
understand larger societal trends and transpose 
them on the technologies they encounter. 

a material and gain internal acceptance from 
a corporate point of view. A longer lead time 
of course allows for introduction of newer 
materials into the corporate lists, but this is 
not always the case.

While price of the technology itself is a prime 
concern, its also the final usability of the 
technology, socio-cultural factors and its 
adaptability that can be decisive factors. 
Is it a matured technology? Can it be seamlessly 
introduced? By how much will it affect the 
cost of the final product? What kind of colours 
and forms can it be manufactured in to fit 
the company’s identity? These are common 
questions a technology scout needs to 
understand.

Technology scouts are always in search of new 
technological trends and inventions. Like with 
any library, it is a challenge to archive all the 
knowledge that they encounter and retrieve 
the information on need. 

It is very important that we have an overview of the company’s 

portfolio and new emerging technologies as we have to also bridge 

old knowledge from our archives and databases of materials with 

new ways of thinking.

Hanne Jensen, Principal Technology Scouting Manager, Global R&D, Coloplast, DK

It is underestimated how complex it is to work with new materials in a large 

establishment. The various tests and approvals that it needs to go through 

to match the quality and performance standards are exemplary.

Kristoffer Kelstrup Sabroe , Partner, MOEF, DK
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4.4 trade Fairs

Material libraries feel the need to be represented 
in the light of good design and futuristic trend-
setters, and therefore keeping a large inventory of 
materials at the venue is important. Their audience 
is largely designers and product developers. 
As they represent material composites and 
manufacturers, these people do not form part 
of their audience. 

Some material focussed exhibitions are 
Materialica in Munich and Material Vision in 
Frankfurt. Most design shows also host material 
specific exhibitions. For example, the Salone del 
Mobile, in Milan or the Dutch Design Week in 
Amsterdam. Material manufacturers also target 
very industry specific trade fairs, for example, 
Filtrex is a specialised show on filter fabrics that 
many nanofiber layer manufacturers exhibit at. 
Euro Nano Forum, Nanotech (Japan), TechTextil 
are others popular exhibitions in this space.

Like most trade fairs, those on advanced materials 
require considerable investments in marketing 
from participating companies. Space rental, 
trade show displays, travel and promotional 
mechanisms – all incur costs. While a huge 
spectrum of trade fairs on advanced materials 
have material suppliers, manufacturers, machinery 
and process developers and finished component 
owners, material libraries have also found great 
value in being present here. 

The audience is varied – from industry 
representatives who are exhibiting, to material 
experts who visit to stay informed, material 
consultants who visit to stay networked, 
manufacturers in search of new partners and 
also designers in quest of futuristic trends.

Material exhibitions are primarily about touch 
and feel and are therefore resource intensive on 
transportation, display and good representation. 
While manufacturers of fundamental material 
composites and manufacturing technologies 
find the huge participatory investment in this 
still relevant, material libraries are increasingly 
split on an opinion.

Materialica Fair brings together the materials 
research fraternity and some designers in 
Munich every year.

4.5 Material Experts

Both, the advanced materials industry and the 
design industry have different notions of who 
a material expert is. For the science-led industry, 
a material expert is of course a person qualified 
in the study and application of materials. 
The designers are familiar with a different sort 
of material expert : One who ofcourse knows 
about materials, but also understands user needs 
and form to advice accordingly. Often the lack 
of enough knowledge on how these materials 
could be processed (fabrication and technical 
limitations), sustainability and value chain of the 
material itself were factors that graded material 
experts.

Now, there is a small but growing niche of material 
consultants who are bridging the gap between 
material suppliers and product manufacturers. 
Their personal presence and advice is imperative 
to effecting change in large manufacturing 
companies on the adoption of new, advanced 
materials. Thus on a higher level, they can 
influence the innovation strategy of a company. 
They also facilitate matchmaking between 
suppliers and manufacturers (and designers and 
architects). This way, materials transcend mere 
ideas to real products. Many of these experts are 
designers and architects with a keen interest in 
materials or material engineers with a practical 
sense of design and application. Such material 
experts also have a special domain insight that 
they can provide to both industries.
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Fig. 5. The landscape of material experts. Fig 6. Who are the Material Experts? The knowledge 
pyramid of the materials world.
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4.6 how small scientific steps 
lead to big Design leaps

Radical innovation needs radical materials. 
Scientific advances often remain for long in 
the academic domain, in labs and research cells. 
But it is a radical invention that triggers radical 
thinking leading to radical innovation. 
The invention of nylon changed the way the 
tire industry looked at retreading. Advances 
in materials and manufacturing have helped 
societies leapfrog development and progress.

Preceding the advent of piezoelectric ceramics in the early 

1950’s, piezoelectric crystals made from quartz crystals and 

magneto-strictive materials were primarily used. The active 

element is still sometimes referred to as the crystal by old timers 

in the NDT field. When piezoelectric ceramics were introduced, 

they soon became the dominant material for transducers due to 

their good piezoelectric properties and their ease of manufacture 

A prototype of the UBeam wireless charger. 
Source: www.endgadget.com 

Fig 7: The technology map of how the UBeam works. 
Source: http://www.tuaw.com/2011/06/20/ubeam-developing-wi-fi-for-energy-to-enable-wireless-charging/

Piezo Ceramics / Wireless Charging
Meredith Perry, is the founder of UBeam, 
a high tech startup that is inventing a new way 
to develop wireless chargers. It hopes to become 
almost as ubiquitous as Wifi is, except instead of 
a wireless internet connection, it transmits power 
over air. It uses ultrasound which vibrates the air 
and inturn a piezoelectric transducer, and the 
crystals move back and forth, which generates an 
electric current. The conversion of electrical pulses 
to mechanical vibrations and the conversion of 
returned mechanical vibrations back into electrical 
energy is the basis for ultrasonic testing.The active 
element of most acoustic transducers used today 
is a piezoelectric ceramic, an advanced material, 
which can be cut in various ways to produce 
different wave modes.

into a variety of shapes and sizes. They also operate at low voltage 

and are usable up to about 300°C. The first piezoceramic in 

general use was barium titanate, and that was followed during 

the 1960’s by lead zirconate titanate compositions, which are now 

the most commonly employed ceramic for making transducers. 

New materials such as piezo-polymers and composites are also 

being used in some applications.

uBeam Charge Station

(Ultrasound Emitter)

Energy from

Wall Outlet

Beamed Ultrasonic Energy

uBeam Battery

Adapter
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Ultrasonics / Additive Manufacturing 
and Moulding
Ultrasion has worked with ultrasound as the 
prime source of energy for some new, radical 
technologies. It is interesting to see how they have 
used their knowledge with one scientific principle 
to develop core technologies in different sectors 
which in turn can have many applications. They 
have been part of the ASCAMM Foundation and 
all these are their proprietary technology.

Their USMTM UltraSonic Moulding is the first 
technology making use of ultrasounds in the 
moulding process to manufacture micro and mini 
parts in plastic materials. The technology is now 
patented and licensed for commercialisation 
to ULTRASION, which has implemented it in its 
SonorusTM machine.

Their UDMTM Ultrasonic Deposition Modelling is 
a new concept of additive manufacturing process 
using ultrasound energy to melt plastic materials. 
The technology is now patented and will soon 
result in a new product. With this process which 
consists in applying a thin layer over a surface 
with improvements for purposes like appearance, 
adhesion, resistance, etc. ULTRASION is currently 
carrying out research on this field in order to 
develop advanced coating processes based on 
ultrasounds.

Their UMPTM Ultrasonic Micro Pultrusion is a new 
concept of pultrusion manufacturing process using 
ultrasound energy to form reinforced composites 
for high performance application, micro devices 
and micro parts. The technology is now patented 
and will soon result in a new product.
 
Their UNATM Nano additivation consists of 
using ultrasound energy to improve the nano-
particles dispersion in a plastic matrix. This 
technology, under development, will be 
used to produce compounding material with 
different characteristics according to application 
requirements such as lightness, colours, resistance 
etc. The ultrasound has already proved to increase 
the nano-particles dispersion.

Their ULATM (Ultrasonic Light Alloys): research 
on improving Light Alloy process. The ultrasonic 
processing has an advantage over other methods. 
Not only the concentration of hydrogen is 
decreased, but the density is higher (porosity is 
lower) and mechanical properties are improved.28

The Ultrasion SONORUS 1G is the first high 
precision moulding machine based on ultrasounds 
and exclusively designed for the reproduction 
of mini and micro scale pieces.

 10
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28 As informed by Ultrasion and accessed on www.ultrasion.com

http://cnettv.cnet.com/ubeam-wireless-power/9742-1_53-50105830.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sl-b3Kmim2I
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FiDU / Organic Hydroforming
FiDU, for the design world fundamentally 
changed how the community looked at metals 
and technologies that metal as a medium allowed. 
While materials are always accompanied by a set 
of known or specially developed technologies 
that helps process them, it is the experimental 
combination of cross industry thinking that is 
inspiring.

FiDU can be compared to IHU technology of 
hydroforming used in a car industry, but is far 
less expensive, because no moulds are needed. 
Short series of unique objects can be made 
that way. FiDU requires one thousandth of the 
pressure needed for IHU. The main advantage is 
that the production is very fast, easy and precise. 
Two dimensional elements are cut from the steel 
sheets and welded one to another using laser and 
then the inflation transforms them into a stable 3 
dimensional objects. The purpose was to find an 
efficient and customised way to stabilise the thin 
material using a computer controlled production 
chain and to build durable construction elements 
using it.

A one of a kind Menorah made using FiDU. Designed 
by Omer Polak, it perfectly illustrates the welded egdes 
and the principle of forced inflation. 
Source: http://omerpolak.com

First experiments led by Oskar Zieta, Philipp Dohmen and 

professor Ludger Hovestadt started at the ETH Zurich in 

2002 with in-depth analysis of the properties of metal sheets. 

The first experiments were made of bent steel sheets 

that formed 3D structures able to carry their own weight. 

From 2002 a series of objects, roofs, ceilings, paravents 

were created and the know-how is being licensed.

Crucial parameters of a cut-away piece of metal 
sheet, like width, length, quality, rolling direction and 
radii of arcs have been defined during experiments 
and categorised in the ‘FiDU alphabet’. The 
controlled loss of control in the FIDU technology 
is tested for weight capacity and Zieta uses 3D 
scanners to read their final parameters. 
Source: www.zieta.pl

Zieta’s iconic Plopp chair for Danish furniture 
retailer HAY. It was one of the earliest consumer 
end products using the FiDU technology. 
Source: www.zieta.pl

liquidmetal® / consumer electronics
The invention of Liquidmetal® completely 
challenged the way manufacturers looked at metal 
as it is now possible to forge and mold it superior 
to metal injection molding, almost like plastic, 
into very small precision parts that are extremely 
durable. Liquidmetal® has been around for a while 
but this is a technology that has yet to mature and 
be perfected both in manufacturing process and 
application development. This is a completely 
new and different metal technology and therefore, 
there is no suitable manufacturing infrastructure 
yet to take full advantage of this alloy technology.

For example, Atakan Peker estimates that Apple 
will likely spend on the order of $300 million to 
$500 million – and three to five years – to mature 
the technology before it can be used in large 
scale. As of 2013, Apple has acquired a perpetual, 
exclusive license to use this technology in 
consumer electronics.

Liquidmetal ® is an amorphous alloy that is revolutionising 

modern manufacturing. This alloy uniquely combines 

the strength of forging with intricate molding capabilities 

superior to MIM (metal injection molding). Twice the 

strength of titanium, it delivers repeatable molded features 

within ±50µm (±0.002”), and ultralow shrinkage rate 

of 0.2%.

29 In an interview on Buisness insider as accessed on 9th September 2013 : 

 http://www.businessinsider.com/liquidmetal-inventor-atakan-peker-apple-will-use-it-in-a-breakthrough-product-2012-5#ixzz2eOaPHuKN

While parts of Liquidmetal® must be designed 
to be ejected from a mold, advanced tooling 
methods such as slides are available to 
accommodate critical features. A well designed 
part can replace an assembly of machined parts 
and can be made substantially thinner than other 
conventional metal parts.
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I expect Liquidmetal applications in two ways: First evolutionary substitution 

of current materials and secondly, and more importantly, in a breakthrough 

product made only possible by Liquidmetal technology. Apple’s exclusively 

licensing a new material technology (specifically for casing and enclosures) 

is a first in the industry. This is very exciting. Therefore, I expect Apple to use 

this technology in a breakthrough product. Such a product will likely bring an 

innovative user interface and industrial design together, and will also be very 

difficult to copy or duplicate with other material technologies.

Atakan Peker, co-inventor of LiquidMetal 29

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOEBR3DcqN0
http://vimeo.com/14877644
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section III
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What is the Design Industry 
landscape in Europe? 
As of October 2010, design has been highlighted 
as a priority in the European Commission’s 
Innovation Union, which is the overarching policy 
objective of the Europe 2020 strategy. Here the 
European Union adopts a broad concept of 
innovation, where design is a driver of products, 
services, processes and models that add value 
for users and offer huge potential for new growth 
and jobs.30

The role of design and the creative industry and 
cultural contribution with which it is associated, 
is a key economic issue. The real challenge lies 
not just in designing better products and better 
processes but in designing entirely new business 
models.

Major demographic shifts mean that design has 
a significant responsibility for the development 
of barrier-free products, information and systems 
to satisfy the needs of all regardless of age or 
ability.

Design no longer characterises only the object 
but also the context – the values it reflects, the 
objectives it pursues and the ethics it represents 
– that is, when the design process leads to a 
material object. More often, the outcome is 
not and was never intended to be, an object, 
but rather a way or method. As design gains 
recognition as a relevant approach to challenges 
within education, health care and other public 
services, management and political processes, 
ethics and philosophy become increasingly 
important pillars in design practise. At the 
same time the scope of designers is enlarged 
considerably as is the potential force of design 
as a tool for change.

30 European Commission Communication (2010) Europe 2020 Flagship Initiative Innovation Union SEC(2010)1161,Brussels p. 7
31 Design Issues in Europe Today, BEDA, 2004
32 Design for Growth & Prosperity – Report and Recommendations of the European Design Leadership Board. 2013

5
At a time when the technological gap is rapidly 
closing, the differentiation of products, services 
and brands in general – through innovation and 
an improvement in their functions – has become 
practically non-existent. Any technological 
innovation can become outdated within a few 
months. The differentiation has to come from 
the brand’s cultural value, represented by 
its aesthetics, its significance and, to a lesser 
degree, its functions.31

Companies invest in R&D but not in design 
research. In most Member States, public funding 
for fundamental research in design is missing even 
though, in the field of applied research design 
research is relevant because of its practical 
nature. Currently, design research does not have 
sufficiently close contacts with other fields of 
expertise and yet the exploitation of the potential 
of design, to the benefit of European innovation, 
calls for multi-disciplinary approaches. Other 
fields can include technological and behavioural 
sciences, new materials, economic sciences, 
ICT and cultural studies. 

Innovation processes are no longer connected 
solely to traditional business models of innovation. 
They are now influenced and shaped by wider, 
social-based developments both in technology 
and in the growth of novel approaches to 
manufacturing. The role of these new software 
and culturally based eco-systems are being 
fostered and embraced by a new generation 
of innovators. 32

 

Materials are a very important driver, both 
for designers, scientists and for our industries. 
Our wish and aim is to make a symbiosis of these 
three partners in working together in producing 
products and services where materials are a key 
factor. 

We believe that a better understanding of 
materials seen from the designers’ and a better 
understanding of design seen from the scientists 
will give us new materials and new ways of using 
the materials we already have, in new contexts 
and ways. 

Materials will play a large part in transforming our 
society towards a sustainable future.The Danish 
Design Centre aims to be a key point and a virtual 
marketplace where scientists and designers can 
meet, share knowledge and inspire each other. 
This enthusiasm will ripple into the industry and 
then we will start having objects that will give 
meaning to our lives in the future.

Many Design Centre’s have been built around 
traditional design and have exhibitions on designs 
in a more traditional understanding. When we 
were conceptualizing the new strategy for the 
Danish Design Centre we wanted to look at the 
drivers for the future and not looking in a rear 
mirror to see what we have designed in the past. 

The past is important because that is your culture 
and a part of your DNA but to us it was obvious 
that we need to be part of the future, talking about 
and showing what the future of design can be.

We found that the most necessary drivers in our 
society right now will be Technology, Big Data 
and Materials and our aim is to get designers and 
industries interested in these three drivers so, we 
can form a future that gives meaning to our life. 
We deliberately did not chose chairs, coffee 
cups or graphics but the overarching idea of 
Technology, Big Data and Materials because 
they will be infused in everything in the future.

5.1 the new role of Design Associations 
by Nille Juul-Sørensen, CEO, Danish Design Centre

Inhouse design/ research departments are underfunded and do not 

often have the scope to go out and seek more. Thus they have to bring 

in consultants. There is a big value to having technology/ research or 

materials inhouse. It makes it visible, accessible and employees can 

always think, touch and feel inspired.

Jack Mama, Creative Director Visioning & Probing, Electrolux Group Design
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5.2 the Designer: a multifaceted role

While intuition is central to this effort, technical 
knowledge is absolutely necessary. And today, 
with more material choices available than ever, this 
process has become a monumental challenge of 
data management.33, 34

To be a designer today means having a really broad 
range of material choices – from the traditional and 
natural, well explored wood, stone, metals, glass 
and linear materials to an ever growing base of man 
made, scientifically engineered materials from 
polymers to nano fibers, high performance 
ceramics to active elements. 

33 Fernandez, John. Material Architecture – Emergent Materials for Innovative Buildings and Ecological Construction, Taylor & Francis, 2006.
34 Ref Sec 4.3 of this document.
35 Fernandez, John. From Kaolin to Kevlar: Emerging Materials for Inventing New Architecture. 

The Underfull Table cloth by Kristine Bjaadal, 
Norway, that makes a clever use of printing in layers 
with a reactive ink. www.kristinebjaadal.no/

An intractable and singular position denies the 
overwhelming richness of contemporary design 
and negates the undeniable need to optimize a 
selection of material for any particular use, 
because there is no such thing as the perfect 
material for any particular application.

Therefore, design intention and the material world 
coexist as an animated assertion of possibilities 
made physical. Designers understand that a 
fundamental step in design involves the translation 
of intention into material form. This critical leap 
requires the optimisation and selection of 
materials that can satisfy the needs and desires 
that the designer has formulated. 

It is understandable that, given the explosion 
of new materials, many designers have resorted 
to the synthesis of a qualitative language when 
discussing contemporary materials. The use 
of the word materiality is now common among 
educators and practitioners despite its indefinite 
meaning.

The intellectual energy consumed in the discourse 
of materiality has been substantial and yet the very 
utility of the notion can be easily questioned, 
founded as it is in shifting definitions and 
ideological import.35

Jast-a-second is a concept watch by Omer Polak 
and works with metal powder running on a glass 
surface by using micro magnet underneath. 
http://omerpolak.com/

As a designer in a large business might be a 
seemingly small role, but in a longitudinal stretch it 
can prove to have incremental benefits. Designers 
bring in the required perspectives to human 
needs, sustainable material and manufacturing 
choices which might seem to be tough to lobby for 
a profit driven business environment but a 
designer’s persistence can yield in time. 

As a designer in a smaller, independant practice 
servicing smaller clients, they tend to have more 
influence to effect these choices. The clients look 
up to the designer for choice making and decision 
making giving more power in the designers hands. 

As a designer in a design agency, the designers 
have a peer group to develop collective ideas, 
and eventually create momentum for these in the 
practice. The agency itself can eventually be an 
evangelist for ideas promoting sustainable choices.

In a conversation with Aart van Bezooyen, the 
designer quite aptly put it as the lack of simple 
technical knowledge that poses bigger challenges 
for designers to begin working with advanced 
materials. To the community, reactive, responsive 
materials are ofcourse the most exciting but such 
materials are not necessarily advanced, they are 
simply smart. 

Now the starting point for design development is about shifts in society, 

not about technology. Its about visualising lifestyle scenarios, ‘what if’ 

scenarios, socio-cultural and environmental trends, sub cultures and 

a gamut of influences like weak signals.

Jack Mama, Creative Director Visioning & Probing, Electrolux Group Design

 14

Advanced materials is a more general category of materials. They often 

have advanced treatments and advanced processing. They are high 

performance simple composites. Smart materials is more focussed on 

intelligence, reaction and response. They are complex composites, are 

dynamic and state changing.

Aart van Bezooyen, Material Stories, DE

http://omerpolak.com/Jast-a-second
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Facing the Material challenge
By Mette Bak-Andersen, Designer of Copenhagen Forever and Curator 
of Material Design Lab at Copenhagen School of Design and Technology, KEA.

5.3 Design Education 

All this expertise is concentrating within the 
The Material Design Lab. 

The physical framework of the Material Design Lab 
is divided into The Box, The Lab and The Library. 
The Box is a walk-in expandable space that will 
contain an exhibition of basic well-known raw 
materials. The Library, made in collaboration with 
Material Connexion, will provide access to their 
database as well as an exhibition of 1500 physical 
material samples in our library.

The Lab is a hybrid between a design prototyping 
workshop and a scientific laboratory: A place where 
materials can be tested, manipulated, refined and, 
not least, where new ones can be created.

Some might claim that the design and creation of 
new materials or the simple innovation of existing 
ones should be left to scientists. However, many 
of the materials that form part of our everyday life 
were often not created by highly scientific means, 
but arose from trial and error, or in some cases were 
even discovered by accident. 

The Material Design Lab is a place where biologists, 
chemists, dermatologists, scientists, engineers and 
many others will influence the design profession.

Design is not an isolated discipline and we need 
to include the knowledge of other professions; 
The biologist will teach us about biodiversity and 
renewable materials; the chemist understands the 
basics of all materials and can explain exactly why 
some things are compostable and others not; 
we can learn from experts in dermatology who 
are now growing human skin. 

Material technology is changing several 
professions, not just design. We are in a process 
and several issues have to be addressed. One of 
the fundamental dilemmas is the design process 
taught at many schools that leave the material 
choice to the very end. The material needs to be 
considered from the outset. A good exercise is 
to allow the exploration of the material to define 
the shape and function of the finished product. 
All this represents a challenge since it requires 
a shift in established methodologies taught by 
most teachers. 

At the Material Design Lab our intention is that 
all classes in material technology will leave 
‘Power Points’ and classrooms behind and move 
into hands-on experimentation in the laboratory.

To create advanced and sustainable design for 
the future, a proper understanding of materials is 
needed now, and will become an ever increasingly 
critical element for designers.

In educating the designers of tomorrow lies a unique challenge: How can design educators 
use the technology and techniques available today to embed an ethos of inventiveness driven 
by curiosity? Bringing advanced and smart materials to design schools is as challenging 
as facilitating the processing equipment and domain expertise needed to create meaningful 
collaborations. 

Mette Bak-Andersen discusses the changing role of designers in the future, setting up and 
facilitating a world class material library for a design school in Copenhagen and creating 
a Materials Design Lab there to put making of materials into the hands of designers.

Wondrous modern technology has opened up 
a new world of advanced materials and complex 
production methods. It has thrown us into the fast 
lane with a lifestyle surrounded by products that 
appear so fantastic that we can hardly recognize the 
materials used or understand how they were made. 
It makes advanced materials and design seem 
like magic!

However, most modern designers lack a basic 
understanding of materials; many have become 
experts in creating artistic 3D drawings and 
virtual realities, but, perhaps due to the increased 
complexity of the materials and the production 
processes, the responsibility of the development 
of a design is often left in the hands of technicians 
and production personnel. 

It might seem like the perfect world; everyone is 
a specialist and takes care of what they do best, 
but this is unfortunate from several points of view: 
Qualities such as innovation and sustainability are 
not additives that can be injected into a product at 
the last minute, so if the product was not originally 
designed to be sustainable, it likely will never be so. 

Designers cannot know everything. 
However, designers who do not understand the 
materials they are trying to use are like chefs who 
do not understand their ingredients. The material 
can to large degree be seen as the DNA of a 
product. It is what defines both the tactile and 
technical properties, and therefore to a great 
extent what determines the production method. 

This in turn facilitates future recycling options 
and/or the biodegradability of a product.

This lack of knowledge about materials thus 
effectively creates a barrier between the designer 
and the product. This barrier acts against the 
implementation of advanced materials and 
becomes a major obstacle to the creation of 
sustainable industrially produced products.

Bridging this gap represents a challenge to 
designers and especially to the design schools; 
We should not reject advanced technology, 
neither should we aspire to return to earlier times 
of craftwork, but we need to bring a hands-on 
material knowledge back in as a key element 
in the design process and in design education.

At the Copenhagen School of Design and 
Technology we are trying to face this challenge 
by establishing the necessary facilities to become 
a forum for sharing and creating new knowledge 
about materials. We are working with different 
methodologies in the field and are in the process 
of creating a network of material specialists.

Material Design Lab at Copenhagen School of 
Design and Technology, KEA, DK
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5.4 the value of Prototyping

Design is a rather contemporary description 
for a dynamic process of problem solving 
creating a physical manifestation of the solution. 
The relationship between form (material and 
construction) and function (immaterial and 
conceptual) is always negotiated to achieve 
an optimal balance and harmony in design. The 
former has been dominant in the earlier formative 
era of design as a recognised practice. The shifting 
dynamics in this relationship is crucial as not one 
merges as the dominant case, but rather a chaotic 
back and forth, iterative process alone can build 
an argument to creating a product. Form and 
function always work in the framework of 
simplicity and complexity.

Materials are now paving way for a new consulting 
business in innovation processes with prototyping.

Mouldlife, UK, are leading suppliers of materials for 
a wide range of applications, focussing on special 
FX, animatronics, mould-making and lifecasting. 
With this experience of advanced model making they 
are able to assist in real to radical prototyping and 
mock-ups that have found very diverse applications.
Over time companies such as them have invested in 
advanced technologies and can see much potential 
in making it available as a service for other designers 
and large establishments. An example of how they 
have created a good degree of awareness among 
designers is with MGX, a brand that partners with 
designers to work with additive manufacturing

Companies such as EyeD and Materialise have 
also used their technological platform to move into 
bridging the innovation gap with prototyping 
facilities.

Fablogica based in the Netherlands offers affordable 
technology for creative and experimental 
applications. They work with technologies ranging 
from Arduinos to devices like Drones and Android. 
They write software for prototyping and work 
intensively with advanced manufacturing techniques 
3D printers, laser cutters and milling machines to 
create splendid product ideas.

Moef, based in Copenhagen offers prototyping 
as a key driver to a businesses innovation process. 
They have a variety of advanced prototyping 
facilities in house and offer a consulting service to 
a wide range of industries. They advise on what type 
of prototyping is needed at what stage and guid the 
product development teams through just-enough 
and just-in-time prototyping. And this service comes 
with years of knowledge about materials and a 
constant pursuit of finding new materials that can 
be used for new situations of making mock ups 
and product sketches to explain futuristic ideas. 
There have been instances where their knowledge 
of materials has been sought after for product 
development directly, like an instance where 
a leading manufacturer of intimate ostectomy 
products was seeking near skin like textures for 
testing and demonstration of their new products. 
For more case studies rvisit www.moef.dk

Years ago, Ron Arad came to us at Philips with 
a request to craft a very special high intensity 
discharge lamp. The filament had his name 
shaped into it and it needed to create a vivid 
play of light and shadow when turned on. 
Ron didnt know much about how we could 
make that (we didnt either) but he knew that 
there was some cutting edge research at 
Philips and perhaps we could find a way. 

Filling a bulb with inert gas was a highly 
industrialised process; so, it was possible. 
Making a big filament bulb with a custom 
filament was also possible. What had not 
been done was filling a customised big 
filament bulb with inert gas for this special 
effect. 

I contacted every possible vendor known 
to Philips to see the feasibility of this, but was 
turned down. I somehow felt it should be 
possible, given that both parts f the problem 
could be solved – why should the sum prove 
difficult. At last, I decided to call one last vendor, 
a glass craftsman who worked in a small factory 
of ours outside of Eindhoven. He thought for 
a bit, and then said it could be done, but was 
very tough, and would be expensive. He would 
create a stage gate at the production line and 
intervene to craft this.

by Jack Mama – as said in an interview

5.5 the art of Making in the Innovation Process

It is sometimes better to work with familiar and 
approved materials to reduce to-market lead 
times. But the real innovation lies in extending 
the performance of the known material to 
do previously unknown functions, bestowing 
a degree of intelligence on them.

Material selection is a complex task that requires 
different kinds of knowledge. Scientific literature 
is full of technical information on production 
processes and material applications and 
characteristics, but it is not always easy to link 
technologies to the effect obtainable with materials. 

In order to link the aesthetical and sensory 
properties to the materials and the technologies 
used for the expressive and sensory 
characterisation of materials, it is important to 
analyse each component separately.

The expressive and sensory characterisation 
of materials, also known as the design of soft 
qualities, has given the chance to bring back 
the cultural, sensorial and communicative 
dimension to objects.36

36 C. Passaro, E. Fiorani, M. Pedeferri, B. Del Curto, Design the Sensory: How Technologies and Materials Affect Sensations, 

 The International Journal of Designed Objects, Volume 6, Issue 1, 2013, ISSN 2325-1379, 

We create a vision that everyone can work 

towards. The problem internally (in a company) 

is that the process is not carried through.

Kristoffer Kelstrup Sabroe, Partner, MOEF A/S

We could rather use what the R&D department 

of the client has and perhaps see it in new ways.

Kristoffer Kelstrup Sabroe, Partner, MOEF A/S

Craft knowledge is intrinsic with industrial 

knowledge

As told by Jack Mama, Creative Director Visioning & Probing, 
Electrolux Group Design

There is always a challenge about using a 

material and achieving the desired sensibility 

from the material. That is where the technology 

comes in. It is a balance of exploration, earning 

each others respect, technology and eventually 

compromise.

Jack Mama, Creative Director, Visioning & Probing, 
Electrolux Group Design
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5.5.1 computational and simulation tools

Understanding how a material behaves when put 
into context can greatly enhance how designers 
visualize a use for them. Sometimes materials are 
used as entire products but most cases they 
work in sync with other materials, movable parts, 
and embedded technology and eventually 
human touch. 

How might a designer realistically imagine 
the use case scenarios of these materials? 

In such a situation, scientists and designers have 
truly different tools and evaluation criteria, none 
better than the other (computation is as valid 
as insight), and both can benefit from each others 
tools by creating a mutually understandable 
interface.

Major advances in modeling and predicting 
materials behavior have led to a remarkable 
opportunity for the use of simulation software in 
solving materials challenges. New computational 
tools have the potential to accelerate materials 
development at all stages of the continuum. For 
example, software could guide the experimental 
discovery of new materials by screening a large 
set of compounds and isolating those with desired 
properties. Further downstream, virtual testing via 
computer-aided analysis could replace some of 
the expensive and time consuming physical tests 
currently required for validation and certification 
of new materials. These computational tools are 
still not widely used due to industry’s limited 
confidence in accepting non empirically derived 
conclusions. 

35 http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/materials_genome_initiative-final.pdf

Materials scientists have developed powerful 
computational tools to predict materials behavior, 
but these tools have fundamental deficiencies that 
limit their usefulness. The primary problem is that 
current predictive algorithms do not have the 
ability to model behavior and properties across 
multiple spatial and temporal scales; for example, 
researchers can measure the atomic vibrations of a 
material in picoseconds, but from that information 
they cannot predict how the material will wear 
down over the course of years. In addition, 
software tools that utilize the algorithms are 
typically written by academics for academic 
purposes in separate universities, and therefore 
lack user-friendly interfaces, documentation, 
robustness, and the capacity to scale to industrial-
sized problems. These deficiencies inhibit efficient 
software maintenance and can result in software 
failures. Significant improvements in software and 
the accuracy of materials’ behavior models are 
needed.37

A guiding design process can help fathom what 
was otherwise seen as a creative, chaotic and 
often artistic pursuit of designing product systems. 
Yet, the designer’s tools are based on observations 
and the subjectivity of this limits the pervasive 
use of this qualitative data on large groups. 
The creative industry can achieve a greater 
exponent of innovation if their simulation tools 
are enhanced. It is imperative to bring to notice 
here that simulation tools are very different from 
computational models and visualisation tools, 
commonplace in the design industry. 

Opposite page:
Alya is an interesting example as it is a set of collabo-
rative research projects to develop computational 
mechanics simulation tools specifically designed for 
biomedical research to run on supercomputers. The 
main goal is to contribute to the better understanding 
of biological systems by setting up a computational 
scenario where complex physiological models can be 
put to a test. This scenario is designed  together by 
Computational Scientists, Bioengineers and Medical 
Doctors. Alya Red targets  a wide range of application 
fields, from medical sciences up to pharmaceutical 
industry.

Platforms comparable to the Alya are necessary to 
generate a visual dialogue and enquiry between the 
advanced materials sector and designers.

The HAMLET team at St George’s, University of 
London  developed a lecture for medical students 
and junior doctors around a specially designed 
3D animation of the human kidney system, which 
appeared as a three-by-three metre image in the 
lecture theatre. 

The technology uses a 21st century version of an 
old stage illusion called Pepper’s Ghost to achieve 
the 3D effect. This combines glass and special 
lighting techniques to make objects appear as 
if they are floating.
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Being closest to the product, and being faced 
with new challenges of use, reuse and thinking 
differently with materials and posed with new 
contexts everyday, its not surprising that designers 
have now embarked on tailoring new materials 
to solve their problems. All designers are not 
technologists, neither do they fully understand 
the potential of science and technology, but they 
can dream and often, its their naive, whimsical 
imagination of an unknown future that can push 
the frontier of scientific threshold. 

5.6 When Designers design materials

In the beginner’s mind there 
are many possibilities; in the 
expert’s mind there are few.
Shunryu Suzuki, Zen monk 

carl de smet of nounmenon 
The foam slab by itself is not the product. It can 
be milled from solid blocks or injection moulded 
into furniture. de Smet has proposed furniture as 
a primary application idea of his material and has 
been conducting many experiments around this.

The project evolved out of a research project 
de Smet worked on many years ago designing 
a parabolic antenna for outer space. He wanted 
to bring the really advanced material into daily 
life with a real world design application. 

And shape memory alloys are very expensive 
to do that. So he started working with polymers 
which when produced in large quantities becomes 
affordable. The material now was not a wire but 
a solid that allowed him to design application 
with more dimension and form.

Currently the expansion of the product 
is facilitated by heat application at 70°C and 
they are working on a more practical threshold 
for use in homes.

Carl de Smet of Nounmenon is a Belgian designer 
who has developed a high tech foam that can be 
squashed by 20 times (5%) of its original size for 
easy transportation and then expanded on 
applying heat. The product is made of poly-
urethane shape memory polymers which highly 
compress into flat slabs for transportation. 

It’s light and compact so shipping takes up almost 
no space and any damage to it on transportation is 
immaterial as the idea of the product is embedded 
in the memory of the foam. 

The shape memory foam in its flat stage, 
active and expanded stage and eventually 
in use as a regular load bearing furniture. 
It can have many applications apart from 
furniture.
Source: www.curvelive.com

5.6 When Designers design materials

Material is the mechanism. 

Carl de Smet of Nounmenon, BE
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http://www.popscreen.com/v/79dAM/Memories-of-the-Future-by-Carl-de-Smet
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The Polyfloss Factory and its technology hopes 
to provide an innovative solution for redirecting 
plastic waste from the landfill, and turning it into 
useful high value products.

The Polyfloss machine works like a regular candy-
floss machine you might find in a fairground. 
After the waste material is shredded, it is inserted 
into the rotating oven, where the molten plastic is 
projected through the small holes onto a drum via 
centrifugal force. The space between the oven and 
the drum lining allows the polypropylene to cool 
down and harden, creating fibers. Once cooled, 
the Polyfloss can be easily remelted to create new 
objects, ranging from vases to headphones. Any 
Polyfloss item can be put back into the machine to 
create new, raw Polyfloss, creating a, ‘sustainable 
closed loop system’.

Polyfloss Factory 
The Polyfloss Factory an interesting project by 
Nicholas Paget, Emile De Visscher and Christophe 
Machet, makes us think about our relationship 
with waste and provides an innovative and 
sustainable alternative for the future.

It is well known that plastic waste in landfills and 
CO2 emissions from mass incineration of plastics 
are global issues. In the U.K. alone over 5 million 
tons of plastic waste is produced each year. 
Of this, less than a quarter is recycled.38 
Production using plastic has little human technique, 
manufacturing plastics almost always requires 
huge machines controlled by computers. 
All this makes it a material for mass-production, 
not appropriate on a small scale. And this has 
an effect on recycling and re-use: unlike wood, 
metal or textiles, the knowledge of transforming 
plastic is exclusive to industry.

38  British Plastics Federation and as retrieved from www.polyfloss.com on August 12, 2013.

The Polyfloss Material produced by the spinneret 
has various textures from really fine floss to 
dense and ferme, which create a wide range of 
applications and products with unique properties 
from textile, architecture, packaging to art 
installation and product design.

5.6 When Designers design materials
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http://vimeo.com/48529291
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I don’t want to buy new stuff all the time. I want to hack the stuff I already 

have so it works better for me.

Ní Dhulchaointigh

sugru 
Sugru is a new self-setting rubber that can be 
formed by hand. It moulds like play-dough, bonds 
to almost anything and turns into a strong, flexible 
silicone rubber overnight. Developed by a team 
of product designers and material scientists, its 
patented technology is unique in its combination 
of hand-formability, self-adhesion and flexibility 
when cured. It forms a strong bond to aluminium, 
steel, ceramics, glass, wood and other materials 
including some plastics like perspex and ABS and 
rubbers like silicone and butyl rubber. It is like 
modelling clay when you take it from its pack.

Once it’s exposed to air, it cures to a tough flexible 
silicone overnight using the moisture in the air. It 
gets hot and cold but it won’t get softer or harder 
or melt. Once it’s cured, Sugru is pretty much like 
other silicones – it’s completely waterproof. 

It’s easy to clean with soap and water, and durable 
in the harsh conditions of washing machines and 
dishwashers, and even in the sea. The idea for 
Sugru was developed by Jane Ní Dhulchaointigh 
from Kilkenny, Ireland. Ní Dhulchaointigh studied 
product design as a post-graduate research student 
at the Royal College of Art where she conceived 
the idea for the substance in 2003 whilst using 
mixtures of standard silicone sealants and sawdust 
in her work.

After receiving business grants, Ní Dhulchaointigh 
worked with retired scientists from Dow Corning 
and a silicone expert over a seven-year period 
at the materials department at Queen Mary, 
University of London to develop a silicone elastomer 
that was moldable, self-adhesive and self-curing. 39

Sugru when unpacked is really soft and malleable 
like dough making, its use easy and moldable.

5.6 When Designers design materials

Fabrican 
Fabrican by Manel Torres offers a new approach 
to the application of fabrics via a spray can. 

Spray-on fabric is a patented technology which 
involves the creation of a liquid suspension sprayed 
by use of either a spray gun or an aerosol can. 

The fabric is formed by the cross-linking of fibres 
which adhere to create an instant non-woven 
fabric that can be easily sprayed on to any surface. 
Its properties can be tailored to meet the needs 
of the consumer. Intricate patterns can be created, 
in a number of colours leading to an aesthetically 
pleasing fabric. Their prototypes have been able 
to use different types of fibres from natural to 
synthetic, incorporating scents and colours (from 
primary to fluorescent) that provide great flexibility 
for modern consumers and industrial needs.

Manel demonstrating the Fabrican fibres being 
sprayed to create a linear surface.

Manel first conceived of Fabrican way back in 
1995, when he was an RCA student studying 
fashion design, after watching a friend get sprayed 
with Silly String. Torres began to collaborate 
with chemical engineers, and by 2000 he’d filed 
a patent and set up R&D facilities at Imperial 
College London.

The product was developed through inter-
disciplinary research, linking the subjects of 
engineering, material science and design. The 
commercial exploitation of robust prototypes is 
underway, potentially licensing the technology 
to industry within a number of identified 
commercial sectors.

Innovations in material science, such as smart 
fabrics incorporating nano-technology, spray-on 
skin used by the medical and cosmetic industry, 
and the variety of substances able to be dispensed 
through today’s aerosol technology, have 
informed and surrounded the development of 
spray-on Fabric. As a non-woven material, 
spray-on Fabric offers possibilities for binding, 
lining, repairing, layering, covering and molding 
in ways previously not imaginable.

5.6 When Designers design materials

39 www.sugru.com As accessed on 22nd August, 2013.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82_mFqRlE6g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKZuPPjoxHQ
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Making of Decafé
Decafé , by Raúl Laurí Pla is a composite of coffee 
and a natural binder, compressed under high 
pressure and temperature. The process consists of 
using used sun dried coffee grounds. After that, 
they mix the grounds with water and a binder 
under a low temperature based transformation 
process. The mould is filled once the mixture has 
reached a specific temperature and low pressure is 
applied. The mould is released after a few hours of 
slow cooling.The material can have enough 
consistency to be employed in a large range of 
products. Decafé can keep the essence of coffee 
yet it can find other applications as it is heat 
resistant, non conductive and has good 
machinability.

The production process of a design can be 
challenging in finding a true translation of the 
designer’s original vision. Challenge of sourcing 
materials, machinability restrictions, lead times, 
overcoming industry conventions are all barriers . 
Here are some examples of how designers have 
taken on manufacturing and production into their 
own hands and have creatively challenged these 
barriers by working around existing infrastructure 
to use it in radical new ways. 

The process of using Decafe does not involve high technology which makes its adoption fairly easy. 
Yet it is the invention of the binding polymer that renders it as a product with advanced materials.

5.7 Design Manufacturing

Making of licrete®

LiCrete® from Gravelli, is a really good example of 
material innovation that has been built with a clear 
vision of market appeal and practicality. Jiří Peters, 
founder of LiCrete® says that large scale industrial 
fabrication feasibility and distribution was their 
top priority.

They make LiCrete®, a new building material 
consisting of 85% Licra® concrete and 15% 
translucent material. The material has a load 
bearing capacity and interesting light transmitting 
properties. Currently they are made in the form 
of panels, which can also be shaped into a curve. 

The blocks are ofcourse easy to make walls, almost 
like a glass block. The idea for LiCrete® originally 
started out as a university project, eventually 
forming a spinout. Jiří has a background in Civil 
Engineering from the Czech Technical University. 
He has closely partnered with Tomáš Vacek, an 
Industrial Designer from the early days of the idea.

5.7 Design Manufacturing

They had to work on their smaller prototypes to 
design almost entirely based on the capabilities 
of a large concrete factory. This way their lead 
time to market was shortened considerably and 
they could start producing the LiCrete® bricks 
with not much investment into the fabrication 
setup. 

As of spring 2013, LiCrete® was expanding 
its production to other countries, to reduce 
transportation costs and streamlining their 
distribution. They have created a robust 
know-how and licenced knowledge transfer 
for standard concrete factories to be able 
to produce LiCrete®.

LiCrete® is the only light emitting concrete 
on all axis and highly durable. It is a clever 
use of simple materials with an advanced 
manufacturing process.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eznO7VCjZkk
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5.7 Design Manufacturing

Making of the Plopp chair
During the first experiments they used fluids 
to deform the metal sheets, and later they used 
air pressure. Hence the inflation process is faster. 
When inflated, the steel deforms according to 
its natural features and reaches its stable form. 
Deformation enables it to carry even more than 
2t of weight. Although the product is very tough 
it is still composed of only two thin metal sheets 
and is very light-weight. The inflated form can be 
treated in many ways. Depending of the metal 
used, they can either polish it, sandblast it, paint 
it, cover it with enamel, gum, anodize it, oxidize 
it or process the surface according to the end-use 
and the desired visual effect. Each finishing method 
needs different preparations like sandblasting or 
polishing.40

The Plopp chair being a front end product 
of the technology is hand finished and painted 
individually.

First experiments in this kind of metal forming 
with FIDU technology were led by Oskar Zieta, 
Philipp Dohmen and professor Ludger Hovestadt 
at the ETH Zurich in 2002 by in-depth analysis 
of the properties of metal sheets. The purpose was 
to find an efficient and customized way to stabilize 
the thin material using a computer controlled 
production chain and to build durable construction 
elements using it. The first experiments were made 
of bent steel sheets that formed 3d structures able 
to carry their own weight. From 2002 a series of 
objects, roofs, ceilings, paravents were created 
and the know-how is being licensed.

The first experiments on the FIDU technology 
began in 2003. FIDU can be compared to IHU 
technology of hydroforming used in a car industry, 
but is far less expensive, because no moulds are 
needed. Short series of unique objects can be 
made that way. FIDU requires one thousandth 
of the pressure needed for IHU. Two dimensional 
elements are cut from the steel sheets and welded 
one to another using laser and then the inflation 
transforms them into a stable 3 dimensional 
object and the production is fast, easy and 
precise.

The flat shape determines what the inflated piece 
will look like. Crucial parameters of a cut-away 
piece of metal sheets, like their width, length 
quallty, rolling direction, radiuses of arcs have 
been defined during experiments. 

While the deformation is very organic, 
it is highly pre-controlled and predictable 
in its overall form and strength making the 
FIDU process extremely reliable for high 
performance structures.

An overview of the FIDU process showing 
the making of the Plopp chair.

40 As retrieved from http://zieta.pl/research on 22nd Aug 2013.

5.7 Design Manufacturing
Input by David Cutcliffe, Design Site Leader, Alstom Transport

41 Anthony Dodworth founded Dodworth Design, a company that specialises in innovative material usage, developing material 

 technologies and new composites. Antony himself has a broad base of engineering, from hydraulics in road sweepers where he started 

 his career at Schmitt, to the most advanced composites in Formula 1 where he has worked with many leading motorsport companies; 

 it has given him a very wide pool from which to extract ideas. (Input by David Cutcliffe)

Making of ‘Metal with the dark side’
The beauty of this development was not in what it 
set out to achieve, but the additional benefits and 
applications for which it could be used. Painted 
it achieved the desired effect of removing the 
pattern of the composite through the paint finish. 
But when polished instead, it could achieve a 
seamless mirror like chrome effect (as seen on 
various production cars and the extreme gravity 
racer below ). A little further thought showed it 
to be perfect for Boeing in saving weight (and 
exploiting other unforeseen properties in the 
bargain) for a particularly clever property of the 
material and a uniquely resilient battery casing 
for drone aircrafts.

It is interesting to note that none of these steps 
would have occurred without the previous one 
and the search for one humble improvement 
had given rise to several new materials.

Antony Dodworth41 has been behind a fascinating 
development called ‘metal with the dark side’ in 
his lectures on the subject. Initially developed 
as a solution for high quality, composite panels for 
a luxury motor car manufacturer (Bentley), it was 
both lighter and more resistant than metal or pure 
composite. It combined spraying liquid metal into 
a mould with a composite inner layer fired onto 
the back. 

In the process of developing these panels, an 
ingenious method for automating directional 
composite was developed using the cheapest 
form of raw materials and commonly existing 
robots. What had previously been the realm 
of high end directional pre-preg composites 
was now an affordable high tech solution.

The radical sprayed metal composite panels 
shown at different stages eventually polished 
to a mirror-like chrome finish.
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http://vimeo.com/45185122
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5.8 Materials in the Design Process
Contributed by David Cutcliffe, Design Site Leader, Alstom Transport

But now we are faced with competitors from 
countries without this inertia, countries that do 
not have suppliers and factories existing and 
instead plump directly for latest technologies.

At the same time, the philosophy of allowing 
suppliers to take more of the responsibility for 
components used in a product and then, only 
assemble them in their factory, means that OEMs 
are forging close links with them. The philosophy, 
pioneered by GM and VW, was largely for benefits 
in supply and manufacturing and kept suppliers 
on their toes, ensuring competitively. Much as 
you share technology and risks with your supplier, 
you affectively become mutual shareholders, 
‘responsible’ for protecting one another. You 
are also governed eventually by their know-how, 
machinery and tools. The economics of the 
business govern the power balance between the 
supplier and the buyer and can change radically 
between growth and recessionary periods. 
By relying on a few key large suppliers, you are 
effectively eliminating the competitors and if 
things go wrong with the major players, you 
have no fall back.

It does however, also allow you to shop around 
for better deal and jump ship when new materials 
appear. Thus the relationship between partners 
can be very complex.

The interaction between stakeholders in 
technologies is governed by a delicate balance 
of secrecy on one hand and the need for 
economically viable numbers so that materials 
can be produced in volume. 

Ideally with a new material you want an 
application other than your own, to increase 
volume and reduce costs (or have such a 
strong proposition that competitors are prepared 
to buy it).

But this will often mean looking in different sectors 
and understanding different worlds. Without a bit 
of awareness, it is difficult to think that a product 
that has been made in a foundry for years and 
years could in future be made in a company 
making crash helmets and that heavy metal 
technology could be replaced by weaving and 
textile knowledge.

It is very easy, in a world where everything seems 
possible in terms of form, shape and surface finish, 
to forget the way something will be produced. Just 
as importantly, the material from which it will be 
made can all too easily be left to someone further 
down the line, in an engineering department. 
This is often the first opportunity to get things 
right; appropriate materials for a given design 
will save a fortune if considered at this point.
But if we stop for a moment and consider the fact 
that, more and more, the structure of what we 
build is not so often clad in decorative panels but 
rather the panels themselves give the product its 
strength and rigidity. When cars lost their separate 
chassis and started to be built as monocoques, 
we started to see that metal panels were both 
the visible surface and the structure of the car.

Today’s composites have taken this even further. 
These materials, that can seemingly be molded 
and formed into almost any shape, are also in 
some cases, the entire structure of the vehicle. 
That in itself requires a designer to have at least 
a limited understanding of stiffness and rigidity.

But there are a huge variety of factors that 
govern what we make something from; price, 
sustainability, safety and in transportation 
especially, weight. Energy consumption is one 
of the biggest concerns of the modern world; 
anything we can do to reduce weight will pay 
back over the life of a vehicle in terms of its 
fuel usage. In the case of a train, that will be 
a lifetime of upward of 30 years.

It is easy to plump for a popular material that is 
the current ‘fad’ and jump headlong into it. Some 
years ago, there was a hugely expensive exercise 
with an aircraft seat that was made in carbon fibre. 
Without fully understanding the new material and 
its advantages, plus the tendency to use the old 
principles with the new technology; it ended in 
failure. 

So how do you go about selecting a material 
when there are now so many to choose from?
Conventionally, there is a huge inertia, carrying 
over vast amounts of an old design; groups of 
engineers, many of whom have been working 
in the sector for decades, will apply tried and 
trusted solutions and materials. 

Mass Production and Specialist Manufacturers
Mass production is commonly used to reduce unit 
costs of components and products and allows 
weight saving materials to be made cheaper and 
cheaper. The train industry however, has a bit of a 
problem. Trains are not mass produced; a big 
production run of trains would be a mere day’s 
work in the motor industry. So where do you turn 
when faced with having to bring prices down?

Analysing where we are, train companies produce 
a very expensive product in very low volumes. 
Likewise, the luxury motor manufacturers and the 
motor racing industry cannot use volume to bring 
down prices. 

The synergies between very low production car 
manufacturers and the rail industry is stronger than 
one would think; Alstom already shares energy 
storage technology with the Williams Formula 1® 
team.

So when confronted with the prospect of having 
to look afresh at the highest volume part of a train 
in terms of numbers, we turned to an engineer 
with years of experience in Formula 1® and years 
developing new materials at Bentley in England. 

Material choice is still a combination of 
circumstances. A material library is a great idea, 
but depends on knowing what is inside and 
finding a way of connecting materials with users. 
This needs a very good ‘librarian’. A database is a 
fantastic idea; indeed it is invaluable for reference. 
But trying to find a material is entirely different 
when you are a designer. 

How do you look up a material that conducts heat 
but not electricity, is green and has a high tensile 
strength in one direction only and fits down the 
middle of the housing you have just modelled? 
Think of it like going into a library and explaining 
you need a good book for a friend when you are 
not too sure of his tastes yourself. It will take a long 
time and a lot of questions to find something. 

Unfortunately, we are only capable of maintaining 
information in our heads for a limited amount of 
time and that hearing of a new process or material 
and working on an application of it at about the 
same time is how new products often occur. Think 
how often a job applicant is successful over all the 
others, whose CV’s are ‘filed for future reference’, 
simply because it arrived at the right moment 
a vacancy appears.

People tend to work well on digesting bite- 
sized chunks. Some of us are luckier and can 
retain more, or move in lots of different fields. 
These people are some of the most valuable 
in transferring technology. 

If designers were to work with manufacturers of material composites it can 

launch new ideas and applications. But it is not easy to commercialise this 

proposition from a designer’s perspective.

The sports car chassis; a combination of
composite technologies and industrial origami.
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This material, applicable in high performance 
sports car chassis, would be ideal for the structure 
of our seat. Easily capable of handling the forces 
required when testing railway seats, it completely 
eliminated the need for an independent internal 
structure. The tooling was so cheap as to be a fifth 
of that of the equivalent Magnesium item. And by 
using the shape of the seat to give it its strength, 
we were able to find 13 cm extra space in knee 
room at the same time and save 2 kg into the 
bargain. Being a molded technology as well, the 
parts count was reduced from thirty-something 
to three major components incorporating many 
fixings and auxiliary mountings.

But none of these materials in themselves are the 
answer to anything. They all require considerable 
thought and, above all creativity, to get the most 
out of them. It is about how much you can 
incorporate into one piece of material.

Creativity is not the exclusive realm of aesthetic 
designers. Indeed the word design should be 
applied to anyone creative in any field (other 
than accountancy).

Fortunately today designers and engineers are 
starting to work together more and more and at 
an earlier stage. No longer are they considered 
as opponents; stylists coming up with beautiful 
but unfeasible designs and engineers working 
up a finished mechanical to find it impossible 
to clad elegantly. Engineering schools like the 
Universidad Europeo de Madrid or the Nebrija in 
Madrid are inviting stylists/designers in to explain 
the importance of appearance in a successful 
product and show them how they work and 
at the same time design schools like Coventry 
University in the UK have long integrated 
production engineering into their courses.

Designers now work in 3D programmes that 
product real surfaces for engineers, for them 
to ‘apply’ materials and analyse. 

But for a really successful design you need 
informality and the lack of any fear of proposing 
the seemingly ‘ridiculous’. Radical ideas can be 
so farfetched that ‘conventional wisdom’ will 
discount a proposal before it has had time to be 
studied.

But even when you’ve got to the other end of the 
tunnel and have come up with a viable or even 
ground breaking solution, it is still a long way from 
production. There are still a number of hurdles.

Engineering takes time, involves work, taking a 
risk even if you are only making minor changes, it 

In a search for an effective chassis solution at 
Bentley, Antony Dodworth42 found a patented 
metal folding technology that to many, was too 
simple to be true. Industrial origami has been 
around for a long time in the white good industry. 
He found a way of building the chassis by folding 
laser cut sheet metal, either by hand or robot, 
to form rigid structures. By clever design work, 
the metal could also be made to incorporate 
multiple functions such as fixings and bracketry. 
It could even be bent into shapes impossible 
with conventional presses. This in itself was 
a breakthrough. It proved so successful that a 
prototype was built by the office staff (not trained 
technicians) to prove the simplicity and accuracy 
of the parts. On a test bed, contrary to many 
sceptics’ beliefs, it outlasted the welded, pressed 
steel equivalent by three times.

This would be an ideal substitute for the non-
visible parts of a seat design; negligible tooling 
costs and no skilled labour required. 

But the breakthrough came from the successor 
to this technology.

In the search for something more rigid for the main 
torsional members of the vehicle, Dodworth came 
up with a radical new way of producing 
directional, high performance composites. First in 
developing a robot that would fire the cheapest 
form of carbon (or any other fibre for that matter) 
in any orientation needed and secondly a method 
for producing a sandwich of that with relatively 
little elaborate processing.

can still have a knock on effect or cause unforeseen 
results. All of this requires more investment which 
in the case of some industries requires a pay back. 
This can mean an out of date product will stay in 
production longer than it should.

Understandingly the lack of take up can be down 
to risk and therefore a willingness to keep existing 
solutions.

Reliability especially in the public transport sector, 
is ‘non-negotiable’.

If your car breaks down, it blocks the road. Do it 
on the M25 in the UK and you may make traffic 
bulletin (and you will be annoyed and maybe 
embarrassed). A train breaks down, London-Paris 
and you make national news, block the line and 
have to compensate a few people. If a plane 
breaks you make world news (don’t just stop, they 
fall) and lives are at stake. The personal tragedy is 
compounded by the implications for the company 
and the livelihoods of all the employees.

Saving a few kilos on a seat suddenly takes on 
a whole new perspective. 

Disappointingly, the quick fix or simply doing 
nothing is far more attractive than spending time 
and effort. And that is before you have talked to an 
accountant who would far sooner repeat an order 
than add an engineering or development cost to 
the manufacturing cost. 

The culmination of such a lack of investment 
can be seen in failed companies everywhere; the 
cost of not continually investing is the eventual 
obsolescence of your product. If investment is 
expensive, just look at the cost of not doing so.

Then there are a plethora of other vested interests; 
maintaining and protecting valued suppliers, 
national interest in home suppliers or even such 
restrictions of using local content for certain 
markets and then there are different regulations 
from country to country. 

And when you do get the go ahead, you can still 
be a long way from production. Testing can take 
months and together with certification across 
borders, between continents and different 
regions, it can take years. 

So in reality one can be company-led (where 
what you already do conditions what you will 
do in future), materials led (where for one reason 
or another you decide on what you want to make 
something from and make the item accordingly) 
or objective led (where you are given a clean sheet 

of paper and pick and choose the most effective 
route to follow with no preconditions). The thing 
that all of them share is the innovation in looking 
at them in a new way and imagining what more 
you can get out of them that you do not already.

The i-seat
An interesting contrast to the lightweight seat 
design, that was carried out in parallel, was 
the i-seat. In this case the objective was, once 
again, to produce a high speed rail seat but 
with a different basis for selecting materials and 
processes. 

A cluster was put together with strengths 
appropriate to that objective. Portugal has a very 
effective network of specialists that work in very 
flexible collaborations to help one another with 
expertise and experience when needed. 
It consisted of a design company led by Rui 
Marcelino (Alma Design), Caetano Components 
(a seat integrator with public transport 
experience), Couro Azul (a supplier of chrome free 
leather) and Amorim Cork Composites (a company 
expert in cork solutions). INEGI was a specialist 
in materials that was responsible for developing 
a composite using a cork core. 

Neither of the two materials mentioned above 
can be called new, but cork especially has never 
been looked at in this context and adds its own 
interesting properties to the design (namely 
providing a composite solution with specific 
thermal and acoustic insulation properties). 
It was used not only as the core material for 
the structure, but as a surface material adding 
its own unique characteristics to the design.

42 Anthony Dodworth founded Dodworth Design that has spent a long time researching quality, weight and performance all on 

 a budget and at volumes they produce. Read more in Section 5.7 Making of metal with a dark side.

The iSeat concept for high-speed rail seating.

The light-weight seat design 
for high-speed rail seating.
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The points structure awards up to 100 points 
using a science-based material score (up to 50 
Quantitative points) and environmental indicator 
scores (up to 50 Qualitative points).

The life cycle phase from Cradle to gate from 
farm or wellhead to finished material has been 

“The modern city is the largest accumulation of 
materials and harnessed energy ever assembled. 
It is estimated that our cities, past and present, 
existing and dissolved have together consumed 
and retained upwards of 75 percent of all 
materials ever extracted by humans.”43

5.9 sustainability and the Designer

Waste water treatments, waste incineration, recycling systems, landfills
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The Nike Materials Sustainability Index (Nike MSI) 
is a tool to help Nike product creation teams select 
environmentally better footwear and apparel 
materials from better suppliers.

The scoring system is an evaluation of the 
environmental impact of materials used in Nike 
products using a combination of material-specific 
data and supplier performance in Nike and 
third-party sustainability programs. Their impacts 
such as chemistry, energy and greenhouse gas i 
ntensity, water and land use intensity, and waste 
have been considered.

considered. Interestingly, the score also allows 
for supplier incentives, rewarding suppliers with 
higher scores for their materials for participating 
in sustainability programs that reflect Nike 
priorities.44

The Nike Making app was first released for 
students at London College of Fashion’s Centre 
for Sustainable Fashion. The app is intended to 
help designers make informed material choices, 
but even more by providing this as a tool to the 
next generation of professional designers – the 
students. 

Fig 8: 
A material’s life 
cycle as part of 
a product.

46 ftp://ftp.cordis.europa.eu/pub/nanotechnology/docs/compendium-nanosafety-cluster2010_en.pdf
47 http://www.safenano.org/About.aspx As accessed on 17th September 2013.

Nordic LAUNCH is an initiative to apply the Nike 
Making approach to the Nordic region with local 
partners, funding and enablers. The initiative 
hopes to expand the scope of the project from 
sheer textiles for high performance athletic 
purposes to new sectors every year bringing in 
visionaries, designers, scientists and researchers 
across the board to create awareness on 
sustainable practises in materials, methods and 
manufacturing. 

5.9.1 risks and regulation in the use 
of Advanced Materials

Advanced materials are used widely in consumer 
products that we come into contact everyday. 
At a basic level, the toxicity and carcinogenicity 
of materials can be predicted, estimated and 
proved. But effects on prolonged use needs to 
be observed as cohort studies and longitudinal 
research to yield any alarming patterns and 
connections. 

The toxic effects of nanomaterials are poorly 
understood and their effects on aquatic wildlife 
are largely unknown. In the absence of such 
basic toxicological information, it is difficult to 
set environmental quality standards or perform 
risk assessments for these materials. Current 
worldwide sales of products incorporating 
nanomaterials are €1.1 trillion and are expected 
to rise to €4.1 trillion by 2015.46

Thus the adoption of new materials comes with 
a conscious risk of the unknown. Elements, which 
are the building blocks of any material behave 
differently in different states – as compounds, 
molecules, atoms and eventually as nano particles. 
It is this radical change in behaviour as a nano-
particle that enable radical new technological 
possibilities with the known elements.

Yet, it is the interaction of this very behaviour 
with the human body, mind and environment 
that we cannot fully understand. It is thus imperative 
to have a responsible legal framework to 
enable the availability of research knowledge 
and independent bodies that can assess these 
impacts and make them publically accessible.

Legal framework however is a complex dynamic 
of politics, policy makers, larger agenda of 
governments, commercial interests of large 
manufacturing giants and eventually ignorant 
public demand for higher performance. 

Think makeup that makes skin flawless with just 
a layer of application, eye lashes look longer than 
natural or skin that can have a beach-sun-kissed look 
even if you lived in the Artic. Detergents that can 
remove the toughest of dirts even when used in the 
smallest quantities, silver particles that can purify 
your air from the air conditioner and the consumer 
wish list is endless. Thus legal framework can be 
hard to formulate in a world of lobbying 
compounded by the lack of scientific consensus.

Safe Nano is a UK based initiative that facilitates 
responsible development of safe nanomaterials and 
nanotechnology-enabled products by making use 
of an integrated approach which gives users access 
to a knowledge base, focused on interpreting and 
disseminating emerging scientific evidence about 
the potential risks to health and the environment 
arising from the development and use of nano-
technology; scientific services that brings together 
multidisciplinary expertise in hazard assessment, 
exposure, toxicology, occupational hygiene and risk 
assessment to provide independent, authoritative 
consultancy on risk and safety and research, 
that brings together our team’s multidisciplinary 
expertise in collaborative work with industry and 
other organisations in order to help identify and 
address any likely health hazards and risks from 
nanotechnologies.47

43 Fernandez, John. Material Architecture – Emergent Materials for Innovative Buildings and Ecological Construction, Taylor & Francis, 2006.
44 As read on http://assets.nikemakers.com/tumblr/public/Nike_MSI_summary.pdf
45 http://www.fastcodesign.com/1672949/nike-launches-a-new-app-to-help-designers-choose-green-materials#1 As accessed on 12 August 2013.

What about alternatives to cotton that don’t impede on performance, or 

radical new materials that don’t generate any toxic chemicals? This kind of 

thinking is becoming intuitive for students. Teachers can build it into classes, 

and a whole generation of designers will be change agents.

Hannah Jones, Nike’s VP of Sustainable Business and Innovation. In an interview with Fast Company 45

Nike’s Making app provides a wide range 
of visualised data assisting material choice 
and decision making.
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5.10 the Innovation grail: what eludes?

48 The Regions for Economic Change is an initiative of the European Commission that aims to increase the transfer 

 of good practice in regional development with a particular focus on innovation as part of the EU’s 2020 strategy, 

 http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/cooperation/interregional/ecochange/index_en.cfm

Bringing innovative ideas to the market more 
quickly is a challenge: SMEs operate more and 
more in international markets and also need to 
adapt more quickly to global developments. 
The capacity to adopt new technologies and 
methods (sometimes developed through 
research) is key for competitiveness, yet is still 
hampered by a range of factors.48

Traditional product metaphors and identity 
are sometimes very strong. Consumers buy 
the identity and the values it stands for, and 
the end-use is often just a byproduct. In such 
a situation, timelessness of a product and 
consistency of its message is truly valued. 
New, smart materials are often used 
synchronously with integrated technology 
and that is a fast paced variable. With an expiry 
date integrated into it, even highly design 
sensitized companies are finding it tough to 
face the innovation challenge although it 
is clear to them that adopting material 
technology is the only way forward. 

In Conversation

christian grosen, 
Head of Design at Fritz Hansen A/S

Interview by Lisbeth Dolberg

How do you use smart materials 
at Fritz Hansen?
We don’t really use any smart materials at Fritz 
Hansen at the moment, but it is definitely an area 
that we are looking into and that we are following 
closely.

Why don’t you use advanced materials?
Mainly because the ‘old’ materials such as wood 
and veneer still fulfill our needs. In that sense we 
don’t have that much incentive to look into new 
materials. Another thing to consider is that new 
technologies develop incredibly fast. This means 
that there is a risk that our furniture, which is 
expensive and designed to last for many years, 
will become outdated too soon, if we integrate 
things like sensors and other electronic devices.

What kind of materials could it be relevant 
for you to use?
Advanced surface technology is an area that 
we’re very interested in. Things like durable and 
scratch-proof surfaces and surfaces that don’t 
show greasy fingerprints. Those are definitely 
technologies we might end up using in the future. 
Overall, what’s important for us is that the new 
technologies and materials have very clear and 
functional purposes.

Europe is aiming to become the leading knowledge based economy. However, 

innovation excellence is lost somewhere between R&D and 

the market.

President of the European Parliament, Jerzy Buzek, First European Innovation Summit in October 2009

The next iPhone needs to truly stand out from the crowd, a change in materials 

is a likely way to differentiate its form factor.

Chris Jones, Canalys analyst, in an interview on Wired, 2012.

Innovations in materials are an incredible marketing feature.

George Beylerian, Material Connexion
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In Conversation

Morten Olesen
Actura Nanotech

Interview by Lisbeth Dolberg

How do you work with advanced materials?
In my company we try to bridge the gap between 
the researchers and the market by developing 
products drawing on some of the latest research 
within nano-technology. We don’t create new 
materials as such, but we work at finding new 
ways of using advanced materials. We create 
solutions using for instance small pieces of 
nano-structured plastic, mass produce these 
solutions, and sell them to big companies.

What kind of advanced materials would you 
like to see more of in the future?
I think we are going to see huge developments 
when it comes to the interaction between 
human beings and information technology. 
In the future, I think we are going to be able to 
access information exactly where we need it. 
For instance, you might be able to touch the 
window, which will then inform you of the 
temperature outside. In that sense information 
technology will be integrated everywhere in 
the house and be able to give exactly the 
information you need at exactly the right spot.

Why don’t more designers use advanced 
materials?
First of all, I think there’s too much focus on the 
materials themselves. In my opinion it is more 
relevant to focus on the solutions. Once you have 
defined your need, then you can start looking 
at solutions. Second of all, I think too much of 
the funding within this field goes to researchers 
and not designers. That means that the solutions 
created are too far away from the market and 
too difficult for the designers to use.

How do you use advanced materials 
in your work?
At GeekPhysical we use electronic devices such 
as sensors, light and sound to facilitate interaction 
between people. For instance, we’ve created 
a photo booth where people have to touch each 
other in order to get their photo taken and a 
bouquet that lights up to show the emotional 
state of the person holding it. If you are nervous, 
it will light up with one colour, and if you are 
happy, it will give off another colour.

What kind of advanced materials would you 
like to see more of in the future?
I’m interested in any kind of material that will make 
people play more and be more creative. One thing 
I’d like to see is a material that is moldable and can 
change shape while being able to harvest energy 
at the same time. One example of that could be 
pieces of clay-like material with solar-cells in them. 
In that way you can mold your own chargeable 
product.

In Conversation

vanessa carpenter 
Owner and Interaction Designer at GeekPhysical

Interview by Lisbeth Dolberg

There is a clearly emerging breed of consulting 
practice that recognises the design faculties and 
clearly understands the high-tech of technology. 
And in bringing these two together, they may 
not always ‘design’ a product but they show 
the big potential of materials in applications. 
They are not seen in the conventional design 
space, and yet create solutions to problems 
addressing the intellectual outcome of research 
and the need to create markets for them. 
So they essentially seem to work in the space 
of bringing technology research to commercial 
reality.

Integrating technology with materials in a 
seamless embodiment is how smart materials 
are created and experimented for use in various 
contexts. Advanced materials from a research 
lab hold little value if they do not capture any 
value and this is best achieved closer to the 
end consumers in a value chain. Invention has to 
elevate and capture value to foster innovation. 
And for a designer, materials are the ingredients 
to work with. Multidisciplinary teams of 
designers, technologists, sociologists and 
interaction designers are increasingly coming 
together to work with materials and embedded 
technology in a context. More often they are 
constantly in a quest for materials to work 
with (for lack of sizable samples to prototype). 
Intellectual credibility for genuine innovation 
are often over run by demands of commercial 
credibility and need for commoditised 
services.

What could be done to make more designers 
use advanced materials?
Give us free samples, so that we get a chance to 
play with the materials and try them out. What we 
do a lot at my company is to go to the dump site 
to pick up old trash, which we use to design new 
products and test out ideas. A lot of people are 
talking about these new, advanced materials, but 
the problem is that they are not really accessible 
to us as designers. Another issue is that people are 
so scared of disclosing business secrets that they 
don’t want to share their knowledge. This means 
that a lot of knowledge doesn’t reach the 
designers.
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section IV

InsIghts, BArrIErs, nEEDs, trEnDs
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This section is addressed at policy writers, 
governments and institutions that help create 
consortiums and working teams towards fostering 
innovation efforts in the advanced materials sector 
and the design sector. It can be read at various 
levels – as an overarching trend presentation 
to help formulate larger agendas, and also to 
smaller individual stakeholders who can now 
see themselves as part of a much larger value 
chain and ecosystem. This will hopefully create 
a more welcoming platform for new 
collaborations and ventures.

In the end of this long process of mapping 
stakeholders and travelling and meeting them, 
it became imperative to address the challenges 
of both sectors individually. Thus a SWOT analysis 
and mapping of key barriers and key insights have 
been done for both sectors. However, key needs 
is a bilateral discussion.

There is an underlying commonality and thus 
much synergy in the efforts undertaken in 
both sectors and this too has been discussed 
to initiate thought process to take this synergy 
into actionable ideas. 

A part of the analysis has been dedicated to 
discussing the challenges of commercialisation 
faced in these sectors.

Analysis : 
how to read this section6
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6.1 sWOt AnAlysIs

Advaced Material sector

•	 The	sector’s	access	to	research	funds	and	
 knowledge gives them the advantage of being 
 at the forefront of innovation.
•	 Technology	is	in	the	digital	age	where	
 developments have not been as fast paced, 
 or turned obsolete at such speed before, giving 
 science and technology research a momentum 
 never seen before.
•	 Researchers	and	technologists	can	tailor	
 properties of materials and engage in a 
 collaboration to customise science for 
 practical applications.

•	 Bringing	scientific	knowlegde	into	commercial	
 application needs many stakeholders and the 
 advanced research world seldom moves over 
 sectors to find the right partners.
•	 The	unspoken	bureaucracy	of	knowledge,	
 information and alliances means that scientific 
 research remains creatively untapped. 

•	 There	is	an	opportunity	to	create	early	alliances	
 between material suppliers and manufacturers 
 with designers to incubate radical technology-
 led design ideas and startups.
•	 There	is	a	need	to	support	startups	in	the	
 overlap of advanced science and user outreach.
•	 By	bringing	close	alliances	with	product	makers	
 or themselves creating front end products, 
 this sector can have more intellectual control 
 over the market tendencies.

•	 The	role	of	designers	early	on	in	product	
 development has been taken over by product 
 engineers and technologists who work with 
 core technologies and develop applications. 
 In a corporate scheme this could mean that the 
 designer is invited only to work on the appeal 
 of the product. This 
•	 Designers	are	largely	labelled	off	for	working	
 with lifestyle products, while design interven-
 tion at a more strategic level goes unnoticed.

strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities threats

6.1 sWOt AnAlysIs

Design sector

strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities threats

 
 

•	 Designers	have	an	innate	understanding	
 of user behaviour, socio-cultural factors and 
 their interaction with product semantics 
 and product systems.
•	 Designers	can	trigger	scientific	enquiry	in	
 very naive and fundamentally different ways.
•	 They	can	develop	an	intuitive	way	to	work	
 with advanced materials because of their 
 own iterative, empirical way of working with 
 fabrication and materials.

•	 The	design	community	does	not	have	direct	
 access to scientific information, research 
 findings and experiments still at the lab stage. 
 The lack of funds dedicated to foster this 
 alliance makes it tough to enter the scientific 
 world without a concrete commercial proposal.
•	 Designers	have	different	education	back-
 grounds, their aptitude for form, functions, 
 aesthetics and relevance is common. This 
 difference in their aptitude for science can 
 mean they have difficulty working with the 
 scientifically abstract.

•	 There	is	an	opportunity	to	create	early	alliances	
 between designers and material suppliers, 
 and manufacturers to incubate radical design-
 led technology ideas and startups.

•	 The	role	of	designers	early	on	in	product	
 development has been taken over by product 
 engineers and technologists who work with 
 core technologies and develop applications. 
 In a corporate scheme this could mean that 
 the designer is invited only to work on the 
 appeal of the product. This 
•	 Designers	are	largely	labelled	off	for	
 working with lifestyle products, while design 
 intervention at a more strategic level goes 
 unnoticed.
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1  Lack of lateral thinking in a highly hierarchical sector.

Knowledge and communication within the value chain of raw material to end user is important. 
Communication between different stakeholders and designers is strained, A doesnt know what Z 
does. Stakeholders in both sectors lack a holistic understanding of the value chain from raw material 
to product, thus impeding their perception of what value the other stakeholders can bring in. 

2 Supply quantity of materials is not tailored to the needs of the creative industries

Material suppliers have minimum order quantities for materials, which also depends on how 
processed their material is from the source. Usually, lesser the value addition, higher the quantities 
that need to be ordered. This also means that designers often come into contact with materials 
which have been preprocessed to have certain properties and this reduces their contact with 
core materials and thus the chances of engaging with them in a more fundamental way. 
It dramatically reduces the chances of designing new applications based on core properties 
of materials. Thus rendering their effort a bit superficial. Eg. aesthetic treatments, finishes etc..

3 There is a lack of holistic understanding of cross industry interactions

There is a lack of knowledge on how to use a material in a system and see its use as a cyclical 
process. Small and medium sized material suppliers are looking for new markets and new 
applications but it is limited to new business partners or new processes. Forging such collaborations 
needs time and money investments to let the technology mature. The process is long, and they 
may not move on to expand the application base. They need the support of technology centers 
and technology transfer companies to facilitate this largely. Material experts from the design world 
can also play an important role in facilitating the required network.

4 Technology protection is a lot of paperwork, expensive and challenging 
 to innovation processes.

The research world places a lot of focus on IP protection, which is valid given the time and huge 
budgets that are invested in research. So the sector largely focuses on patenting technologies and 
publishing academic papers on them. The knowledge, unless deployed with engaging licensing 
models is locked up in research labs. Patenting is a lot of paperwork and could be a very expensive 
process. And inventions caught in patents does not encourage innovation automatically unless 
they are appropriately licensed or directly commercialised in the industry. 

5 Applied research attempts at creating applications but their end-use imagination 
 can be limiting.

Applied research labs work on core technologies and inventions to modify them for relevant 
applications. But their approach is very different from that of a designers empirical approach to 
using materials in creating an end application. There is skill amongst designers to identify the unmet 
needs of the market as these are not apparent. But when advanced materials are promoted with 
set applications, it takes more effort and radical thinking to see a paradigm shift from their sample 
applications. They create notions of use, which are useful initially and then eventually limiting. 

6 Innovation cycles are long for technology maturity and market dispersion.

Product development to market is a long cycle and this is often because of the effort needed for 
technology maturation for practical application. Advanced materials offer new properties that can 
radically change the size or interface of products but to develop them to specific applications takes 
time. This lead time is dynamically changing and industry is grappling with the pace, too early can 
be a damper or a bit late can mean losing an entire market.

6.2 Key Barriers

Advaced Material sector

1  The tactility of materials is lost without samples and small quantities to work with. 

Designers work in an iterative process of prototyping and making which is challenging in the 
context of working with advanced materials.The imperative need amongst designers for tactility 
or visual feedback has restricted the adoption of advanced materials early in the design process 
by designers. Procuring samples and smaller quantities of materials for pilot runs is almost 
impossible for small scale design practices e.g many young design agencies. 

2 Designers struggle with commercial acumen for design-led technology startups.

Innovative trials by designers are often not accompanied by a strong business plan, which makes 
the commercial success of the ideas a daunting reality.To take experiments from a studio to the 
market, there needs to be clear roadmap with numerous stakeholders who have been contacted 
and connected. Without this in place, it can be uphill task to get a great idea out into the market. 
It is this lack of business acumen, lack of suitable mentorship or partnerships that makes design-
led technology startups difficult to go beyond small pilot runs. Sometimes, it is also about being 
co-located in a place where either design startups or technology startups have a nurturing 
ecosystem could help. A path breaking technology or new design or promising application area 
need not succeed as they are crucially dependant on where in the value chain they are placed.

3 Lack of easily accessable computational tools that can help designers work with 
 the scientific parameters of advanced materials.

There are many simulation tools that designers have become savvy at using to render their 
designs with accuracy but that is still limited to the possibilities of the software they use. It is tough 
for them to almost imagine a material or surface that is not represented in the software’s library. 
The mainstream softwares offer rendering possibilities but not much insight into the material 
implications of the strength, functionality or performance. Typically properties of advanced 
materials can not be rendered well in conventional CAD software. 

4  Designers suffer from a reputation of not having a flair for scientific enquiry.

SME manufacturers often do not see the value designers can bring to their materials. They 
have slowly realised the need to establish a functional use for their material, but often do not 
agree that trained designers can do it best. The parameters to choose materials are different for 
both sectors ranging from material to materiality but both are valid and necessary approaches. 
Designers have a method of enquiry, which may not be based on experimental data, but is 
supported by empirical observations.

5  There is a passivity to seek new materials. 

Designers in larger companies are often caught in short time leads and corporate policies on 
material performances and safety requirements that they refrain from experimenting with new 
materials. Tried and tested materials are first choice and often the to-go-to list in the case of quick 
delivery leads. They also, in the turn of hectic schedules forget to fully understand the material’s 
life cycle from source to disposal and how it can best integrate with their product line. this apathy 
to gain this knowledge can mean unsustainable practices even while using a material that is 
considered sustainable. 

6  There is inertia to understand the individual materials’ life cycle.

In the pursuit of using new or interesting materials, designers often miss the enquiry into 
what does the material contain, why does it have the properties it displays, and eventually, 
how can the individual components be stripped at the end of the product life cycle. This lack 
of understanding has a manifold effect – it not just affects the designer’s capability of handling 
materials, but also their sensitivity to design sustainably.

6.2 Key Barriers

Design sector
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1  There is not much cohesive thinking between scientific possibilities and real market 
  needs and consumer demands.

Fundamental research, applied research and industry optimization happen independently 
among the stakeholders. As a result there is a loss of effort because the market is not mature 
enough to accept a technology, disruptive technologies do not gain enough foothold as 
potential stakeholders are still unprepared and there is a lack of a supportive ecosystem, 
or simply too expensive for practical consumption.

2 There is a crucial component of chauvinism between the science and technology 
 community and the design community.

The scientific community still works within their own framework. The technology sector has 
seen some examples of what good design can do to their products, particularly with the 
consumer electronics segment. What a designers lateral thinking approach can bring to the 
scientific field yet remains to be seen. There are no common forums or platforms to facilitate this 
collaboration. This lack of mutual recognition for each others accomplishments and attitudes 
makes it sometimes impossible to create constructive dialogues and knowledge exchange. 

3  Value is highest for an end product that provides the product experience, 
 although the material cost might be a big component of it. 

It is tougher for material manufacturers to derive value from their product, the material itself. 
This is a tough challenge facing the industry as parallel research offers similar technologies 
to many manufacturers. The transfer of much of the manufacturing from Europe to the Asian 
countries meant that more and more OEM suppliers had access to know-how of individual 
components and assembly of parts. In the recent years we have seen a new trend of OEM 
suppliers, becoming full scale manufacturers of end products creating new markets and 
disrupting traditional ones with cheaper offerings, eventually commoditizing the component 
materials.

4 Commercialisation and commoditization is a double edged sword.

As a component manufacturer, to be able to fully commercialise their production potential and 
IP portfolio can be a big challenge. Therefore it becomes vital to be part of a product system 
which offers enough value to all its components and whose components can individually provide 
enough value to the end user. A smart tablet or smartphone is a good example to understand 
how each of its main components, which are all about materials, work for the individual 
component maker – the touch screen, the camera, the slim but durable body, the storage device 
– all are equally important to the user and the product manufacturer. Thus the components retain 
their value and the component makers achieve a good return on their material research and 
production facilities.

5 Products don’t live in isolation, users need an ecosystem to plug into.

In order to move advanced materials into relevant end user applications manufacturers have to 
think ecosystems and not just applications. Basic material manufacturers typically do not have 
an understanding of product ecosystems but designers are more sensitive to product ecosystems 
due to their natural proximity to end users. Sensitising product manufacturers to end user 
ecosystems would help them come up with more relevant strategies for going to market. A good 
example is smartphones and connected devices which are sold today as a complete ecosystem.

6.3 Key Insights

Advaced Material sector

6.3 Key Insights

Design sector 

1  Where do we start?

The single biggest challenge for designers to use advanced materials is the lack of methods and tools 
to manipulate and explore the advanced materials like they are used to exploring conventional materials. 
Cooperation with fabricators becomes a minimum requirement to start working with advanced materials 
which means that there is not much time for personal exploration of the media.

2 Material libraries have created a lot of awareness in the design community 
 but still face big challenges with the scientific community.

Many material suppliers who do not target the design community for applications are not aware of 
material libraries and often do not see the potential of collaborating with libraries. A somewhat mixed 
reception to material libraries with a resistance from manufacturers to consistently supply them with 
small samples has meant that the viability of material libraries in its existing format is questionable.

3 Designers rely on a relay of fabricators to realise their product ideas.

From concept to product is a highly complex chain of events with fabricators of different kinds and 
scales that help bring a product to reality. But at each stage seemingly there are technical limitations 
that trim down the designers vision to facilitate the production. Sometimes, there are as simple as 
the limitations of a software or conventions of what materials can be fabricated on a machine. 

4 Designers understand and work with materials, but not necessarily in its entirety. 

They are excited about using new materials but face some challenges in the complete comprehension 
of its potential. For example, most of the designers met and interviewed during the study were not 
entirely sure of the difference between smart materials and advanced materials. They work with form, 
function and aesthetics but not necessarily with the mechanism of the material itself. 

5 Market needs are highly local but also increasingly global. These are in turn influenced 
 by environmental legislations, larger manufacturing trends, health needs of the population etc.

Designers today have to consider a global user base – either because their products can apply to many 
user groups with the same challenges (e.g lack of sanitation), or their users are avid travellers (e.g 
electronic gadgets that need to work all over the world complying with regional legislations) or they 
have a large global presence (e.g an insulin manufacturer that makes an insulin-delivery device to be 
marketed globally). Increasingly design briefs are stemming from many weak signals from global 
societies. Collating them and studying them reveals larger human trends to designers. Environmental 
challenges are huge and cannot be solved by one entity and its implications are seen all over the world. 
Governments are deploying legislations around mineral use, and disposal which are all affecting the 
way manufacturers and designer are behaving.

6 Designers have key user insights and are quick at gaining key domain knowledge.

Designers are trained to observe and understand people’s needs and perspectives in a framework of 
context, culture and time. This is a very valuable insight that is synthesized into needs and design briefs. 
A design brief is not just for a designer, but can very well work for a manufacturer or even a scientist. 
It is this human centered approach that designers seem to be adept at, which could potnetially bring 
immense value to basic science. 

7 The material supply chain management can pose a potential challenge to designers.

There are multiple challenges with using materials, ranging from minimum order requirements, 
lead times to order materials with specific requirements or tailored properties and that can pose 
a potential delay in adoption of the material by the design community.
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6.4 Key needs

 Advaced Material sector

1   Advanced material simulation platforms that create a more visual dialogue 

  between the two sectors.

There is an emerging need to create simplistically complex platform that can bring the nature 
of advanced materials in their many processed states to the design community. This would 
encourage designers to start using them in their projects and being able to understanding 
their unique properties by simulation and test them by computation will give designers 
a better understanding of their potential.

2 Create more awareness on how the largest manufacturers have recognised 
 the importance of design in their portfolio.

3m, DuPont, Eastman chemical have all engaged in a very active design participation in their work. 
Design has been their innovation driver and this story has to be told many times over. It is not 
about finding interesting applications, but about designing applications that genuinely answer 
an unmet need. Artists like Anish Kapoor and some designers like Ron Arad who work on the verge 
of the radical and the impossible have used materials as the core of their work. An active awareness 
campaign can raise the awareness with the SME suppliers, manufacturers and fabricators.

3 We need help in creating research alliances between design schools and 
 material manufacturers

This early alliance is essential for two reasons: that the availability of materials to work with and 
experiment at the schools fabrication facilities can help build a familiarity with advanced materials 
in the company of a creative peer group. For manufacturers, this can mean an exodus of fresh, 
radical ideas for applications as young designers are not bogged down by the limitations of the 
fabrications industry as we know it. New ideas here will also find new ways to become a reality.

4 Encourage and support research around the health implications of using 
 advanced materials as nanoparticles and nanofibers.

The difference in particle sizes can be vital as materials behave radically different at different particle 
sizes. The form of the material as a particle or fiber also has implications on how they behave in 
our environment and on us. There is research on this front, but this has to be made publicly available 
to create responsibility among end users on indiscriminate demand for goods and features. 

5 Encourage a legislative and legal framework around the use of advanced materials 
 with appropriate technology.

The lack of a legislative framework around the permissible parameters for many advanced materials 
and technologies can have a flip effect. While in some contexts like the cosmetics industry, intense 
lobbying against a legislation has benefitted the industry with silent, profuse use of materials, in 
some other contexts like the nano fiber industry, the lack of legislation has meant a lot of resistance 
towards adoption by the consumer industry.

6 A unified vision to solve global material challenges.

The origin of many advanced materials lie in rare earths and minerals and our dependency on them 
is increasing by the day. There are complex composites being made today but there is no clear 
consensus and understanding on their separation into component elements before being discarded. 
Some cannot be retrieved which makes recycling impossible. On another note, some countries have 
large reserves of some core materials while others are large consumers of their derived composites. 
This disparity has led to a never ending spin of demand and supply which only worsens the global 
challenge.We need a long term vision to develop substitutes to rare elements used in materials; 
on a medium term, design for recycling and in the short term, improve access, enhance recycling 
and develop recycling technologies.46

46 http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/ict/files/kets/2_hlg-materials-report_en.pdf

6.4 Key needs

Design sector 

1  Designers must be the transformers, Designers must lead technology.

Material suppliers and manufacturers must see designers as transformers and not as a client they 
should sell to or as someone who can facilitate more business. This paradigm shift in perception 
alone can highlight the intrinsic humane values a designer can bring to product experiences. 

2 research and incubators for designers working with material research.

There is a need to make available research funds to support more designers interested in 
working with material technology thus emphasising the need for design-led technology. 
Many examples have been cited in this Report where we see that designers have been 
capable of imagining an application where a material needs specific properties or foresee 
a combination of materials while designing a product. When materials transcend from being 
just a medium to the mechanism itself in their hands, we see a new paradigm of material use 
emerging. There is much need to have research funds for designers to apply for with such 
ideas where they can form partnerships with other experts that can help take their idea to reality. 
There is also a need to encourage entrepreneurship by setting up an incubator that can help 
material inventions of designers go from idea to startup. Currently there are very few avenues 
for designers to apply for funding or partnerships for such ideas. The InnovationRCA is one 
such space which helps take forward design-led technological innovations of its students into 
commercial space.

3 A new local approach to curating material libraries to help create 
 a local ecosystem.

Material libraries with a keen local sense : Local materials, curated and collected for a local 
design community. This can facilitate more communication between local research commu-
nities, material suppliers and designers as geographical and cultural gaps can be filled easily. 
This dense network will be more sustainable to sourcing practices and the carbon footprint 
of the product and eventually to the material-designer ecosystem itself. 

4 A common vocabulary needs to be set in place. 

Designers, scientists and technologists all have a different vocabulary to describe materials 
and methods and this cannot bring together a constructive collaboration. There is an imperative 
need to develop a mutually understandable vocabulary of techniques so that they can begin 
to engage at a deeper level. A vocabulary can also extend to a commonly workable compu-
tational language with more effective use of standards, and enhanced data management. 
The use of advanced computational techniques can be a paradigm shift in how advanced 
materials can be used.

5 new age tools for new advanced materials need to be developed. 

The processing of advanced materials and fabrication with them is still highly specialised 
and there have been not many efforts to create simpler tools that can engage in small scale 
sampling and experimentation. We need a set of new tools, simple and effective to work 
with new materials in an intuitive way.

6 Design education need to incorporate the culture of scientific enquiry 
 with materials early. 

This is probably the need of the hour as it addresses the design community of the future. 
We need to place a lot of value in this so that students of design can understand that materials 
are everywhere, almost everything you touch is a material. Bringing about a mood of curiosity, 
tinkering and scientific enquiry alone is the way forward for a future synergy between the 
two sectors.
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6.5 scientific community vs Design community 

While the approaches, methodologies and 
thought processes in the two communities seem 
polarised there are some innate and intrinsic 
qualities that prevails.

Curiosity, triggered by observation, need and 
experience is at the beginning of every scientific 
enquiry and design process. While scientists 
perhaps begin with discovering new properties 
and never before known possiblities, designers 
also seek the new and the unknown but a human 
need in mind.

Iterative approach to a development, that is 
termed as a series of experiments and obser-
vations in a research lab or as a chaotic creative 
process in a design studio. 

Both worlds encourage an attitude of exploration 
before confirmation. Intuition is as important as 
empirical data in their approaches driven by a 
need to push scientific limitations and creative 
possibilities.

Application of materials is a combination of 
creative intent and scientific temperament. 
While much of fundamental research of materials 
seems to be very specific and highly academic, 
the applications of materials is not an isolated 
process at all. Materials cannot be used singularly 
and have to work in combination to create 
products and systems for use. Designers are 
adept at thinking of product solutions as systems 
where many things need to work in tandem.

6.6 challenges in commercialising

There have been path breaking research that 
often lies in the confines of research labs or 
perhaps even after a pilot run. There is not one 
specific reason for why they don’t head towards 
commercialisation. 

Business models sometimes are key to engaging 
new stakeholders and partners and this is key 
to successful commercialisation. It could also 
be about a holistic understanding of the industry 
the invention or the product attempts to address 
and what the existing sales models are like.
Neos Surgery has a very interesting, almost 
disruptive approach to cranial closure. They 
produce cranial fixation devices and burr hole 
covers. The industry norm has been very 
expensive titanium nuts and bolts until Neos 
invented their cranial loops with an ingenious use 
of high performance PEEK plastic. But inspite of its 
radical and safer option with many benefits, they 
have not been able to capture the market. One of 
the reasons for this has been that other companies 
that offer similar ostectomy products manufacture 
an entire ecosystem of equipment needed for a 
complex brain surgery. The cranial closure nuts 
which are used in the end of the procedure are 
very expensive, but offered at almost no cost by 
the manufacturers as an incentive to the hospital 
procurement for buying all their other products. 
This has been a big learning for Neos as it has 
been a big challenge in their commercialisation 
journey. They now research and produce an entire 
range of neurosurgical products with their 
inventive and disruptive approach.

Investments are needed at every stage for 
different levels of R&D, and for scaling.
DyeCoo has gained a lot of momentum on its 
waterless dyeing technology because of Nike and 
Ikea’s investments into taking the technology 
further and supporting factories to change their 
setup for this new technology. Without the 
support of investors, network and consumer end 
stakeholders, successful commercialisation is 
difficult.

Scale of projects can be at both ends of 
a spectrum-large, highly daunting projects 
requiring huge investments of time and resources 
or highly localised, and unscalable. Both come 
with challenges if they are not located in the right 
ecosystem fostering their needs. Plastic Logic, 
is a spin-off company from Cambridge University’s 
Cavendish Laboratory and specialises in polymer 
transistors and plastic electronics. 

To take their research finding from an institutional 
environment, they spun off and began a mini 
fabrication plant in 2003 in the UK. But the right 
environment was needed to scale and they moved 
their large scale production to Dresden (Saxony), 
Germany. The state of Saxony is Europe’s largest 
organics electronics cluster. So it only made 
logistical sense to locate in a high density area 
to tap in on the manufacturing and research 
ecosystem to achieve full potential scalability 

High costs of R&D required to take the technology 
to a mature level or setting up manufacturing 
can easily put new developments on the back 
burner till a clear market need or demand is seen.
Paper Wood is invented by Mieke Meijer and 
produced in collaboration with Vij5 Studio in the 
Netherlands. They first met in 2007 to collaborate 
and work on Mieke’s work with paper to create 
wood, a poetically reverse approach to materials. 
Paper Wood has been successfully produced 
in pilot runs and engaged in numerous artistic 
expressions over the past years. But to produce 
this beyond the atelier quantities requires 
investments in machinery and a production line. 
Vij5 has fully investigated and documented 
the manufacturing requirements needed 
but attracting the large investment required 
to produce it has been a challenge.

Licensing, while it seems to be the model of IP 
sharing that the industry thrives on, can be a 
burdensome, time consuming and an expensive 
procedure. Further, licensing models are different, 
some more exclusive than inclusive limiting 
the use of materials to only certain industries 
or holders of the rights. 

Motivation for Technical Alliances among 
advanced materials manufacturers is often the 
reason behind research in silos and isolation and 
a lack of collective thinking in applied research.

Uncertainty, above all, is the dogma of the 
industry. Commercial success cannot be a 
certainty. And the temperament to dabble 
with this has been left to large corporations 
or government supported research. 

Designers trigger scientific enquiry. Designers ask naive questions that 

enable scientists to think differently.

Jack Mama, Creative Director, Visioning & Probing, Electrolux Group Design

The engineer and the architect must go back to basic principles, must keep 

abreast with and consult the scientist for new knowledge, redevelop his 

judgement of the behaviour of structures and acquire a new sense of form 

derived from design rather than piece together parts of convenient fabrication.

Louis Kahn, Architect
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Emerging trends (Bi sector) 

During the past months of research and travelling, 
many exciting new inventions and stories were 
encountered that hovered around of course using 
advanced materials, but in diverse ways. While 
some were about using advanced materials in 
radical new ways, some were about interesting 
experiments to circumvent the use of these 
materials itself – for reasons of costs, supply, 
legislations and scale. There was a growing 
momentum to look for materials beyond libraries, 
conventional suppliers and fabricate them in more 
guerilla style, extra legal ways. It is thus imperative 
to document this new democratisation in attitude 
and thinking as an emerging trend. While some of 
these have been around for a few years now, some 
are bound to be seeds for more radical ideas. 
There is also a short note on technology 
ecosystems included herewith.

7

Luca Parmitano, an Italian astronaut at the European Space Agency, 

nearly drowned in his helmet during a spacewalk on 16 July outside the 

International Space Center. He is 36, a major in the Italian Air Force on 

his second spacewalk, was unsure which direction to head in to reach 

the station’s hatch as water filled up his helmet. He tried to contact his 

spacewalk partner, American Christopher Cassidy, and mission control, 

but no one could hear him.

In the same space where precision and robustness 
of materials is the most important factor, is 
Cameron Smith who is a pioneer in making 
studio-sewn spacesuits, that as recently as August 
2013 was tested for suitability for a space mission 
at a test facility with Copenhagen Suborbitals in 
Denmark. 

Cameron is particularly interested in the private 
space industry and his group, Pacific Spaceflight, 
is building a second-generation personal space 
suit to launch him, in 2015, in a balloon to over 
63,000 ft. as a test of the space suit to be used in 
Copenhagen Suborbitals rocket flights in coming 
years. 

7.1 Democratic Materials

The Design community must understand that the 
communication, cost and logistic barriers in using 
advanced materials can be overcome with ingenuity 
and deconstructing the problem and looking 
at it with a fresh perspective. Cameron Smith’s 
approach to studio made space suits truly do that.

NASA has traced the problem to his spacesuit 
backpack, which is full of life-support equipment. 
But the precise cause is still unknown as the 
investigation continues into possibly the closest 
call ever during an American-led spacewalk. Nasa 
has suspended all US spacewalks until the problem 
is resolved.
 

If you cant open it, 
you don’t own it.
Owner’s manifesto, a Maker’s Bill of Rights 
to accessible, extensive, and repairable hardware. Makezine. 
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There is a lot of unnecessary mystery around ‘space suits’, and ‘space travel’ for that 

matter. Govt. contractors and even NASA have an interest in maintaining a monopoly on 

doing such things, so I am quite convinced that they often leave out important details, 

or even obscure things, and certainly over-complicate things when they communicate to 

the public about their systems and missions. I want to break down some of these illusions, 

in part by building things that we’re told can only be done for millions of dollars and on 

long timetables. After five years of research and building my pressure suit, I no longer 

believe that.

Dr. Cameron Smith

Cameron Smith, Author, Explorer and Archaeologist

Cameron works with a highly modular approach to 
construction, breaking down the whole into parts 
and yet spending enormous time on researching 
the parts, and iteratively exploring how each part 
must function with the other. His solutions are not 
often employing the most expensive or advanced 
materials, but use simpler, more vital details.

For a long time Cameron experimented with use 
of glues for all the textile seams but no glue would 
hold up to the pressure required inside the suit. 
It was only with a series of trials that Cameron fully 
understood the need to mechanical fasteners to 
keep the suit intact. That information is perhaps 
known in the aeronautical design world, but there 
is a steep learning curve in exploration and one 
cannot neglect the learning along the way. 
Cameron says, “I could have saved a lot of time 
by learning that in a book, but learning it by trial 
and error, by figuring out the solution myself, 
was invaluable.”

One of the examples he quotes is in the use 
of zipper fasteners by American and Russian 
pressure suits. While the American ones use 
heavy, complex and expensive airtight zippers 
that often need help from technicians to be 
put on, and can fail if just one zipper tooth is out 
of alignment, the Russian Sokol Suit uses a fairly 
lighter, simpler and cheaper pressure closure in 
a manner that allows astronauts to put on their 
own suit. “The current suit is a Volvo; functional, 
heavy and boxy. By using systems like the Sokol 
closure, the 2015 suit will be more like a Porche; 
lighter, sleeker, and, yes...better looking.”

Dr. Cameron Smith making his space suits in his 
studio. All information thanks to Dr.Cameron Smith.
Photo credit: Jose Mandojana
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The MakerBot is a spinoff from the early RepRap 
team and today they make 3D printers. Their 
platform Thingiverse is a print to order service 
that has created a huge community of 3D printer 
users without having to own the machine itself. 
Shapeways is a marketplace for 3D printed 
objects where people can make, buy and sell their 
own products. Materialise MGX is the outreach 
arm of Materialise where they produce 3D design 
and lifestyle objects for sale.

The Solar Sinter Project by Markus Kayser uses 
the sun’s rays instead of a laser and sand instead 
of resins, creating an entirely new solar-powered 
machine and production process for making glass 
objects that taps into the abundant supplies of sun 
and sand to be found in the deserts of the world.

The Mataerial Project is the collaborative research 
between Petr Novikov, Saša Jokić from the Institute 
for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia (IAAC) 
and Joris Laarman Lab to 3D print independent 
of substrate and environment with rapid 
thermosetting polymers by an extrusion process.

Ultrasion uses ultrasound waves to melt plastic 
components for deposition, a more energy 
efficient process.

7.2 Democratic Manufacturing

Additive manufacturing or 3D printing is a 
process of making a three-dimensional solid 
object of virtually any shape from a digital model. 
Consecutive layers of material are laid down layer 
by layer, affected by gravity and environment 
printing in 3D space, but essentially in 2D layers. 
The first working 3D printer was created in 1984 
by Chuck Hull of 3D Systems Corp. 

The market for 3D printers and services was worth 
$2.2 billion worldwide in 2012, up 29% from 
2011. While the technique itself is not new in the 
industry, with the beginning of open source 3D 
printer know hows, the technology has become 
far more common, cheaper and accessible.50

Home-built 3D printers are booming. In 2006 
there were no such printers and 5 years later there 
are tens of thousands. The project that single-
handedly propelled home-built 3D printers out 
of nowhere is RepRap. It’s an open-source project 
meaning that all the information and design plans 
one needs to build the printer itself are available 
free for all. It can be built for less than $500 or 
€500.51

50 http://www.economist.com/news/technology-quarterly/21584447-digital-manufacturing-there-lot-hype-around-3d-printing-it-fast
51  http://reprapbook.appspot.com/

The Solar Sinter Project by Markus Kayser

The Mataerial Project
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http://vimeo.com/25401444
http://vimeo.com/55657102
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Lotus-plant leaves have a nanocrystalline wax 
structure and the leaf’s surface are covered 
with tiny wax crystals tens of nanometers wide, 
which hold water drops as almost perfectly 
spherical beads. The extreme water-repelling 
property, called superhydrophobicity, means 
that water forms drops on the surface instead 
of spreading and sticking to it. Many other 
superhydrophobic materials have been 
demonstrated, but most have used some kind 
of plastic. Superhydrophobic metals open up 
many new applications, like in de-icing aircrafts. 
Ice buildup on engines due to condensation can 
be catastrophic. Right now, aircraft use heat to 
prevent ice, which requires power. De-icing on the 
ground, meanwhile, is done with de-icing fluids, 
which contain toxic chemicals; spraying aircraft 
with de-icing fluids on the ground also takes 
a lot of time. Another application for the metals 
could be in gas and steam turbines. The 
superhydrophobic metals could reduce the 
buildup of moisture and contaminants on the 
turbines, increasing their efficiency and requiring 
fewer shutdowns for maintenance.

Hippopotamus sweat offers lessons on using 
liquid crystalline microstructures to introduce 
sun-blocking properties into thin layers of 
material, which also act as a sunscreen by virtue 
of their composition.

Although the biomimicry of spider dragline 
silk was originally motivated by the goal of 
engineered fibres that have superior strength, 
stiffness and toughness, it is apparent now that 
silkworm silk may be a better role model, given, 
among other considerations, its lower sensitivity 
to moisture. In the meantime, both types of 
silk have taught us that it is possible to process 
environmentally friendly (aqueous) solutions 
of protein into useful, water-insoluble material.

Humpback whales use flippers to enable their 
surprising agility in the water. WhalePower has 
developed turbine blades with bumps called 
tubercles on the leading edge that promise 
greater efficiency in applications from wind 
turbines to hydroelectric turbines, irrigation 
pumps to ventilation fans. Compared to smooth 
surface fins, the bumpy humpback ones have 
32% less drag and an 8% increased lift in their 
movement through air or water. Using such blades 
to capture the wind could provide a 20% increase 
in efficiency that will help to make wind power 
generation fully competitive with other 
alternatives.

The scientific world has turned to nature for 
inspiration on unique properties that can endow 
new materials with superpowers. Many examples 
have been seen in the recent years and this 
method of biomimicry has resulted in radical, 
new materials. The most famous example of 
biomimicry was the invention of Velcro brand 
fasteners, invented in 1941 by Swiss engineer 
George de Mestral, who took the idea from the 
burrs that stuck tenaciously to his dog’s hair. 

Biomimicry can be a powerful concept and a 
practical tool in the development of new materials. 
It is both a mindset and a process that can lead 
to new or improved engineering materials. From 
a material engineering point of view, biomimicry 
adopts the premise that natural materials (and 
processes that lead to them, and devices that 
depend on them) have evolved over a very long 
period of time, under conditions that favour 
the efficient use of available resources and that, 
by definition, are biocompatible. Biomimicry 
(denoting a design process) and biomimetics 
(denoting a field of study in which that design 
process is applied) are perhaps unfortunate terms 
in that they engender the impression that nature 
is being copied – literally mimicked – without 
giving thought to the value or limitations or 
consequences of such copying. 

Here are some interesting examples of inspiration 
from nature for both form and function. They are 
not necessarily the latest, but have been selected 
to give an understanding of how familiar things 
can be seen with a scientific enquiry by designers. 
This can lead to designing new materials with 
properties that can make our ecosystem more 
sustainable and highly productive.

Shark skin’s ability to reduce drag by manipulating 
the boundary layer flow as the fish swims, has 
inspired researchers to develop coatings for 
ship’s hulls, submarines, aircraft fuselage, and 
even swimwear for humans. Speedo’s Fastskin 
FSII swimsuits are based on the varying shape 
and texture of shark’s skin over its body. Sharklet™ 
is the world’s first technology to inhibit bacterial 
contamination through pattern alone. The Sharklet 
surface is comprised of millions of tiny diamonds 
arranged in a distinct pattern that mimics the 
microbe-resistant properties of sharkskin. 
The pattern is put into adhesive-backed films 
and manufactures the pattern into medical 
devices and consumer goods to inhibit bacterial 
contamination. Sharklet is a simple, cost-effective 
solution for bacterial control.

7.3 natures as inspiration for form and function

Micheal Pawlyn designed the 
Eden Project where the forms of 
the biomes were inspired by soap 
bubbles and the hexagonal frames 
by cellular structures. Through 
the use of inflated ETFE membrane 
panels, which are 1% of the weight 
of double glazing, the steel frame 
was very light, letting in more 
sunlight and adding solar gain. 
Finally, the air contained in the 
large tropical biome weighs more 
than the envelope enclosing it.

The pattern on shark skin 
emulated as a texture by 
Sharklet.

The hydrophobic property 
of the lotus was earlier possible 
in plastics, and can now be 
done on metals .
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The new materialists of the UK
During the research for this project, it was noticed 
that there have been a very high number of design 
material innovations emerging from the UK. 

The Innovations RCA Lab and the University of 
Cambridge are prominent with their spin offs. 
Sugru’s super adhering self setting rubber, 
Fabrican’s spray fabrics, Polyfloss Factory’s plastic 
fibres from plastic waste, Squeasewear’s smart 
clothing for wide autistic spectrums, KwickScreen’s 
versatile retractable screen that creates a 
temporary partition for hospital wards, helping 
infection control and improving patient privacy 
and dignity, SmartSafe’s patented needle stick 
safety tray and Concrete Canvas’s rapidly 
deployable hardened shelters that require only 
water and air for construction, have all emerged 
from there. Biocouture by Suzanne Lee explores 
the intersection of biomaterials and 
biomanufacturing.

The emergence of startups supported by seed 
funding and series of funding to support them 
later on is worth a study. This is very unique as 
most of these startups are led by designers or a 
team that has designers, thus creating solutions 
that are market ready and mature in terms of 
their need and relevance.

7.4 technology, Materials & region: 
creation of an ecosystem

Catalan textiles Cluster
In the early 1990s, the Catalan Government 
recognised that in order for the region’s textile 
industry to remain competitive, an initiative 
needed to be implemented to link all the players 
in the supply chain (from yarn, through design, 
to final product). Between 1993 and 1997, three 
textile clusters were set up in order to prevent 
the fragmentation of the sector by harnessing 
traditional industry with a channel control strategy. 

Within two years, the Programa de Marques 
de Canal’21 enabled over fifty companies from 
related sectors to internationalise their products 
by facilitating strategic reflection including market 
intelligence, total branding, design, retailing, 
supply chain management and logistics in order 
to secure high margins, speed up time to market 
and integrate customer-centric business thinking. 
Although manufacturing has been outsourced 
abroad, the region has retained the higher value-
added activities such as design, marketing, retail, 
distribution and logistics. From this initiative 
has emerged the second largest textile exporter 
from Spain, Mango, which has opened 900 stores 
in 72 countries. 

The region’s textile industry has transformed 
from being production driven to being market 
driven, as the cluster companies have been 
able to share information in order to react to 
consumer demands, market fluctuations and 
evolving distribution channels.54

The Czech Nano Tech Sector
The Czech Republic has long had scientific 
development in the nanotech sector – the first 
electron microscope was introduced by 
Professor Armin Delong in 1949, and in 2003, 
Prof. Oldrich Jirsak developed fibers measuring 
200 nm in diameter for the first time. 

The Czech Company Elmarco became the industry’s 
first supplier of industrial scale nanofiber production 
equipment in 2007. The concentration of know-how, 
technology suppliers and material manufacturers 
has created a cluster in the Czech republic. There 
has been a lot of private investments from older 
conventional business families into building 
research and factories for nanotechnology in 
the last decade. 

Nanotechnology has been the promised 
‘next big thing’ but some of the people met and 
interviewed during the study have felt that it has 
perhaps fallen short. However the actors feel that 
investing in biopolymers for nano applications could 
be a more realistic possibility because of the boom 
in nanofibre applications for the medico industry.

Both the 2006 Commissions communication 
Putting knowledge into practice: A broad-based 
innovation strategy for the EU and the 2009 
Staff Working Document Design as a driver of 
user-centred innovation have recognised 
this trend: “while technological innovation is 
important, there is at least as much scope for 
non-technological innovation, for example 
through changes in business models, better 
design and process organisation.”53

By integrating designers into competitiveness 
clusters and forging closer links between 
academia and industry, design can contribute 
to entrepreneurial dynamism.

53 Commission Communication Putting knowledge into practice: A broad-based innovation strategy for the EU, 13 September 2006, 

  COM(2006)502; and Commission Staff Working Document Design as a driver of user-centred innovation, 7 April 2009, SEC(2009)501, p. 5.
54  http://www.seeplatform.eu/docs/SEE%20Policy%20Booklet%201(3).pdf

The Czech Nanotechnology Cluster strives to 
identify and support the potential for cooperation 
in the use of nanotechnologies among scientific 
and research institutes and businesses while 
respecting the competencies, responsibilities, 
contributions and effects of the participating 
members. The Czech Nanotechnology Cluster 
further seeks to be instrumental in building a 
knowledge-based society using and marketing 
high-value-added operations.

The Danish Audio Cluster
The use of advanced materials like rare-earth 
magnets and high-strength diaphragm foils 
have made new driver geometry possible in 
audio technology. These new developments 
have shown a high degree of reliability, sound 
radiation characteristics, low distortion and 
high efficiency. 

Denmark has a worldwide reputation as a leader 
in acoustic and electro-acoustic design and 
engineering.  

And this is evident in the concentration of 
research and technology centers and networks 
to support audio technology. The cluster involves 
research into high-end audio processor for both 
consumer and professional markets and all the 
manufacturing and transfer technology that is 
needed for commercialising the research. This also 
extends into hearing aid technology and devices 
from Oticon, GN ReSound and Widex. Widex 
has also used 3D printing for a while to produce 
customised-to-ear canal hearing aids for people 
worldwide.

Concrete Canvas (CC) is a flexible, concrete im-
pregnated fabric that hardens when hydrated to 
form a thin, durable, water proof and fire resistant 
concrete layer. CC allows concrete construction 
without the need for plant or mixing equipment. 
Simply position the Canvas and just add water.
Credit: www.concretecanvas.com

Electro spinning process on Elmarco’s Nanospider machine. 
Credit: www.elmarco.com
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7.5 note on Material use Facilitation 
as a consultancy Practice

Nicola Stattmann, DE

Nicola Stattmann’s office for product design is 
convinced that the question of material and 
technology must be at the beginning of product 
development. Their network with manufacturers 
and research institutes jointly develop products 
and concepts to clients.  

They strive to incorporate an element of play 
in the design, function, and material technology 
combination. They offer consulting services on 
the potential for innovation and develop together 
with clients products that are characterized by 
good design and technological advantage. 

In addition to projects, they publish books 
on these topics, curating exhibitions and are 
members of the jury in international design 
and innovation awards. They are particularly 
focussed on spreading knowledge by working 
with students.

Even with the plethora of publications, magazines, 
networks, platforms and libraries available today 
to bring people working with advanced materials 
together the importance of a human link to effect 
real change is undisputable. There is an emerging 
trend of design practitioners as Material Experts, 
who are material lovers in every sense and have 
taken this innate interest in materials and their 
human centered approach to problem solving as a 
consulting practice. They work independently or 
are associated with material libraries and offer 
consulting services to members of the library. 

Marco Capellini, IT
Conceived by Architect Marco Capellini, 
MATREC was established in 2002 and it is the first 
Eco Materials Library dedicated to environmentally 
sustainable materials and to their use in the world 
of industrial production, architecture and design. 

MATREC works with companies for consultancy 
in research and development of environmentally 
sustainable products and services, with architects 
to consulting/design buildings through the choice 
of materials with a low environmental impact 
(green building), with designers to consulting/
search for innovative materials and solutions 
of ecodesign, and with Universities, Industrial 
Associations and Research Centres as support 
for research of new design and materic solutions.
 
MATREC makes available to its subscribers 
information on environmentally sustainable 
materials (recycled, natural, bio) from all over 
the world, divided by categories and supported 
by a description sheet, including composition, 
technical and environmental properties, 
applications and references the company 
producer.

Chris Lefteri Design Studio, UK

Chris Lefteri is one of the most instrumental 
materials experts working in his field. His studio 
work and publications have been pivotal in the 
way designers and the materials industry consider 
materials. In 2001 he published the first of eight 
books on materials and the application in design, 
which have been translated into six languages. 

Chris Lefteri Design Studio has worked with 
Fortune 500 companies and major design studios 
across Europe, the US and Asia implementing a 
broad range of strategies for effective materials 
integration in the design process. 

The studio’s distinctive cross-industry expertise 
in automotive, packaging, sports, furniture, 
consumer electronics and fashion leads to fresh 
approaches and bleeding-edge outcomes. 

The studio also works with major material 
suppliers such as Corning Glass, Eastman 
Chemicals and Exxon Mobil helping them 
to communicate more effectively with the 
design industry. 

This is an important tendency in the industry as the 
personal contact and intervention - on one hand 
with materials suppliers and the other with 
companies wanting to work with new materials- is 
key to creating change. These individuals take far 
more onus to network and keep ahead of research 
findings and their knowledge of different 
stakeholders is wide enough for most 
requirements. They perhaps lack deep 
understanding of technology or the scientific 
parameters of the inventions but they have 
enough imagination to bring unlikely partners 
together. 
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8.1 tretorn tennis Balls, sE

Business Model
The new ball proved so pioneering because 
instead of using pressurised air or a sturdier 
rubber core to produce the all-important bounce, 
the Tretorn Micro X relies on millions of air-filled 
micro-cells. Akzo Nobel, the producer of 
Expancel®, the micro cells used in the balls works 
as an exclusive supplier to Tretorn. Thus they 
mutually benefit from the resulting business. 

Result
The new technology combines the best of both 
worlds – pressure-less and pressurized – resulting 
in a tour performance ball that does not lose 
bounce or performance over time. It has the 
durability of a pressureless and the feel of a 
pressurized ball. More than a third of Akzo Nobel’s 
business is now generated by the Tretorn Micro X, 
which is considered by many to be the best tennis 
ball in the world – and this figure is increasing. 
For the majority of the market – the 90 percent 
made up by amateurs and recreational players 
– this is by far the best ball. Tretorn is an innovation 
so groundbreaking that the International Tennis 
Federation introduced a whole new classification 
– micro-cellular technology.

Need
How might we make a tennis ball that has a stiff, 
woody feel like pressurized balls, and prolong 
its bounce and performance? 
Up until ten years ago, players only had two 
types of ball to choose from – pressurised 
(which dominate the professional game) and 
pressureless (which arrived on the scene in 1955). 
The bounce diminishes over time, and they need 
to be changed regularly during professional 
tournaments. Use also alters their performance.

Material Innovation
It’s estimated that around 700 million Expancel® 

microspheres go into each Tretorn Micro X ball, 
which is a huge concentration. Unexpanded, they 
are about ten microns in diameter, increasing to 
40 microns when expanded. 

Process Technology
The two halves of a rubber ball are filled with 
a mixture of expanded and unexpanded 
microspheres (small, spherical plastic particles 
which encapsulate a gas) and the two halves are 
vulcanized into one ball. The heat involved causes 
the microspheres to expand and fill the cavity 
inside, which is how the revolutionary result is 
obtained. The key besides the rubber core itself, 
is to get just the right amount of micro-cells 
inside the rubber core.

Best Practice cases

55 http://www.akzonobel.com/system/images/AkzoNobel_Matters_Nov_07_US_tcm9-1302.pdf

8

The Tretorn tennis ball which renders the ball 
better bounce and hardness for a long time. 
Here is a comparison of a traditional ball vs 
a Tretorn ball.

The Tretorn ball is filled with Akzo Nobel 
microspheres which expand on heat 
generated by impact.

A commercial collaboration between Akzo Nobel 

and Tretorn.

Akzo Nobel is a global paints and coatings company 

and is a leading producer of specialty chemicals.55

Tretorn creates high performance outdoor, sport , 

safety and leisure goods. Akzo Nobel is the exclusive 

supplier of Expancel microspheres to Tretorn.
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Best Practice cases

Business Model
Neos designed and perfected into production 
a very simple but advanced product for use in 
a critical context. They have systematically gained 
market as the cranial LOOP has many advantages 
over the conventional titanium screws but it has 
been a challenge to disrupt the business models 
of other larger manufacturers in this area. Thus 
Neos is now focussing on using their R&D to 
develop a range of products around neuro and 
spinal surgery, creating a family of products.

Result
Neos is subsequently increasing their production 
every year to cater to a growing market. 
But having their own R&D has facilitated the fine 
tuning of the product to a great extent. Since 
the product is designed, tested and made from 
scratch at their facilities, Neos has the advantage 
of making many trials. They are still co-located 
with the technology center they spun off from 
so the plastic injection molding facilities for 
small trial batches can still be used by them. 
This is important to facilitate an iterative 
prototyping process.

Need
Traditional cranial fixation device for burr hole 
enclosures have been titanium plates and screws 
that are quite cumbersome to put back at the 
end of a long brain surgery. The neurosurgeons 
are tired and feel compelled to leave that small 
but very important procedure to the lesser 
experienced in an operation theatre. Titanium 
screws retain artefacts in future MRIs and need 
instruments for fixation.

Material Innovation
The Cranial LOOP is made of 100% PEEK, and 
the design of the product gives the surgeon 
complete control of the fixation. It is instrument 
free as it works on a simple pull and fix mechanism 
and is artefact free. The loops come in 3 sizes and 
have a very high 3D adaptability to the skull and 
are very safe as the pulling force is away from 
the dura (a sensitive epicranial layer that is prone 
to damage if the titanium screw is not fixed with 
care) The material has also showed positive results 
for bone tissue regeneration which was promoted 
by Titanium implants.

Process Technology 
Cranial LOOP is implanted without any additional 
instruments. Its unique design makes it a self-
cutting device. The surgeon totally controls the 
bone flap fixation, which is achieved through 
its fast and easy ‘pull-and-tighten’ action. Using 
three Cranial LOOPs, a standard bone flap is fixed 
in less than a minute. Cranial LOOP is totally made 
of PEEK-OPTIMA®. This makes it completely 
artifact-free in different medical imaging systems, 
such as X-rays, CT scanning and MRI. Neos’ 
engineers have developed a unique design 
which guarantees that Cranial LOOP provides 
the same fixation strength as similar metallic 
non-instrument-free cranial fixation devices. 
All members of the Cranial LOOP family can 
be used either in combination or stand-alone. 
Neurosurgeons are able to combine them in 
the way that best fits each specific craniotomy.

8.2 cranial loop, Es

A spin-off from Tecnalia Tech Corp & ASCAMM Foundation. 

Neos Surgery specialises in medical devices for spinal 

and neurosurgery. Tecnalia Technology Corporation is 

a strategic alliance between technology centres and was 

established in 2001. ASCAMM Foundation is a Technology 

Center located near Barcelona, at the Vallès Technology 

Park. They are active within the Spanish research and 

development to innovation value chain, to increase 

the competitiveness of companies in a wide range 

of industry-based sectors.

The Cranial Loop works on a smart principle 
of pull-to-snap, which is very safe for the 
epicranial tissues, vulnerable during this procedure. 
The instrument free process makes it easy for 
surgeons to complete it without the paraphernalia.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-czeXq-JgU
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Need
Steel is very versatile metal and its use in the 
industry is vital. Yet, the process and handling of 
steel and its alloys has been by far conservative 
with reservations of altering its structural 
properties for high traffic uses. Radical thinking 
was needed to explore new ways to process the 
material and thus find new areas of applications. 
The process gave rise to new applications which 
is vital for cross sector innovation.

Material Innovation
Fidu works on a process innovation, it uses simple 
stainless steel sheets. Two dimensional elements 
are cut from the steel sheets and welded one to 
another using laser and then the inflation trans-
forms them into a stable 3 dimensional object. 
Their standard products are made of DC01 steel 
and then lacquered in different colours. They also 
use stainless steel /inox which is polished to high 
gloss. The limited editions of products are made 
of copper, aluminum and other materials and 
finishes. They use standard, easily accessible ma-
terial and convert it into something very valuable 
due to an innovative technology.

Process Technology 
Fidu can be compared to IHU technology of 
hydroforming used in a car industry, but is far less 
expensive, because no molds are needed. Short 
series of unique objects can be made that way. 
Fidu requires one thousandth of the pressure 
needed for IHU. The main advantage is that the 
production is very fast, easy and precise. 

8.3 Zieta, Pl

FiDU is a sophisticated combination of digital and 
laser production techniques tailored to produce 
the highest possible accuracy in forming technolo-
gy, in which the level of precision loss is taken into 
account deliberately. It can be refined and precise 
in a three-dimensional construction even where 
one overlooks a feature of the basic technology- 
organic deformity.

Business Model
Zieta has successfully applied its metal inflat-
ing technology to consumer end products like 
chairs and other lifestyle products. In 2007, Zieta 
partnered with Hay Design, Denmark, to release 
the Plopp Chair, which has been its most iconic 
consumer product. On the other hand they have 
successfully experimented extensively with this 
technology for other high technology applica-
tions like a bridge and wind mill. They have two 
fold approach to applying their research – being 
consumer end and industry focussed.

Result
Zieta has been featured in the design world as a 
highly progressive design led company and is a 
good example of how a simple technology can be 
interestingly applied to well designed products.

A spin-off from ETH Zurich in 2002.

Oskar Zieta, Philipp Dohmen and professor Ludger 

Hovestadt started experimenting with metal sheets at 

the ETH Zurich in 2002. The first experiments of the 

Fidu technology began in 2003.

Opposite page:
Blow and Roll is made of large-scale steel elements 
of different lengths up to 20 m and different 
heights. The problem and the challenge was to 
bring it to the location in one piece. To achieve it, 
pieces were transported to London and brought 
to the garden flat and rolled, and then they were 
inflated with air to the final shape. Commissioned 
by the V&A Museum, UK.

FiDU football is a modular object, a more than 4 m 
diameter icosahedron, exploring the application 
of planned contour control, precision and rigidity in 
FiDU. In this case, high precision was required. 

90 elements in total were produced. This project 
was the first successful completion of a refined, 
precise, three-dimensional construction from FiDU 
elements. ETH ZURICH 2008.

Best Practice cases
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http://vimeo.com/14877644
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Best Practice cases

Business Model
Plastic Logic has had an interesting tryst with 
their technology from trying to commercialising 
it themselves to eventually finding more value 
in licensing their technology across sectors.
They opened their first mini-fabrication plant 
in 2003 in Cambridge, UK. A factory for the 
mass-production of the display units was opened 
in 2008 in Dresden, Germany. They announced 
their first plastic screen device in 2004, to be used 
by Siemens Communications in their mobile 
devices. This was followed by the announcement 
of an e-reader called the QUE proReader. However 
in August 2010, they cancelled the device. In May 
2012 they revealed a ‘Plastic Inside’ strategy- 
selling its plastic back-planes, sensors and tags 
for customers to incorporate into other products. 
Subsequently, they announced that they were 
abandoning plans to manufacture their own 
e-reader devices, focusing instead on licensing 
their existing technology. 56

Result
Focussing on their core R&D and value creation 
from that, Plastic Logic has found application for 
its technology not just as ultra thin e-readers but 
also in applications varying from mobile devices 
like smartphones, tablets, signage, wristwatches 
automotive and many others. They make display 
technology coupled with display driver and 
management software experience to support 
OEMs and system integrators in e-reader markets. 
It is lightweight, robust, daylight readable and 
demands very little power to operate. Billboards 
can be fabricated by tiling several displays making 
them easy to assemble. By using a sensor material 
instead of an electrophoretic display media, as in 
the case of a reading device, we can make large 
area sensors with the same OTFT backplane 
technology used for our displays. This will enable 
more mobile document scanners or x-ray devices, 
opening up the possibility of a full-body curved 
x-ray sensor.57

Many e-readers in the market use a proprietary 
e-ink technology but what sets the readers apart 
is the display material. It not just defines the 
size and portability of the device, but also the 
versatility of its use. A scientific enquiry into 
enabling embedding technology into thinner 
and thinner plastic sheets is vital to debulk many 
electronic display applications that is currently 
serviced by the LCD and printing industries.

Material Innovation
The fully qualified plastic electronics 
manufacturing process and architectures 
developed by Plastic Logic are a display with 
the thickness of a sheet of paper, flexible and 
conformal, that completely shifts the paradigm for 
display applications. They have a low temperature 
process, well below the boiling point of water, 
means that transistors can be built directly onto 
everyday plastic substrates. Patented distortion 
tolerant manufacturing processes compensate for 
and correct misalignments due to the elasticity of 
plastic in the manufacturing process. Patterning 
processes allowing millions of transistors in each 
backplane, providing a very high level of detail in 
the finished display. These plastic displays offer 
huge advantages over conventional screens being 
extremely flexible and hard-wearing with proven 
lifetimes of over five years and more than ten 
million page updates.

Process Technology
The company was the first to fully industrialise the 
mass production of flexible electrophoretic plastic 
displays and plastic electronics in the world’s first 
plastic electronics factory in Dresden, achieving 
production yields of plastic electronic displays 
comparable to the LCD industry. Key strategic 
display application milestones have been 
achieved: Full production of rugged displays 
with high longevity (>5 years lifetime including 
10 million page updates), with yields comparable 
to those in the high volume LCD industry; 150 dpi 
resolution monochrome and now 112 dpi 
resolution colour displays; and animation has 
been demonstrated.

56 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plastic_Logic
57 http://www.plasticlogic.com/applications/non-display/ As accessed on 22nd September 2013. 

8.4 Plastic logic, uK

A spin-off from the Cavendish Laboratory 

at Cambridge University .

The company was founded in 2000 by Professor Sir Richard 

Friend, Professor Henning Sirringhaus and Stuart Evans.

Plastic Logic’s fabrication center in Dresden, Germany 
with an advanced manufacturing environment, where 
new product concepts are also prototyped. 
Source: http://www.plasticlogic.com

Plastic Logic’s patented 
distortion tolerant manufacturing 
processes compensates for 
and corrects misalignments 
due to the elasticity of plastic 
in the manufacturing process. 
Source: 
http://www.plasticlogic.com

A technology overview of the plastic display 
which has a fully qualified plastic electronics 
manufacturing process and architectures. 
Source: http://www.plasticlogic.com
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Best Practice cases

Business Model
Sugru first went into production when the team 
could not raise enough corporate funding and 
they decided to do it themselves. And with the 
help of family and friends they put together 1,000 
packs. They put together a fantastic packaging 
and a very interactive website. The website to 
this day has created and connected a community 
of Sugru users who post videos of how they used 
Sugru. Sugru as an idea didnt seem to have 
one application, but it is this very nature of 
the material that has lent it to be adapted and 
adopted by thousands of users worldwide.
From that point, the investors came on board fast 
and in less than three years they have ballooned 
to annual sales of $2 million, a staff of 25 and 
a customer base of more than 100,000 across 
100 countries.

Result
Sugru has been featured as a great success story 
with over 285,000 people in 138 countries now 
using it. Injection moulding processes are under 
development with a lead industrial partner.

Need
There was hardly a glue available that was easy 
to shape, very sticky, almost to any surface and yet 
durable. Jane set about to develop exactly one 
such silicon formulate that was very soft to work 
with, set easily and could adhere onto any surface.

Material Innovation
Sugru is a formulation of Formerol® – the patented 
formable silicone technology invented by Jane. It’s 
Formerol F.10. Sugru has a Shore A hardness of 70, 
density of 1.3 g/cm3, tensile strength of 1.89 Mpa, 
Youngs Modulus of 5.59MPa, a strain to failure of 
211%, DIN abrasion resistance of 24% ARI index 
(standard used ISO4649 Method A), electrical 
resistivity-surface 1.40 x 10^14 Ohms (Standard 
used BS903), Electrical Resistivity-volume 2.55 x 
10^14 Ohms (Standard used BS903), and a 
Williams Plasticity of 160mm.54

Process Technology
Formerol® materials are processed at room 
temperature, in a dry atmosphere; most 
commonly by compression molding, extrusion 
or manual shaping. The viscosity of the material 
at room temperature allows molds to be fabricated 
from suitable polymers (eg PTFE, polycarbonate) 
as well as metal.

54  http://sugru.com/about, http://sugru.com/pdfs/tds.pdf As retrieved on 22nd Sepetember 2013

An idea that started from Royal College of Art in 2003. 

The idea for Sugru was developed by Jane Ní Dhulchaointigh 

as a post-graduate research student at the Royal College 

of Art where she conceived the idea for the substance in 

2003 whilst using mixtures of standard silicone sealants 

and sawdust in her work.

8.5 sugru, uK

The practical everyday applications of Sugru have 
made the idea go viral, just as envisioned by its 
founders. 
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Best Practice cases

Process Technology
The memory effect of the fibers allows them 
to return to its original position and design of 
the ergonomic handle is designed to provide 
extended professional use. The paddle brush is 
a pneumatic brush made of thick and tough 
metallised nylon fibers. The handle’s and body’s 
material is plastic and slip-resistant, that provides 
comfort during its use and long duration. Ideal for 
styling and detangling long and medium length 
hair. Another advantage is the brush tube 
perforations, which allow a greater flow of air from 
the dryer. The drying time is reduced up to 60% , 
an interesting property for faster handling of 
clients. They weigh very little and are lightweight 
and are of different diameters from 12-43 mm. 

Business Model
The Nano range was introduced as ultra 
performance hair tool to be used and sold through 
salons by professionals

Result
The technology has been a radical new 
development in hair brushes. It has addressed 
a common problem in the hair styling industry 
by minimal change to the product semantics or 
method of use.

Need
The project has the objective of addressing the 
appearance of the static electricity that hinders 
hair styling professionals in achieving a precise 
style and forces them to use products or other 
systems to eliminate the problem. The aim was 
to give greater effectiveness to the comb in 
professional use when static electricity is 
generated on brushing hair. This is a problem 
for the hair’s condition and a veritable problem 
for the professionals of this sector.

Material Innovation
Metallic fiber brush designed to completely 
eliminate the static electricity buildup on the hair 
and, therefore, avoid frizzhair during brushing. 
Conductor materials can be used as a coating to 
dissipate static electricity. New technologies in the 
manufacture of materials allow everyday products 
to be improved at an accessible cost. It was thus 
proposed to address this drawback by bringing 
together the potential of nanotechnology or 
of another material with similar results with the 
professional brush through the polyamide 
fibres that comprise the bristles.

Termix Nano range of hair styling equipment.

The Termix Nano project was a consulting project 

at MaterFAD, Barcelona.

8.6 termix, Es

Termix Nano hair 
styling equipment 
with a anti-static 
nano coating.
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Best Practice cases

Business Model
Sensing Tex offers feasibility and development 
services for textile based sensing products with its 
new SDK development Kit: an electronic module 
with some inputs to Pressure Sensor standard 
samples and Bluetooth Classic, Bluetooth Low 
Power and USB connectivity for rapid prototyping. 
Sensing Tex has cooperative arrangements with 
all the stakeholders involved in producing their 
products. This way they are capable of fibre level 
modification and embedding sensors while 
weaving or printing. They have a smaller 
fabrication setup that helps them prototype 
samples and do small runs for custom orders. 

Result
Switch sensors developed at Sensing Tex have 
been applied in mats which monitor entrance 
and exit to an area, to detect presence for security 
use. These are activated by stepping on them. 
They also produce textile keypads and control 
pads: individual keypads, in clothing fabric or 
upholstery. Pressure Sensor Tex has been applied 
to seat sensors to monitor seating capacity and 
use. Applications for their light emitting textiles 
include a luminous vest as a safety clothing.

Need
While there has been much experimentation 
in technology embedded textiles, there has not 
been much progress in mass manufacturing smart 
products using the technology with appropriate 
certification. 

Material Innovation
Sensing Tex uses a patented technology for 
its Switch sensor Tex which uses electrically 
conductive inks printed onto textile backings. 
The result is a fabric which allows keyboard 
functionality whilst retaining its textile properties: 
flexibility, washable, elastic etc. Pressure Sensor 
Tex uses proprietary conductive inks to create 
stretchable thin film pressure sensitive textiles. 
With this technology the inks can be applied in 
any pattern, allowing a pressure sensing element 
of any shape which follows the form and flow 
of the textile. The surface of the fabric is thus 
transformed into a textile area with sensing 
properties.

Process Technology
The Switch Sensor Tex product consists of an area 
of fabric with resistive switches distributed across 
its surface. The number, size and distribution of 
switches are completely flexible, allowing any 
type of keyboard or control pad to be defined. 
The Pressure Sensor Tex is a specific combination 
of materials and techniques which allows the 
creation of a textile capable of measuring multi 
touch pressure sensing. This property is used in a 
wide variety of textile based sensing products in a 
range of markets that requires Pressure Mapping. 

Sensing Tex is a technology company who specialise in 

the development and marketing of smart textiles in sectors 

such as interior design, security, health, sportswear, 

automotive and fashion. 

The Sensing Tex founding team has extensive experience 

in the technology sector, manufacturing, management 

and commercialisation of technologies with a background in 

textile, chemistry, micro-electronics and telecommunications.

8.7 sensing tex, Es

Sensing Tex illuminated textiles are pioneers in 
the industry for large scale, high traffic applications. 
Their work with piezo sensor textile application 
and kits has opened up a whole world of new 
developments for applications using them. 
From security counters to hospital beds for long 
term convalescents the uses are many.
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Best Practice cases

Process Technology
LiCrete® is an innovative take on concrete 
production by strategic introduction of light 
facilitating elements while the concrete is being 
set. These elements can be arranged in many 
different matrix patterns and this pattern decided 
how much light would be emitted. The panels and 
their patterns are highly customisable making the 
LiCrete slab almost a basic component for novel 
applications.

Business Model
Gravelli has worked on its production methods 
to be able to easily adapt to the existing 
infrastructure in a concrete factory. That way they 
have been able to get their inventions into the 
market quite fast. The process allows a great deal 
of flexibility allowing them to make custom pieces, 
small batches of specialised productions and yet 
have the LiCrete® slabs produced in bulk for the 
industry.

Result
The Gravelli team works with an architect and 
designer to bring out the full application potential 
of the material. That way their standard product 
can be adapted to projects and Gravelli can still 
develop its own product lines.

Need
While there has been much experimentation in 
technology embedded textiles, there has not 
been much progress in mass manufacturing smart 
products using the technology with appropriate 
certification. 

Material Innovation
They produce concrete elements with a 
proprietary material called FixCrete®. It is a mix 
of high-strength concrete GFRC type. The special 
formulation allows spraying of their concrete into 
very thin (about 15 mm) yet a very resilient layer. 
With this technology they are able to produce 
components of complex shapes and very small 
masses in comparison with conventional molded 
concrete.

The combination of concrete and a transparent 
material in LiCrete®, produces a new composite 
with a wide spectrum of applications. The 
combination of strength and light transmission 
offers a wide range of application in architecture 
and design, where the focus is on aesthetics and a 
clean design. LiCrete components are the worlds 
only light emitting concrete from all planes.

Gravelli is a technology company who specialise in the 

short-run, but also custom manufacture interior and exterior 

elements made of concrete. 

Jiri Peters is the founder of Gravelli.

8.8 gravelli, cZ

LiCrete® and FixCrete® have changed 
the way concrete can be applied – 
the former for light emitting surfaces 
with no embedded technology and 
the latter with being able use concrete 
to spray and create thinner, organic 
forms. LiCrete is the world’s first 
concrete that emits light on all axes.
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Process Technology
Currently, the process is limited to dyeing 
of scoured polyester fabric run in batches of 
100-150 kg, although DyeCoo and its partners 
are developing reactive dyes for cellulosics to 
be available for use soon. The viscosity of the 
dye solution is lower, making the circulation of 
the dye solutions easier and less energy intensive. 
This deep penetration also provides effective 
coloration of polymers. Furthermore, dyeing 
and removing excess dye can be carried out in 
the same vessel; and residue dye is minimal and 
may be extracted and recycled.

Business Model
DyeCoo is the supplier of the technology 
and know how, so they help textile mills and 
companies convert their conventional dyeing 
facilities to enable CO2 dyeing. Their radical 
technology, which is technologically mature now 
has found many interested takers and supporters.

Result
Tong Siang Co. Ltd, part of the Yeh Group in 
Thailand will become first textile mill to fully 
implement this technology. With the backing of 
Nike, DyeCoo has been able to commercialise its 
technology for practical applications. Ikea is the 
latest company to support the idea through Ikea 
GreenTech (a venture funding end of Ikea) and this 
will hopefully further the application on cellulosic 
fibers soon.

Need
On average, an estimated 100-150 litres of water 
is needed to process 1 kg of textile material, 
with some 28 billion kilos of textiles being dyed 
annually. Water is used as a solvent in many 
pretreatment and finishing processes, such 
as washing, scouring, bleaching and dyeing. 
Water is highly polluted with dire environmental 
consequences after this process.

Material Innovation
When carbon dioxide is heated to above 31°C 
and pressurised to above 74 bar, it becomes 
supercritical, a state of matter that can be seen as 
an expanded liquid, or a heavily compressed gas. 
In short, above the critical point, carbon dioxide 
has properties of both a liquid and a gas. In this 
way supercritical CO2, has liquid-like densities, 
which is advantageous for dissolving hydrophobic 
dyes, and gas-like low viscosities and diffusion 
properties, which can lead to shorter dyeing times 
compared to water. Compared to water dyeing, 
the extraction of spinning oils, the dyeing and 
the removal of excess dye can all be carried out 
in one plant in the carbon dioxide dyeing process 
which involves only changing the temperature 
and pressure conditions; drying is not required 
because at the end of the process CO2 is released 
in the gaseous state. The CO2 can be recycled 
easily, up to 90% after precipitation of the 
extracted matter in a separator. There is no water 
consumption, no use of chemicals, no drying and 
it is twice as fast. This also makes it attractive in 
terms of energy.59

59  http://www.dyecoo.com/pdfs/colourist.pdf

DyeCoo is a Dutch company that has pioneered a technology 

of waterless dyeing together with TU Delft and Stork. 

Reinier Mommaal is the co-founder of DyeCoo.

8.9 Dyecoo, nl

DyeCoo’s technological advances will perhaps 
need factories to adopt the know how but also 
make infrastructural changes to their facilities. 
The take up could be slow, yet the future for this is 
big and with the support of large scale funding 
and corporate support this could be sooner 
than we can imagine.

Best Practice cases
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http://www.dyecoo.com/portfolio-item/dyecoo-product-launch/
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There are many future manufacturing procedures 
that could open up to products currently not 
possible. For example they cannot make sheets 
that are very large which could be a bit limiting 
for some applications. On-site manufacturing 
capabilities enable rapid iterative prototyping 
of D3o-developed parts in a range of materials.

Business Model
D3o as a company, partner to co create 
solutions where their material is applied. Their 
marketing team supports customers with the 
full commercialisation process through to the 
end user. With a varied portfolio of uniquely 
engineered materials, D3o’s chemists and material 
specialists have the expertise and experience of 
working with D3o-enhanced polymers across 
markets. 

Result
The D3o product, in 2006 made its debut at the 
2006 Winter Olympics as a component used in the 
Spyder GS race suit made for USA and Canadian 
ski teams.60

Need
All the available impact protection systems 
work on a macro scale, and are thus restrictive, 
uncomfortable and often ineffective. A system 
at a molecular level could tackle the problem 
at an intrinsic level to a higher degree of safety 
and spontaneity.

Material Innovation
D3o is an extremely clever, unique technology 
that is based on the innovation of capturing 
the benefits of non-Newtonian shear thickening 
material in polymers that can then be engineered 
for real world impact protection solutions. 
These enhanced properties offer a number of 
different performance benefits depending on the 
base polymer used and the intended application. 
D3o materials in their raw state flow freely when 
moved slowly, but on shock, lock together to 
absorb and disperse energy, before instantly 
returning to their flexible state. This reaction is 
counter intuitive. The greater the force of the 
impact, the more the molecules lock together 
and the greater the protection.

Process Technology
It is an elastic polymer made from a dilatant 
substance where viscosity increases with the 
rate of shear. Thus it is highly flexible when 
moved slowly, but on exciting, it hardens up. 

8.10 D3o, uK

A team of designers, engineers and chemists innovate 

with unique patented technologies to create D3o products. 

D3o was invented by a team led by Richard Palmer and 

Dr. Phil Grenn co-workers from the University of 

Hertfordshire’s Research and Development Centre.

These pioneering knee pads feature an advanced 
pre-bent design that combine a soft yet sturdy 
outside with high-tech and shock-absorbing D3o® 
material inside. www.snickersworkwear.com

The technology behind D3o is described here. 
www.d3o.com

Best Practice cases
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60  www.d3o.com

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqDe0C4OKbM
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section VI

WOrKshOP AnD ExhIBItIOn: 

ActIOns AnD rEsults

The Materialism exhibition on display, 
while the DAMADEI Symposium is on at 
the Zaha Hadid Roca Gallery, UK
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When combining advanced materials with design 
the door to future products and solutions opens. 
However, there are still some barriers obstructing 
the full development of such potential.

Trying to narrow down the gap between science, 
design and product development and to provide 
all parts with the appropriate experience on how 
to take advantage of the huge opportunities 
regarding these advanced materials in products 
and services, four DAMADEI Symposiums have 
been held (London 1st March, Copenhagen 22nd 
April, Prague 28nd May and Barcelona 8th July). 
The backbone for all Symposiums has been all 
our findings, knowledge and gathering interesting 
‘materialists’ from our research phase in the 
DAMADEI Project. 

All Symposiums were built up the same way 
having both inspiring talks, four chosen advanced 
materials to work with in a workshop session 
and plenty of room for the participants to meet, 
share knowledge, engage and network. And as 
we believe that innovation takes place when 
you mix different industries the participants of 
each Symposium were chosen very carefully. 
At each Symposium we had designers, material 
developers, researchers, underground creative, 
the producing industry etc. 

Further more each Symposium had its own 
theme, which was chosen by each city and 
partner.

In London where fashion is huge the theme 
was Fashion and wearable’s of the Future. 
In Prague where there is a long tradition in 
working with light, the theme was Smart 
Solution for innovative lighting and in Barcelona 
where transport is huge the theme was Mobility 
Tomorrow – Smart solutions for advanced 
transport.

Workshops
A note by by Maria Hørmann,Project Manager DAMADEI, Change Maker, Danish Design Centre9

Aden was followed by scientist, researcher, author 
and broadcaster Professor Mark Miodownik who 
contextualized the science of materials through 
a presentation on how the understanding of scale 
in relation to material science impacted on a 
different way of looking at materials. Margaret 
Pope followed with a presentation on the key 
themes emerging in the area of new materials. 
As one of the first people to recognize the 
importance of materials in the design process, by 
setting up a materials library in the 1970’s at the 
Royal College of Art, she also explained some key 
resources for accessing this type of information. 
The remaining speakers gave talks in the various 
areas of expertise including fashion designers 
Amy Winters and Gillian Davies who again gave 
further contextual information in the area of 
creative and science industry collaboration 
through the Polymer Opals project. 

The next round of talks was focused on the 
material suppliers and again these were 
intentionally not restricted to conventional fashion 
type materials. These included Sarat Babu a 
material scientist, who extended his education 
into design thinking by completing an MA at the 
Royal College of Art, and developed a new way 
to change the geometry of soft materials through 
the application of simple forces. Bare conductive 
who developed a skin friendly and conductive ink 
and John Meadows managing director of Schott 
Glass UK who demonstrated various fibre optic 
technologies. Through the subsequent brainstorm 
the attendees, which included designers from 
companies such as BMW, Speedo and Huawei 
the technologies were evaluated against the 
background of fashion with a search for new 
applications. As the DAMADEI Project set out 
to achieve from the start this unique format of 
receiving information and evaluation of this 
information by attendees provided a stimulating 
format that was appreciated by both speakers 
and attendees with the outcomes in form of 
sketches on white tiles that provided the basis 
of the future DAMADEI workshops.

The London event consisted of approximately 
35 attendees and marked the first of the 
DAMADEI workshops. Although from the context 
of the fashion theme, which we assigned the 
London workshop it was important to keep the 
background of the speakers fairly diverse and 
bring together not just experts from the area 
of fashion but also experts and materials from 
outside this industry. This was key in bringing 
together a group of people that would deliver 
new and inspiring outcomes within in fashion. 
The speakers from the creative industries were: 
Shamees Aden, a fashion and textile designer, 
Professor Mark Miodownik from Kings College 
University, London, Margaret Pope, a prominent 
material consultant in the UK, Erik Haastrup Muller 
from Futation in Denmark, Amy Winters, a fashion 
designer and Gillian Davies both representing 
Cambridge University Enterprises, Susanne 
Kuechler & Adam Drazin from University College, 
London.

This collection of researchers, academics and 
designers allowed for a rich mix of expert input 
to challenge the preconceptions of fashion and 
wearable technology and to set the scene for 
a lively and collaborative brainstorm.

The session started by an introduction by the 
organizer Chris Lefteri on the background to the 
DAMADEI Project and the rational for this format 
for the workshop. The setting in the inspiring 
Zaha Hadid Roca Gallery London was informal 
and conducive to a relaxed but productive 
environment and informative set of talks that 
allowed for the dissemination of the content 
through the Sketcha Kutcha brainstorm format. 
As a fashion and textile designer Shamees Aden 
provided the first stimulus by presenting a future 
scenario of fashion and wearable biotechnology 
that clearly expressed how the collaboration 
of designer and science researcher can create 
a meaningful and public facing project to 
contextualize advanced technologies. 

9.1 london 
Zaha Hadid, Roca Gallery, London
by Chris Lefteri, Chris Lefteri Design Ltd. UK
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9.2 copenhagen
Danish Design Centre, Copenhagen August 30th, 2013
by Maria Hørmann,Project Manager DAMADEI, Change Maker, Danish Design Centre

In all DAMADEI Symposiums the intention of the 
second part of the day was a workshop session 
part where all the knowledge gained in the first 
part of the day from the first five speakers should 
be mixed up with knowledge of four chosen 
advanced materials  – to end up with a workshop 
session where all participants in mixed groups 
should – based on the theme of the Symposium – 
come up with ideas of future solutions or products 
by using either of the four materials.

For the Copenhagen DAMADEI Symposium we 
had carefully chosen 4 materials/material areas 
that connected well with the theme of the day 
and that we thought would be good materials/
areas for the participants to develop ideas from.
The four chosen materials/material areas and 
presenters were:
•	 Nano	structured	plastics	
 presented by Morten Olesen from Actura
•	 Johan	Pedersen	from	Delta	talked	
 about thermal energy harvesting
•	 Erik	Müller	from	Futation	
 presented Quantum Tunnelling Composite
•	 And	at	the	end	Louis	Nielsson	from	University	
 of Aarhus gave us an insight in the new wonder 
 material Graphene.

Between these four material presentations we 
had arranged four intensive 1 minute brainstorms 
on the presented material followed by group work 
where the participants digged into the materials 
and started to come up with ideas.
Following those intense short group work sessions 
we had a more traditional, longer workshop 
session where the participants would interact and 
more firmly develop ideas. All participants got to 
collaborate and 20 ideas of solutions for the future 
home were developed. 
These 20 ideas – together with 20 ideas from 
London-, Prague-, and Barcelona Symposiums 
have been a part of an exhibition of ideas that has 
travelled together with the row of four DAMADEI 
symposiums visiting London, Copenhagen, 
Prague and Barcelona.

The purpose of this symposium was a combination 
of getting all to think in advanced materials when 
designing and at the same time breaking down 
some barriers to get all those different industries 
to interact and share all of their knowledge and 
different ways of thinking.

This Copenhagen DAMADEI Symposium turned 
out to be an inspiring event where advanced 
materials met design… And the day proved that 
magic occurs when mixing people with different 
backgrounds to work on the same subject.

Home of tomorrow – Smart solutions for advanced 
living
The theme of the Copenhagen DAMADEI 
Symposium on April 22nd was Home of tomorrow 
– Smart solutions for advanced living. Through 
the use of design and advanced materials we 
wanted to get the Symposium participants to 
come up with ideas for new applications for 
the future home. 

As in all Symposiums the day was parted up into 
two. The first part was 5 inspiring talks within the 
area of materials and design and the second part 
of the day was the workshop part where the four 
chosen materials, which the participants had two 
work with in the workshop session, were revealed. 
All speaker’s presentations at the Copenhagen 
Symposium had a base in the day’s theme to 
inspire and get the participants’ minds set up 
for the workshop session on Smart solution for 
advanced living.

The first part of the day
Chris Lefteri from UK is a consulting expert 
in the DAMADEI Project and I facilitated the 
Copenhagen DAMADEI Symposium. We started 
off by presenting the DAMADEI Project, the days 
theme and the scope of the day. 

Jack Mama is currently the Creative Director in 
Visioning and Probing at the Electrolux Group and 
we invited him to inspire us and start the first part 
of the day. Jack gave us a tour in the ‘helicopter’ 
and talked about probing the future in the field 
of design, trends and future applications. Jack has 
deep knowledge in design, product development 
and material selection. Further more due to his 
many years in Visioning and Probing at both 
Electrolux and earlier at Phillips Design, he has 
a very good insight and intuition of future trends.

For the workshop I chose three ‘materialists’ 
who in each their way are working with advanced 
Materials. Sascha Peters from Haute Innovation 
in Berlin talked about smart energy materials for 
advanced living. Aart van Bezooyen from Material 
Stories in Germany talked about 3D printing for 
the future home and how 3D printing opens the 
door to a whole new way of creating products 
for the home. Els Zijlstra, the creative director 
of Materia, a large materials library in Amsterdam, 
showcased design cases where advanced 
materials have played a major role. To end up the 
first part of the day Efrat Friedland, who is Head of 
Material Technologies at Designaffairs in Germany, 
gave us an insight in applying future materials in 
present design.
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Tomas Hendrych of Happy Materials at the DAMADEI 
Symposium in Prague talking about a Cranial Loop 
made of PEEK by Neos Surgery.
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Manuel Kretzer, a researcher and educator 
at ETH Zurich, explained his practical research 
project of responsive, intelligent and self-
supporting structures for architectural use made 
of smart materials. All his projects are based on 
3D elements consisting of electroactive polymers, 
thermochromic pigments, flexible solar cells, 
etc. Such structures might bring responsive light 
managing elements to architecture.

Sascha Peters introduced bio-luminiscence for 
future lighting inspired by living organisms: – light 
emitted by certain species. This light production 
consumes extremely low amounts of energy and 
might bring a sustainable ways of future lighting.

Four materials were chosen for the ideation and 
Sketcha Kutcha part. 
LiCrete®, a light transmitting building material 
composed of concrete and acrylate, was 
presented by its developers – Jiří Peters and 
Ladislav Eberl. 
PEI (polyetherimide), a high performance plastic, 
was introduced by the materials engineer Petr Falc 
from Röechling Engineering Plastics.
Switchable glass, able to change its opacity on 
demand from clear to opaque state, was 
described by representatives of the Mija – Therm 
company, a Czech supplier of switchable glass. 
OLED lighting modules, which have an emissive 
electroluminescent film of organic compound, 
was introduced by Riccardo Gigante of +ISO that 
offered lighting planning, product engineering 
and prototype development services. 
After each of the materials were presented, there 
was a 1 minute break for questions and individual 
brainstorming, which was followed by a 10 minute 
ideation in pairs. Finally, 20 sketches of successful 
future lighting ideas were presented by the teams 
to the audience. 

The symposium in Prague was organized to share 
knowledge across the fields of design, science 
and material development. Designers had a 
chance to get to know advanced materials and 
their characteristics, and this is very beneficial 
for the future development, as the confrontation 
between creative and scientific thinking is the 
key to innovation. 

Smart Solutions for Innovative Lighting
Prague DAMADEI was focused on innovation 
in lighting, transparent building materials 
and materials enabling enhanced lighting 
management. Participants of the symposium 
had a chance to find new solutions for future 
lighting through an inspirational session 
followed by a Sketcha Kucha ideation part. 

The inspirational session consisted of 6 short talks 
and the speakers presented innovative ideas and 
case studies concerning light, lighting solutions 
and the use of smart materials for lighting 
management, and covered a wide range of topics. 
In the ideation part, four innovative materials were 
introduced to the participants in short 15 minute 
presentations introducing characteristics of each 
of the materials. After each talk, participants had a 
chance to ask questions, brainstorm individually 
and to develop ideas in pairs and in groups of four 
and to present the best of their ideas in the end. 

Program of the symposium
In the beginning of the symposium, the DAMADEI 
Project was introduced to the participants, and the 
organisation of the topic was explained by Tomáš 
Hendrych and Ivana Vejražková of Happy 
Materials. 

Physicist Jan Proška inspired with physical 
phenomena, such as optical illusions, physiology 
of colour perception, and how different materials 
influence passing or reflecting light. Elodie 
Ternaux – an industrial designer and materials 
expert – showed a number of projects using many 
innovative lighting materials and technologies, 
such as optical fibers, LED, photoluminescence, 
etc. Czech glass designers, Maxim Velčovský, art 
director of Lasvit and Jaroslav Bejvl chief-designer 
of Preciosa, presented their projects. Maxim 
Velčovský described an innovative manufacturing 
process of glass architectural elements- 
Liquidcrystal – developed by the British designer 
Ross Lovegrove in collaboration with the Czech 
glass and crystal producer Lasvit, using ‘high 
precision heat transfer’. Jaroslav Bejvl talked about 
using custom printed circuits amplifying voltage 
and LEDs in the design of modern chandeliers 
developed by Preciosa. 

9.3 Prague 
Faculty of Architecture, CTU Prague, May 28th 2013 
by Ivana Vejražková, Materials Specialist, Happy Materials
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an exploration of the dynamic relation between 
architecture, people and technology. 
His Smart Highway project, shown in the video, 
explains how certain materials can provide us 
with energy solutions in the mobility sector. 
This particular project was recently nominated as 
the winner of the INDEX: Award 2013 (Denmark), 
the world’s biggest design prize.

Phase 3 
Next phase was naturally about advanced 
materials, and our four guest-suppliers or 
‘materialists’ had been carefully selected 
according to how they work with such smart 
materials and their potential to inspire new ideas 
to the participants of the following workshop 
in connection with mobility, as the main theme 
of the day. 
Aerogel, presented by Prof. Elies Molins, Head 
of Crystallography Department. ICMAB-CSIC: 
Aerogels are the lightest solid materials known 
to man, as most of their structure is hollow. 
Their extraordinary porosity gives them a large 
surface area, which provides them with unique 
characteristics among solid materials. 
Piezoelectric materials, presented by Thomas 
Etzkorn, Founder and Manager of Micos Iberia: 
They belong to the category of active materials, 
also called smart, multi functional or adaptive 
materials, and are capable of modifying in a 
reversible and controllable manner any one of 
their particular properties whenever external 
physical or chemical stimuli operate on them. 
These materials have the capacity to change their 
colour, shape or viscosity, to generate electricity, 
etc., in response to changes or alterations in 
the medium (light, sound, temperature, voltage). 
Graphene, presented by César Merino and 
Christopher Lillotte from Antolín Engineering 
Group, is a new family of advanced composite 
materials whose advantage lies in the small size 
of their reinforcements (tens of nanometers), and 
that means greater effectiveness as it increases its 
specific surface and reduces the effective distance 
between reinforcements. Noteworthy in this field 
is the interest in employing so-called carbon 
nanotubes, carbon nanofibers or even graphene, 
all characterized by their high mechanical and 
electrical properties, which are superior to carbon 
fibers by several orders of magnitude. 
Non Newtonian Fluids, introduced by José A. 
Aguilera and Antonio Guerrero is a fluid whose 
flow properties differ in any way from those of 
Newtonian fluids. Most commonly the viscosity 
(the measure of a fluid’s ability to resist gradual 
deformation by shear or tensile stresses) of 
non-Newtonian fluids is dependent on shear rate 
or shear rate history. Some non-Newtonian fluids 
with shear independent viscosity, however, 

9.4 Barcelona 
Design Hub Barcelona, Barcelona, July, 8th, 2013
by Valérie Bergeron, Materials Library Manager, Materfad, FAD

The same structure and agenda are shared 
in common by all DAMADEI Symposiums: 
inspiration, case studies, core materials and 
ideation, followed by a workshop and brain-
storming in search of ‘smart solutions’. Only 
the main topic was each time different and in 
Barcelona we chose to Move the Future. After 
a short welcome addressed by Javier Peña, 
Scientific Director of Materfad, and myself, our 
four experts were invited to inspire us and make 
a brief statement about the current situation of 
innovation related to advanced materials and 
transport. 

Phase 1 
Javier Peña, highly specialized in new functional 
materials, explained why and how advanced 
materials can change tomorrow’s design 
and mobility. Chris Lefteri, an internationally 
recognized authority on materials in design 
and consulting expert in the DAMADEI Project, 
focused on how materials have determined the 
evolution of transport design. Manel Villalante, 
currently Assistant Manager of the Regional Urban 
Development Agency of the City of Barcelona, 
has had responsibility of directing different 
administrative departments both at municipal 
and national levels. He appeared to be the most 
appropriate person to present the project for 
the future in mobility from the point of view of the 
administration. Finally Xavier Tutó, co-founder of 
Growthobjects, a design and engineering group 
focusing on the generation of proposals through 
Direct Digital Manufacturing, explained how 
additive manufacturing will change the way 
we design and produce for the transport sector. 

Phase 2 
A few especially relevant case studies were then 
presented. Martin Rojas, currently employed in 
a major automotive studio, explained how such 
a firm uses and makes the best of materials to 
generate innovation in the transport sector. 
Horge Pérez, director at Istituto Europeo di 
Design Barcelona of the IED Lab (Innovation and 
Education Center) and Alfredo Marín, currently 
working as a designer in the Italdesign Giugiaro 
Barcelona, showed a few full scale prototypes 
and explained the Wearable means of transport, 
a project developed with students at the IED for 
the BMW company. 
To end up this second part of the day, Ivan 
Rodríguez, Materials Engineer at Materfad, 
presented and discussed a video kindly provided 
by Daan Roosegaarde Studio. In this video, we 
had a chance to see how Daan Roosegarde, as 
an artist and innovator, explores the dawn of 
a new nature that is evolving from technological 
innovation. His remarkable works function as 

at the Barcelona Design Hub between June 25th 
and September 30th. 

The objective we had in mind – to create an 
inspiring event able to raise awareness among 
designers and provide them with the appropriate 
experience on how to take advantage of the huge 
opportunities offered by advanced materials – 
has been widely fulfilled. We felt that much has 
been learnt, processed and even enjoyed, 
allowing all participants to approach different 
ways of thinking. 
The outcome of this collective reflection is 
materialized by 100 ideas sketched by 140 
professionals, all in search of innovation in 
‘Wearing’, ‘Living’, ‘Lighting’ and ‘Moving’. 
These ideas will undoubtedly change our lives 
should a company decide to work them out. 
That was precisely our goal! 

still exhibit normal stress-differences or other 
non-Newtonian behavior. In other words, how 
to turn a liquid into a solid just by tapping on it… 

Phase 4 
The workshop session itself was then able to 
start. All the input and knowledge gained in the 
previous phases of the day were now intended 
to be processed in a creative and interactive 
brainstorming session among everyone: some 
60 professionals (architects, designers, engineers, 
historians, etc.) in different mixed groups took part 
in the process and finally came up with 20 ideas 
of innovative solutions for the future mobility. 
Those 20 sketches, together with 20 more 
ideas developed each time on occasion of the 
3 previous symposiums held in London, Prague 
and Copenhagen have been part of the traveling 
exhibition that complemented the DAMADEI 
global project and presented a selection of 50 
advanced materials. The 4th and last DAMADEI 
exhibition, as well as the symposium, took place 
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Workshop Participants Workshop Participants

Pavel Baxa, Chief Designer, Sanssouci, CZ
Vítek Bedrna, Freelance Product Designer and 
Photographer, CZ
Anna Bornová, Freelance Product Designer, CZ 
Zlatomíra Cirhanová, Student, Faculty of Architecture, 
CTU in Prague, CZ
Dominik Císař, Student at Studio Flow, Faculty of 
Architecture, CTU in Prague, CZ
Eva Červinková, Department of Product Design, 
Faculty of Architecture, CTU Prague, CZ 
Marie Doucet, Product Designer and Freelance 
Consultant, FR 
Adam Havel, Student, Faculty of Architecture, 
CTU in Prague, CZ  
Filip Havel, Student, Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and 
Physical Engineering, CTU Praguev 
Ricardo Hoineff, Scenographer for Czech TV, 
Glassmaker, BRA 
Jan Kolář, Sales Partner, Messe Frankfurt, CZ 
Zbyněk Krulich, Designer, MORPHE, Blueberries, CZ  
Jaroslav Kyselý, Freelance Product Designer, CZ  
Ján Maca, Interior Designer, Decoland, CZ  
Lenka Maierová, Architect, Studio ProCreo, CZ
Kristýna Malovaná, Designer, MORPHE, CZ  
Anna Marešová, Product Designer, Lasvit, CZ  
Pavel Matyáš, Country Manager, Verbatim, CZ
Václav Mlynář, Designer, Studio deFORM, CZ 
Lucie Moučková, Architect & Project Manager, 
Kajima Czech Design and Construction, CZ
Gabriela Náhlíková, Artist and Designer, Dejanew, CZ
Lucie Nepasická, Artist and Designer, Dejanew, CZ
Daniel Novák, Head of Lighting dpt, HALLA a.s., CZ
Hedvika Novotná, Freelance Graphic Designer, CZ  
Jakub Pollág, Designer, Studio deFORM , CZ 
Martina Pokorná, Student, New Media Studies, 
Charles University in Prague, CZ
Eduard Sojka, Student at atelier Sitta, Faculty of 
Architecture, CTU Prague, CZ 
Petr Strejček, Student, Faculty of Architecture, CTU, 
Prague, CZ 
Hanka Sůvová, Production Manager, TGK, CZ 
René Šulc, Designer Studio Inveno, CZ 

Jaroslav Švácha, Glass Technologist and Executive, TGK, CZ
Tomáš Vacek, Designer Studio Vacek, CZ 
Eva Vacková, Freelance Journalist, CZ
Linda Vránová, Student Faculty of Architecture, 
CTU Prague, CZ 
Kateřina Zámečníková, Student, AAAD and Faculty of 
Architecture, CZ

Speakers
Jan Proška, Researcher Associated Professor, CTU Prague, CZ 
Jaroslav Bejvl, jr. Chief Designer Preciosa – Lustry, CZ 
Elodie Ternaux, Co-founder matériO France, F
Maxim Velčovský, Art Director Lasvit, CZ 
Manuel Kretzer, Researcher and Educator ETH Zurich 
Sascha Peters, CEO Haute Innovation, DE
Jiří Peters and Ladislav Eberl, Founders Gravelli, CZ
Petr Falc, Marketing & Development Röchling Engineering 
Plastics, CZ 
Riccardo Gigante, Verbatim OLED Lighting Business 
Consultant, IT

Thomas Alstrup, Head of Development, Copenhagen 
Cleantech Cluster, DK
Mette Bak-Andersen, Designer, Knowledge Centre 3.0, 
Copenhagen School of Design & Technology (KEA), DK
Jakob Axel Bejbro Andersen, Ph.D Researcher, Dept. of 
Mechanical EngineerinG, Technical University of Denmark, DK
Barbara Bentzon, Designer & Founder, Faktor 3, DK
Vanessa Carpenter, Owner & Interaction DesigneR, 
GeekPhysical, DK
Jakki Dehn, Rematerialise, The Design School, Kingston 
University, UK
Søren Femmer Jensen, Project Developer & Director, 
Co-Creative, DK
Tony Gjerlufsen, COO, Rebel Agency, DK
Christian Grosen Rasmussen, Head of Design, 
Fritz Hansen A/S, DK
Hans Ulrik Grunth, Interface & Interaction Designer, 
Discovery & Design, Grundfos Management A/S, DK
Karen Marie Hasling, Designer & Ph.D Kolding School of 
Design, DK
Mads Høbye, Ph.D Researcher, Interaction Design, MEDEA, 
Malmö University, SE
Helle Jensen, Area Manager, DuPont
Anders Koefoed, Green Machine, DK
Maiju Käck, Design & Innovation, Danish Design Centre, DK
Rakel Karlsdottir, Student of Master in Architecture/
Industrial designer, Royal Danish Academy of Fine Art, DK
Peter Krogh, Professor in Design, Aarhus School of 
Architecture, DK
Tim Larcombe, Founder of INTENT & Vice Chairman, 
Danish Designers, DK
Tobias Lau, Social Action      
Torben Lenau, Assoc. Professor, Dept. of Mechanical 
Engineering, Technical University of Denmark (DTU), DK
Priya Mani, Design Researcher, Danish Design Centre, DK
Rasmus Markholt, Product & Design Director, 
Lightyears A/S, DK
Henriette Melchiorsen, Partner, FairTrade Designers, DK
Jasper Overgaard, MA Furniture & Spatial Design
Emma P Borgström, Project Assistant, Danish Design 
Centre, DK
Paula Raché, Designer & Illustrator, Callmepaula, DE

Marie Kristine Schmidt, Director & Head of Creative Center, 
B&O, DK
Trine Steffensen, Product Development Engineer, IKEA of 
Sweden, SE
Ali Tabatbai, Architect & Assistant Professor, Schools of 
Architecture, Design and Conservation
Philip Todorovski, Produkt Designer, Designit, DK
Rikke Ullersted, Partner, Made by Makers, DK
Jesús Oswaldo Villarreal González, Designer 
Prisca Vilsbol, Owner & Design Technician / Fashion, 
Vilsbøl de Arce, DK

Speakers
Chris Lefteri, Chris lefteri Design Ltd, UK
Maria Hørmann, Change Maker, Danish Design Centre, DK
Jack Mama, Creative Director Visioning & Probing, 
Electrolux Group Design, UK
Sasha Peters, CEO, Haute Innovation, DE
Aart Van Bezooyen, Material Stories, NL
Els Zijlstra, Creative Director Materia, NL
Efrat Friedland, Dipl. Industrial Designer, Head of Material 
Technologies, Designaffairs, DE
Morten Olesen, CEO, Actura Nanotech, DK
Johan Pedersen, Specialist, Energy Harvesting IdemoLab, 
Delta, DK
Erik Haastrup Müller, Founder, Futation, DK
Louis Nilsson, Ph.D Department of Physics & Astronomy, 
iNANO, Aarhus University, DK
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Marco Ajovalasit, Brunel University, UK
Yemi Awosile, Yemi Awosile  – Textile Design, UK 
Sophie Borch-Jacobsen, Freelance Designer, UK
Simone Brewster, Simone Brewster, UK 
Josiah Emsley, Priestman Goode, UK
Will Howe, Barber Osgerby, UK
Jeremy Innes-Hopkins, IDEO, UK
Jeongwon Ji, Royal College of Art, UK
Chris Johnson, Speedo, UK 
Martin Kemp, NanoKTN, UK 
Jane Kim, Central Saint Martins, UK 
Seung Joon Lee, Freelance Designer, UK 
Jon Marshall, Barber Osgerby, UK 
Alexia Mathieu, Crispin Porter Bogusky, UK 
Carmel Mc Elroy Harrison, Nokia, UK 
Brian McDermott, Huawei, UK 
Massimo Micocci, Brunel University, UK 
Tom Nelson, Coventry University, UK
Sophia Niemes, BMW, UK 
Pernilla Ohrstedt, Pernilla Ohrstedt Ltd, UK 
Laura Rattray, Speedo, UK  
Iain Roberts, IDEO, UK 
Gemma Roper, Chris Lefteri Design Ltd, UK 
Joseph Santry, Speedo, UK
Camilla Sundwall, UCL, UK 
Tanya Weaver, DEVELOP3D, UK 
Duncan Wilson, Barber Osgerby, UK

Speakers
Shamees Aden, Fashion Designer, UK
Sarat Babu, Bread, UK
Gillian Davis, Cambridge Enterprise, UK
Adam Drazin, UCL, Speaker, UK 
Manolis Kelaides, Royal College of Art, UK
Susanne Kuechler, UCL, UK
Isabel Lizardi, Bare Conductive, UK
John Meadows, Schott Glass, UK
Mark Miodownik, Institute of Making, UK 
Erik Haastrup Müller, Futation, DK
Margaret Pope, Margaret Pope, UK
Amy Winters, Fashion Designer, UK

Workshop Participants

Jose F. L. Aguilar,Director Oiko Barcelona Design&LAB, ES 
Lorena L. Armendáriz, Textile Designer, UAA, MX
Mónica Ausín, Designer, Peccata Minuta, ES
Jon À. Biurrarena, Product Designer & Engineer, Ánima 
Design, ES
Margarita Baena, Head of R&D, Woma S.A., CO
Giuseppe Busalacchi,	Transportation	Design,	Rücker	Lypsa,	ES
Antoni G. Cabañes, Sales Manager, Poliolefinas Borealis, ES
Lee Carpenter-Johnson, NJAC
Claudia Carrasco, Area Sales Manager, Corian DuPont, ES
Elisa M. G. Casillas, Researcher, Materfad Aguascalientes, 
UAA, MX
Alessandra Colella, Product Designer, IED, IT
Bernat Costa,	Design	Manager,	Rücker	Lypsa,	ES
David Cutcliffe, Design Site Leader, Alstom Transport, ES
Sven Ehman, Creative director, Gestalten
Guim Espelt, Industrial Designer, ES
Roger Ferrer, Director of Innovation, Design & 
Development, Industrías Cosmic, ES
Beth Galí, Founder BB + GG Architects, ES
Anita Garcia, Codisseny Sostenible, ES
Carlos García, Manager, Spain & Portugal, Merck S.L., ES
Felipe B. Henao, Dean of Architecture & Design School, 
UPBM, CO
Felipe Lalinde, Universidad Pontificia Bolivariana de 
Medellín, CO
Blanca R. E. Diaz de Leon, Head of Habitat Design Dept., 
UAA, MX
Andrew Losowsky, publisher, Huffington Post
Beatriu Malaret, Pompeu Fabra Univ., ES
Ricardo Marsicano, Design Professor, Massana Design 
School, ES
Viviana Narotzky, Designer & Design Historian, FAD Chair, ES
Ferran París, Industrial Design Engineer, Leitat 
Technological Centre, ES
Víctor C. Peregrin, Elisava Design School, ES
Yolanda C Pérez, Head of Image and Product Dept. UAA, MX 
Diego Ramos, Product Manager, Diego Ramos Studio, ES
Alessandro Rancati, Creative Innovation
Miquel Ridao, Sensing Tex, ES
Prof. Antoni Roca-Rosell, Coordinator of UNESCO Chair of 
Technology and Culture

Workshop Participants

Pau Romagosa, Industrial Design Engineer, ES
Martín Ruiz de Azúa, Founder, Martín Azúa Studio, ES
Isabelle Saulnier, Product Manager Architecture, Schott, FR
Josep Maria Serra, Architect, Outdoor Edition, Santa & Cole, ES
Pol Surinyach, Industrial Design Engineer, EDS, ES
Laura Reyes Tiscareño, Head of Representation Dept., UAA, MX
Javier del Toro, Industrial Design Engineer, EDS, ES
Xavier C. Vallhonrat, Director of Social Sciences, EDS, ES
Francesc X. Vilana, Medical Product Designer, Neos Surgery, ES
Isabel L. Vilalta, Creative Director, Isabel López Nicole Vindel, 
Industrial Design Engineer, EDS, ES
Sanna Völker, Product Designer, IED, ES
Vilalta+Asociados, ES

Speakers
José A. Aguilera, CEO Badennova, ES
Thomas Etzkorn, Founder Micos Iberia S.L., ES
Antonio Guerrero, Sustainability Man., Badennova, ES
Chris Lefteri, Founder Chris Lefteri Design Ltd., UK
Christopher Lillotte, Carbon Nanofibers & Graphene Products, 
Grupo Antolin Ingeniería S.A., ES
Alfredo Marín, Transport Designer, Italdesign Giugiaro 
Barcelona, ES
César Merino, Carbon Nanofibers & Graphene Products, 
Grupo Antolin Ingeniería S.A., ES
Elies Molins, Head of Crystallography Dept. ICMAB-CSIC, ES
Javier Peña, Doctor in Chemical Sciences, Scientific Director 
of Materfad, ES
Horge Pérez, Director of Higher Degrees in Design/I+ED Lab., 
IED, ES
Martin Rojas, Transportation Designer, automotive studio
Daan Roosegaarde, CEO Studio Roosegaarde
Xavier Tutó, Co-founder KXDesigners Studio, ES
Manel Villalante, Industrial Engineer, Barcelona Regional 
Urban Development Agency, ES
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list of websites

By the order of appearance

NOTE: The links have been taken from the original homepage, which means they might not be written in 
english. For instance is www.csic.es in spanish, but avaible in english (www.csic.es/en). 

DAMADEI, www.damadei.eu (Pg.2)
European Commission – Culture, ec.europa.eu/culture
Danish Design Center, www.ddc.dk (Pg.17)
Happy Materials, materiO Prague, www.happymaterials.com (Pg.17)
Materfad, Spain, www.materfad.com (Pg.17)
B-Motion project, BMW, Instituto Europeo di Design (IED) in Barcelona 
KEA European Affairs, www.keanet.eu (Pg.14) 
European Competitiveness Report 2010, http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/industrial-competi-
tiveness/competitiveness-analysis/european-competitiveness-report/comprep2012_en.htm (Pg.14)
Materialsm European Tour, http://www.damadei.eu/event/materialism-european-tour-london/
Euroflex GmBH www.euroflex.de (Pg.25) 
Lineo, www.lineo.eu (Pg.26) 
Harbin Hafei Airbus Composite Manufacturing Centre, www.airbus.com (Pg.26) 
Airbus, www.airbus.com (Pg.27) 
Ultra-Lab, www.ultra-lab.net (Pg.28) 
3Doodler, www.the3doodler.com (Pg.28) 
Fab Clay, www.fabclay.com (Pg.28) 
Basaltex, www.basaltex.com (Pg.29) 
GRAnPH(R) Nanotech, www.granphnanotech.com (Pg.29) 
3D mesh, www.made-in-china.com (Pg.29) 
P2i, www.p2i.com (Pg.30) 
D3O, www.d3o.com (Pg.31) 
Plasticana, www.plasticana.com (Pg.31) 
Alcore, http://www.mcgillcorp.com/ (Pg.32)
Cleveland Golf, www.clevelandgolf.com (Pg.33) 
BFGoodRich, http://www.bfgoodrich.com/ (Pg.37)
DuPont, www.dupont.com (Pg.40) 
Corian(R), http://www2.dupont.com/Corian_Global_Landing/en_US/index.html (Pg.40) 
Kevlar(R), http://www.dupont.com/products-and-services/fabrics-fibers-nonwovens/fibers/brands/
kevlar.html (Pg.40)
Delrin(R), http://www.dupont.com/products-and-services/plastics-polymers-resins/thermoplastics/
brands/delrin-acetal-resin.html (Pg.40)
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, www.fraunhofer.de (Pg.40) 
Cambridge Cluster, www.cam.ac.uk (Pg.42) 
Cambride Consultants, www.cambridgeconsultants.com (Pg.42) 
Cambridge Science Park by Trinity College, www.cambridgesciencepark.co.uk/ (Pg.42) 
St John’s Innovation Centre, stjohns.co.uk (Pg.42)
IdeaSpace Enterprise Accelator, www.cambridgesciencepark.co.uk/  (Pg.42) 
Cambridge Enterprise, www.enterprise.cam.ac.uk (Pg.42) 
Max Planck Society, www.mpg.de (Pg.42)
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, www.cnrs.fr (Pg. 42) 
French Ministry of Higher Education and Research, http://www.campusfrance.org/en/site/ministry-
higher-education-and-research (Pg.42)
Danish Technical Institute, www.dtu.dk (Pg.42) 
European Patents Office, www.epo.org (Pg.43)
Central European Institute of Technology, www.ceitec.eu (Pg.43) 
Spanish National Research Council, www.csic.es (Pg.43) 
Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness, http://www.mineco.gob.es/ (Pg.43)
Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation, http://www.idi.mineco.gob.es/ (Pg.43)
Tecnalia Catalunya, http://www.tecnalia.com/ (Pg.43)
Neos Surgery, www.neosurgery.com (Pg.44) 
ASCAMM Foundation, www.ascamm.com (Pg.44) 
Plastic Logic, www.plasticlogic.com (Pg.44) 

Oxford Creativity-TRIZ, www.triz.co.uk (Pg.46) 
IDES Plastics, www.ides.com (Pg.47) 
UL Ides, www.ides.com (Pg.47) 
Prospector, prospector.ides.com (Pg.47)
Granta Design, www.grantadesign.com (Pg.47)  
Material Connexion, www.materialconnexion.com (Pg.49) 
Nike, www.nike.com (Pg.49) 
3XN architects & GXN innovation, www.3xn.com, gxn.3xn.com (Pg. 48)
Modulor, www.modulor.de (Pg.51) 
Mouldlife, www.mouldlife.co.uk (Pg.51) 
Materia, www.materia.nl (Pg.51) 
Material Xperience, materialxperience.nl (Pg.51)
Material Inspiration Centre, www.materia-ic.nl (Pg.51) 
matériO, www.materio.fr (Pg.51) 
Futation, www.futation.com (Pg.54) 
Coloplast, www.coloplast.dk (Pg.55) 
MOEF, www.moef.dk (Pg.55) 
Materialica, www.materialica.de/en (Pg.56) 
Material Vision, www.material-vision.com (Pg.56) 
Salone del Mobile, www.cosmit.it (Pg.56)
Dutch Design Week, www.dutchdesignweek.nl (Pg.56) 
Filtrex, www.filtrex.it (Pg.56) 
Euro Nano Forum, www.euronanoforum2013.eu (Pg.56)
Nanotech, www.nanotechexpo.jp (Pg.56)
Techtextil, techtextil.messefrankfurt.com (Pg.56)
UBeam, www.ubeam.com (Pg.58) 
Ultrasion, www.ultrasion.com (Pg.59) 
FiDU, www.fidu.se (Pg.60) 
Omer Polak, www.omerpolak.com (Pg.60) 
HAY, www.hay.dk (Pg.60) 
ETH Zurich, www.ethz.ch (Pg.60) 
Liquidmetal(R), www.liquidmetal.com (Pg.61) 
Apple, www.apple.com (Pg.61) 
European Commision’s Innovation Union, www.ec.europa.eu/research/innovation-union/index_en.cfm 
(Pg.64) 
Europe 2020, www.ec.europa.eu/europe2020 (Pg.64) 
EyeD, www.eye-d.com (Pg.70)
Materialise, www.materialise.com (Pg.70) 
Fablogica, www.fablogica.com (Pg.70) 
Arduinos, www.arduino.cc (Pg.70) 
Andriod, www.android.com (Pg.70) 
Ron Arad, www.ronarad.co.uk (Pg.71) 
Phillips, www.philips.com (Pg.71) 
Alya Red at the Barcelona Super Computing www.bsc.es (Pg.73)
Hamlet at the University of London http://www.sgul.ac.uk/media/latest-news/3d-holographic-projec-
tion-trialled-in-sgul-medical-lectures (Pg.73)
Nounmenon, www.noumenon.eu (Pg.75)
Polyfloss Factory, www.thepolyflossfactory.com (Pg.76) 
Sugru, www.sugru.com (Pg.78) 
Fabrican, www.fabricanltd.com (Pg.79)
Decafé, www.rlauri.com (Pg.80) 
LiCrete(R), www.gravelli.com (Pg.81) 
Gravelli, www.gravelli.com (Pg.81)
Antony Dodworth, www.dodworthdesign.com (Pg.83)
Bentley, www.bentleymotors.com (Pg.83) 
Universidad Eurupeo de Madrid, www.madrid.universidadeuropea.es (Pg.86) 
Nebrija, www.nebrija.com (Pg.86) 
Coventry University, www.coventry.ac.uk (Pg.86) 
Alma Design, http://www.almadesign.pt/ (Pg.87)
Caetano Components, www.caetanocomponents.pt/ (Pg.87)
Couro Azul, www.couroazul.pt/ (Pg.87) 
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Amorim Cork Composites, www.corkcomposites.amorim.com (Pg.87) 
INEGI, www.inegi.org.mx (Pg.87) 
Nike Materials Sustainability Index (Nike MSI), www.nikeresponsibility.com/infographics/materials/
index.html (Pg.88) Nike Making App- https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/making-making-powered-by-
nike/id662227880 (Pg.88)
London College of Fashion’s Centre for Sustainable Fashion, www.sustainable-fashion.com (Pg.88) 
Nordic LAUNCH, launch.org, leaderlab.com (Pg.89)
Safe Nano, www.safenano.org/ (Pg.89)
Paper Wood, http://www.vij5.nl/KrantHout_0_EN.html (Pg.107)
3D Systems Corp, www.3dsystems.com (Pg.112) 
MakerBot, www.makerbot.com (Pg.112) 
Thingiverse, www.thingiverse.com (Pg.112) 
Shapeways, www.shapeways.com (Pg.112) 
Materialise MGX, www.mgxbymaterialise.com (Pg.112) 
Solar Sinter Project, www.markuskayser.com (Pg.112)
Mataerial Project, http://www.mataerial.com/ (Pg.112)
Advanced Architecture of Catalonia (IAAC), www.iaac.net (Pg.112) 
Joris Laarman Lab, www.jorislaarman.com (Pg.112) 
Elmarco, www.elmarco.cz (Pg.116) 
Czech Nanotechnology Cluster, www.czechnanocluster.com (Pg.117) 
Oticon, www.oticon.dk (Pg. 117) 
GN ReSound, www.gnresound.dk (Pg.117) 
Widex, www.widex.dk (Pg.117) 
Innovations RCA Lab, www.innovation.rca.ac.uk (Pg.117)
Squeasewear, www.squeasewear.com (Pg.117) 
KwickScreen, www.kwickscreen.com (Pg.117) 
Concrete Canvas, www.concretecanvas.co.uk (Pg.117) 
Biocouture, www.biocouture.co.uk (Pg.117) 
Chris Lefteri Design Studio http://www.chrislefteri.com/ (Pg.118)
Nicola Stattmann www.nicolastattmann.com (Pg.119)
Matrec by Marco Capellini http://www.matrec.it/ (Pg.119)
Akzo Nobel, www.akzonobel.com (Pg.122) 
Tretorn, www.tretorn.com (Pg.122) 
PEEK-OPTIMA(R), http://www.invibio.com/ (Pg.124)
Zieta, www.zieta.pl (Pg.126) 
Plopp Chair, www.zieta.pl (Pg.126)
V&A Museum, UK, www.vam.ac.uk (Pg.126) 
Siemens Communications, www.siemens-enterprise.com (Pg.128)
QUE proReader, www.plasticlogic.com (Pg.128)
Formerol(R), www.sugru.com/pdfs/FORMEROLsugru_TDS_NOV11.pdf (Pg.138)
Termix, www.termix.net (Pg.132) 
FixCrete(R), www.fixcrete.com (Pg.136) 
DyeCoo, www.dyecoo.com (Pg.138) 
TU Delft, www.tudelft.nl (Pg.138) 
Stork, www.storktechnicalservices.com (Pg.138)
Tong Siang Co. Ltd, www.tong-siang.com/tsprofile.html (Pg.138) 
Ikea Green Tech, www.greentechab.com (Pg.138) 
University of Hertfordshire’s Research amd Development Centre, www.herts.ac.uk (Pg.140) 
Snickers Work wear, www.snickersworkwear.com (Pg.141) 

list of videos

Written here in the order of appearance

1. Link to Prague Materialism tour and exhibition, http://www.youtube.com/user/MaterialTimes?feature=watch
2. Link to Copenhagen Materialism tour and exhibition, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKc89wLX9ww
3. Link to Barcelona Materialism tour and exhibition, http://www.almadesign.pt/
4. Euroflex Nitinol wires, http://www.euroflex.de/en/downloads/corporate-video.html
5. Lineo Advanced composite   
6. 3Doodler 3D printing pen, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y52VxbuS3Cc
7. FabClay 3D printed clay, http://vimeo.com/49450015
8. P2i nano coating, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0zMb368QF4
9. D3o high impact gel, http://vimeo.com/d3olab
10. Ubeam wireless charging, http://cnettv.cnet.com/ubeam-wireless-power/9742-1_53-50105830.html
11. Ultrasion 3d printing, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sl-b3Kmim2I
12. FiDU Technology, http://vimeo.com/14877644
13. Liquidmetal Technolgies, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOEBR3DcqN0
14. Omer Polak Jast-a second watch, http://omerpolak.com/Jast-a-second
15. Nounmenon, http://www.popscreen.com/v/79dAM/Memories-of-the-Future-by-Carl-de-Smet
16. Polyfloss Factory, http://vimeo.com/48529291
17. Using Sugru, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82_mFqRlE6g
18. Making of Fabrican, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKZuPPjoxHQ
19. Making of Decafe (use link given)
20. Making of LiCrete, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eznO7VCjZkk
21. Making of Plopp Chair, http://vimeo.com/45185122
22. Solar Sinter: How, http://vimeo.com/25401444
23. Mataerial : How, http://vimeo.com/55657102
24. Cranial Loop : How, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-czeXq-JgU
25. FiDU Making of the Pond nstallation at the V&A, UK, http://vimeo.com/14877644
26. Plastic Logic, http://www.youtube.com/user/PlasticLogic
27. DyeCoo, http://www.dyecoo.com/portfolio-item/dyecoo-product-launch/
28. D3o, an example in use, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqDe0C4OKbM
29. Link to London Materialism Tour and Exhibition
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Materials are the Trojan horse 
of sustainable solutions.
Santiago Gowland, GM Sustainable Business & Innovation - Systems Innovation function at NIKE INC
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